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Abstract 

Mobile application development is emerging as one of the focused areas in the 

software industry due to the exponential growth of mobile users and applications. The 

mobile market is highly competitive and the applications developed need to work 

under strict performance constraints to meet the expectations of end users. A 

significant challenge faced by the industry is developing multiple native variants of 

mobile applications to support different mobile operating systems, varying mobile 

devices, and varying application functional requirements. The mobile devices 

typically have limited memory, battery power, and processing speed, which makes 

performance testing of these applications very important. The current industrial 

practice is manual development and testing of several native variants for a mobile 

application. Any potential change has to be applied and tested across variants 

manually, which is neither efficient nor scalable.  

In this thesis, the problem of developing various native variants of a mobile 

application is considered as a ‘software product-line engineering’ problem. The thesis 

proposes a novel product-line model-driven engineering approach for mobile 

applications that addresses the key challenges of generating of feature-based native 

mobile application variants for multiple platforms. Specifically, the approach deals 

with three types of variations in mobile applications: variation due to operating 

systems and their versions, software, and hardware capabilities of mobile devices, 

and functionalities offered by the mobile applications. The models developed are 

used to generate mobile variants automatically.  

Due to the variation in mobile devices, the overall performance of generated variants 

may significantly vary across platforms. Once the native variants are generated, 

performance testing of mobile applications across various platforms is also of key 

importance to ensure that the variants are performing within acceptable limits. For 

this purpose, an automated model-based performance testing approach is proposed 

that specifically focuses on the evaluation of mobile device processing, memory, and 

battery consumption for native application variants. 

The proposed approach is supported by an automated MOPPET tool and is applied to 

two industrial case studies. The tool is used to generate the application variants and 

test their performance. The results of applying the approach to case studies show that 

the proposed approach is applicable to industrial mobile applications and have the 

potential to significantly reduce the development and testing efforts. A questionnaire-

based survey is conducted to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed approach. The 

analysis of the survey summarizes that the presented approach addresses the 

challenges of generating and performance testing of mobile application variants.  
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Chapter 1  

 

Introduction 

 

 
This chapter presents an introduction to the thesis. The chapter includes the motivation 

for doing the research, the problems that are addressed by the thesis, the brief 

description about the solution to the presented problems, the research contributions, 

the description of the case studies, and the structure of the thesis.    

1.1 Motivation 
Mobile application development has recently emerged as one of the most focused 

areas in the software industry (Dehlinger and Dixon 2011). The mobile applications 

belong to a wide range of domains, ranging from entertainment to business and health 

critical applications (Muccini, Di Francesco, and Esposito 2012). The exponential 

growth of mobile users, extensive use of mobile devices, and the available variety of 

mobile platforms has resulted in a significant growth in the mobile application 

development industry. 

A significant challenge being faced by the industry is the requirement to support a 

number of software and hardware mobile platforms and a number of functional 

variations (Joorabchi, Mesbah, and Kruchten October 2013). The software platform 

includes the support for various operating systems and the available software features, 

such as, contact, message, and others. The hardware platform includes the hardware of 

the mobile devices including the actual hardware features available, such as, bluetooth, 

camera, processor, memory, and others. The support for functional requirements 

variations is another important challenge because a number of different clients may 

require slight variations in the functionality of the mobile application. 
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For example, consider an application being developed. It may need to support a 

number of available Android operating system versions
1
 (such as, Marshmallow, 

Nougat, and Oreo) and a number of available iOS versions
2
 (such as, iOS 7, iOS 8, and 

iOS X). The same application may also need to support a number of mobile devices, 

such as, devices supporting LTE/4G or 3G networks, devices with or without 

bluetooth. Similarly, the same application may need to support different functionality 

for different clients, such as, some clients may require the support of scheduled 

backups on their servers, while other clients may require the support of backups using 

a cloud service.  

Due to the highly competitive mobile application industry, high performance of 

mobile applications is also a fundamental requirement as mobile devices have limited 

resources including limited memory, power, and processing speed (Dantas et al. 2009). 

A common industrial practice is to develop and tests mobile applications for each 

platform separately and manually (Dehlinger and Dixon 2011; Joorabchi, Mesbah, and 

Kruchten October 2013; Ahmad et al. 2018). This is an effort-intensive task and the 

complexity of maintaining multiple versions of an application increases exponentially 

as a large number of application versions need to be developed, tested, and maintained 

over time (Joorabchi, Mesbah, and Kruchten October 2013). Any potential change or 

addition of new functionality has to be applied to all the different versions of the 

mobile application manually. Since the various versions of a mobile application have 

to be deployed on different platforms (i.e., operating systems and devices), the 

performance of the mobile application versions on the various platforms needs to be 

evaluated. This makes performance testing of mobile applications a significant 

activity of application development lifecycle. 

An alternative to developing and testing multiple native variants of a mobile 

application is to either develop a web application or a cross-platform hybrid 

application by using web-scripting languages (Raj and Tolety 2012). Progressive web 

application (PWA) has emerged as an alternative to native application in terms of UI 

experience and offline availability. However, these still lack direct access to mobile 

device hardware and platform API and suffer a performance as compared to native 

applications (Biørn-Hansen, Majchrzak, and Grønli 2017). Native applications are 

considered to be more stable and secure, better in terms of performance, allow direct 

access to device hardware and have better look and feel. 

The development and performance testing of the business logic of native variants 

requires redundant effort and the approach of developing and testing these separately 

is not scalable in practical contexts. This challenge of maintaining multiple variants 

has also been highlighted by a number of software engineers as one of the key 

challenges in mobile application development (Wasserman 2010; Dehlinger and 

Dixon 2011; Joorabchi, Mesbah, and Kruchten October 2013; Ahmad et al. 2018). 

There is a need for scalable approaches for development and performance testing of 

various variants that reduce the redundant effort. 

                                                           
1
 http://www.android.com/ 

2
 http://www.apple.com/ios/ 
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Software product-line engineering (SPLE) is a well-accepted approach of 

developing a set of products that share a common set of features (Pohl, Böckle, and 

Van Der Linden 2005). The concept of SPLE has been adopted from the broader 

product-line engineering that has been adopted and applied in different domains to 

handle a large number of product variations, for example, in the automobile industry 

(Thiel and Hein 2002) and embedded systems (Polzer, Kowalewski, and Botterweck 

2009). The problems of supporting mobile application variants that are highlighted 

above can be positioned as an SPLE problem and the existing SPLE concepts can be 

applied in this domain.  

A widely accepted methodology for developing software systems that have 

successfully been applied in other domains is Model-Driven Software Engineering 

(MDSE) (Gomaa 2008; Larman 2004; Iqbal, Arcuri, and Briand 2013). In MDSE, 

models are considered as the key software development artifact (Brambilla, Cabot, and 

Wimmer 2012) and Unified Modeling Language
3
 (UML) is commonly used for 

developing software systems. MDSE has a high potential for use in developing mobile 

applications because it allows platform independent modeling, which can, later on be 

transformed to multiple mobile platforms. 

1.2 Problem Statement 
The problem being addressed by the thesis is to provide a scalable and automated 

strategy to handle three types of variations (hardware, software, and functional) during 

native mobile application development and to automate the generation and 

performance testing of native variants. The three types of variations for mobile 

applications include: (i) variation due to operating systems and their versions, (ii) 

software, and hardware capabilities of mobile devices, and (iii) functionalities offered 

by the mobile applications. We treat this problem as a software product-line 

engineering problem. 

Although some other approaches have been proposed to address the problem of 

supporting variations but these are specific to a single mobile platform and are limited 

to a particular kind of variability, such as software, or hardware, or functional (Ko et 

al. 2012; Benouda et al. 2016; Min et al. 2011). The platform-specific approaches also 

restrict the generation of a mobile application for a specific platform that cannot 

execute on other mobile platforms. 

The strategy developed to address this problem needs to focus on consolidating the 

business logic in the form of a single artifact rather than repeating this in each target 

application. For this purpose, there is a need to capture this information using standard 

notations with which the software engineers are generally familiar. 

The problem of the mobile application performance testing addressed by this thesis 

is the performance of the actual mobile application on the target mobile device (Kim, 

Choi, and Wong 2009). This type of testing focuses primarily on evaluating the 

resources of the mobile device consumed by a mobile application. For example in case 

of an online shopping application, this includes evaluating the memory consumption 

due to frequent updates of inventory while running the application on a particular 

                                                           
3
 http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/2.4.1/ 
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mobile device. This thesis focuses on the evaluation of three performance parameters 

for each of the executing native application variants. The performance parameters 

include: (i) processing time, (ii) memory utilization, and (iii) battery consumption of 

the mobile device. The existing mobile application design is reused to model the 

required performance parameters.  

1.3 Research Methodology 
This thesis targets an applied area of research and adopts a mix of literature review and 

industry-driven research methodology. The aim is to examine the existing literature for 

identifying the potential variations in mobile applications and to identify the existing 

approaches for managing the variations. The goal is to develop strategies for managing 

variations in mobile applications and for testing the performance of the application 

variants with the specification. The research strategy consists of following steps: 

1. In the first step, a survey of the related work on mobile application generation 

and performance testing is conducted. From the survey, the objective is to 

highlight the limitations and weaknesses of existing state-of-the-art related to 

the generation and performance testing of mobile applications for specific or 

multiple mobile platforms. 

2. The literature survey is also be used to identify the various types of variations 

found in mobile applications. 

3. From the approaches and variations identified from step 1 and 2, the objective 

is to formulate novel strategies to better manage the generation of mobile 

applications and their performance testing.  

4. A key aspect of applied research is verifying the proposed approach on real 

industrial applications. For this, a case study based research strategy is adopted 

and the proposed approach is evaluated on real case studies with industry 

practitioners. The aim is to follow a qualitative approach in analyzing the 

results of the applying the proposed approach to a selected case study.  

5. An empirical study is performed with graduates and PhD students to evalute the 

usefulness of the approach. The results of this questionaire-based survey are 

again qualitatively analyzed to identify how useful is the proposed approach in 

addressing the challenges of generating, maintaining and performance testing of 

mobile application variants. 

1.4 Case Study Design 
This section presents the details for the case study design that are based on the 

industry-driven research mechanism as defined by Gorschek et al. (Gorschek et al. 

2006). In the following, the various steps for the case study design are discussed that 

include the rationale, objectives, method of data collection, selection of sample, and 

analysis of the collected data. 

1.4.1 Rationale  

The work is initiated in response to discussions with mobile application developers 

and test engineers at various forums, such as, software testing meetups. The meetups 
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are a regular event and represent a large-scale gathering of software quality 

engineering professionals. The problem of developing and maintaining a large number 

of variants of a mobile application for different platforms and versions of operating 

systems is brought up as a major challenge in mobile application development.  These 

discussions formed the basis of the problem identifications. Further informal meetings 

are held with developers and testers to identify various aspects of variability and the 

challenges faced by mobile application developers. 

1.4.2 Objectives 

This thesis addresses the industrial problem through the following objectives:  

1. To develop an approach for addressing the problem of mobile application 

development, that generates the mobile application variants for multiple 

platforms. This includes a strategy for modeling the various mobile application 

features and their variations and a methodology for structural and behavioral 

modeling of mobile applications. 

2. To develop an approach for addressing the problem of mobile application 

performance testing, that tests the performance of the generated mobile 

application variants for multiple platforms. This includes a model-based 

strategy for modeling the mobile application specific performance measuring 

parameters and generation of performance test cases. 

3. To develop a tool for addressing the problem of automation, that implements 

the proposed approach for generation and testing of mobile application 

variants. 

4. To apply the proposed approach on the industrial case studies for evaluating 

the applicability of the approach. 

5. To conduct a survey for getting feedback about the usefulness of the proposed 

approach in industry. 

1.4.3 Methods of Data Collection   

The main source of information for this research is the published works in literature 

and the developers and testers at the industrial partner company. A review is 

performed of existing literature to identify the variations in mobile applications, their 

causes and the existing approaches to handle variations. Based on the identified 

information, a novel strategy is proposed for managing generation and performance 

testing of mobile application variants. A questionnaire-based survey is conducted for 

evaluating the approach, the results of which are analyzed qualitatively. The 

questionnaire used for the survey is designed by the primary researcher and is updated 

and improved based on the pilot study and after discussion with other senior 

researchers. 

1.4.4 Case Study Selection Strategy   

The industrial partner company is selected from the contacts developed at the meetups 

and in follow-up discussions. An attempt is made to identify companies that are 

actively developing mobile applications and have applications that need to be 
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supported over multiple platforms. From those companies, after discussions one 

partner company is selected. In addition to the existing profile of the companies, the 

willingness of the company to grant access to its developers, and to adapt and employ 

new strategies are considered as a key factor.   

1.4.5 Industrial Context and Case Study Description 

This section describes the industrial context of the proposed approach by introducing 

the industrial partner company, the industrial problem that is solved, and the mobile 

application case studies that are used.  

The industrial partner is a mobile application development organization, which is 

developing a number of native mobile applications ranging from games to general-

purpose utility applications for multiple platforms. The developers are currently 

maintaining a number of native versions for each application. Some of their well-

known native applications are scramble, flow dots, slideagram, instalapse, and true or 

false. The proposed approach is applied to two applications being developed by the 

partner company, Scramble
4
 and Instalapse

5
. The Scramble case study is being used as 

a running example throughout the thesis and Instalapse case study is discussed later in 

the thesis to evaluate the proposed approach. 

Scramble is a board-based English words’ learning mobile application. It is 

currently available for the Android platform. The board consists of a 5x5 squares 

containing a set of 25 characters (one at each position). The words are scrambled, so a 

particular word can be found in an irregular pattern. The player can create words by 

moving in 8 different directions, i.e., up, down, left, right, up-right, up-left, down-

right, and down-left. Figure 1.1 shows various application screens of the Scramble 

case study. In the Scramble application, the score is calculated by a number of correct 

words created by the player. The application also shows a list of all possible words in 

the given board. It also has the facility to share results with the friends on Twitter or 

Facebook. 

Instalapse is another mobile application by the industrial partner company, 

currently available for the Android platform. It is a hyper-lapse application that helps 

in making time-lapse videos. The time-lapse videos are created either by using the 

mobile camera or by selecting already existing videos. It also helps in applying the 

desired time-lapse speed and audio to the video. Moreover, Instalapse application 

facilitates to share the created videos with the friends on Twitter, Facebook, and 

Instagram. Figure 1.2 shows the various application screens for the Instalapse case 

study. 

A key requirement for these applications is their support for multiple mobile 

platforms. The current practice in the industry is to build separate variants of the same 

application to support the different required platforms. For example, Scramble and 

Instalapse are developed for various forks of Android platform. Another requirement 

is to handle functional variations between the variants of the mobile applications. For 

                                                           
4
 http://www.amazon.com/Scramble-Kindle-Tablet-HD-

HDx/dp/B00GHKO98Q/ref=sr_1_3?s=mobile-apps&ie=UTF8&qid=1397135064&sr=1-3 
5
 https://www.amazon.com/AppMetrik-InstaLAPSE-Make-timelapse-go/dp/B0193U41ZM/ 
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example, Figure 1.1 shows the Scramble application screen with social media sharing 

support, i.e., the application offers the facility of sharing results with friends on social 

media, such as, Facebook or Twitter. 

 

Figure 1.1: Scramble Case Study Application Screens 
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Figure 1.2: Instalapse Case Study Application Screens 

The company plans to launch different variants of Scramble application each 

containing one or more of the new features: support of persistence with database or 

file, lightweight phone storage feature or SD card storage, 4X4 or 5X5 playing board-

size application feature, and social media sharing functionality through Facebook or 

Twitter. Maintaining multiple native variants of the same application independently is 

a tiresome task and requires redundant effort by the development team. 

The various mobile platforms have different specifications and an application 

performance may significantly vary across the various platforms. This makes 

performance testing of mobile application variants a fundamental task. Software 

testers at most of the mobile development organizations, including the industry 

partner, currently test the performance of the application variants for multiple 

platforms manually. The assigned tester builds the performance tests to validate the 

execution time, memory utilization, and energy consumption of the mobile device for 

the application variants. The tester then identifies the exact methods that are creating 

performance bottlenecks. 

The work presented in this thesis is conducted in collaboration with the industry 

partner. Multiple sessions are held with the developers to understand the needs of the 

development team and formed a solution that is applicable to mobile application 

development in general. The solution is then provided to the company, which then 

applied the developed tool to generate the feature-based application variants. 

The identified problem of supporting multiple native variants of an application 

development, testing, and maintenance is also a known problem in the literature 

(Joorabchi, Mesbah, and Kruchten October 2013; Nagappan and Shihab 2016). This 

problem is not specific to any particular operating system, platform or hardware 

device, but in general, a native application written for one platform cannot execute on 

other platforms. In addition, whenever there is a change in the mobile application, all 

the developed versions of the mobile application for different platforms have to be 

updated and tested. In summary, a well-known mobile application development 

organization wants to develop multiple variants of both Scramble and Instalapse 

applications that should support different mobile operating systems, hardware 

platforms as well as functional variants through efficient developing strategies to 

reduce the development, testing, and maintenance efforts. The work presented in this 

thesis addresses this problem and provides a product-line model-driven engineering 

approach for generating and performance testing of feature-based variants of mobile 

applications to solve the challenges faced by the mobile application industry. 

1.4.6 Ethical Considerations 

The work carried out with the partner company is subject to a non-disclosure 

agreement and all information relevant to the partner company presented in this thesis 

document has been reviewed and approved by the partner company. 
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1.5 Dissertation Contributions 
In this thesis, the above-mentioned problems faced by the mobile application 

development industry are solved by proposing a ‘product-line model-driven 

engineering’ approach for generating and performance testing of native mobile 

application variants for multiple platforms. It contains two parts, i.e., a ‘product-line 

model-driven engineering’ to support automated generation of mobile application 

variants for multiple platforms and a ‘model-based performance testing’ to test the 

performance of these generated variants. The proposed performance testing strategy is 

built on the product-line model-driven engineering strategy as the generated 

application variants and the developed UML models are reused in the testing 

approach. The assumption is that the application variants generated using the product-

line model-driven engineering strategy are functionally correct. 

Precisely, the thesis makes the following contributions: 

 As part of the solution for the development of mobile applications for multiple 

platforms: 

o A generic mobile application product-line feature model (FMG) is 

provided that capture the mobile domain-specific operating system, 

software, and hardware concepts (for example, Android v5.1, iOS X, 

bluetooth, WIFI, contact, and message).  

o An application product-line specific feature model (FMA) that is derived 

from the FMG. The FMA contains the application-specific operating 

system, software, hardware, and functional requirement-related features.  

o A strategy is developed to generate a mobile application product-line 

specific modeling profile from the FMA. The generated modeling profile 

allows the application designer to model mobile domain-specific 

concepts during mobile application modeling.  

o A methodology for modeling the business logic of the under 

development mobile application product-line using UML. Considering 

mobile applications typically have a short time to market and require 

quick delivery and deployment, a minimal but sufficient subset of UML 

is selected that includes UML use-case diagram for requirements 

gathering, class diagram for structural modeling, and state machine 

diagram for behavioral modeling of the mobile application.  

o A feature-based mobile application variants generation tool is developed 

to automate the proposed approach for the development of mobile 

applications for multiple platforms 

 

Muhammad Usman, Muhammad Zohaib Iqbal, Muhammad Uzair Khan, "A 

Product-line Model-driven Engineering Approach for Generating Feature-based 

Mobile Applications", Journal of Systems and Software (JSS), Volume 123, 

2017, Pages 1-32. DOI: 10.1016/j.jss.2016.09.049. (Impact Factor: 2.444) 
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Muhammad Usman, Muhammad Zohaib Iqbal, Muhammad Uzair Khan, "A 

Model-Driven Approach to Generate Mobile Applications for Multiple 

Platforms", 21st Asia-Pacific Software Engineering Conference (APSEC), Jeju, 

2014, pp. 111-118. DOI: 10.1109/APSEC.2014.26 

  

 As part of the solution for the performance testing of the generated mobile 

application variants for multiple platforms: 

o A performance modeling profile (PerMP) for mobile applications is 

provided that allows the tester to model the mobile domain-specific 

performance measuring concepts during application performance 

modeling.  

o An aspect-oriented approach is developed for writing performance 

constraints on UML models. An aspect-oriented modeling is used to 

avoid cluttering of business logic modeling with performance modeling.  

o A strategy is developed for the generation of the platform-independent 

performance test cases from woven UML models that further transforms 

into unit-level platform-specific test cases for multiple platforms. 

Moreover, the instrumented native application variants are also 

generated from these UML models. For each of the platforms, the 

platform-specific test cases are executed on the instrumented variant to 

get the execution traces that are used to test the performance of the 

executing variant.  

o The proposed performance testing strategy is supported by an automated 

tool. 

 

Muhammad Usman, Muhammad Zohaib Iqbal, Muhammad Uzair Khan, "An 

Automated Model-based Performance Testing Approach for Mobile 

Applications ", Submitted to Journal of Software: Evolution and Process, 

Impact Factor: 1.167. 

 

 The proposed approach is applied to two industrial case studies, i.e., Scramble 

and Instalapse for generating and testing the performance of the feature-based 

mobile application variants for multiple platforms. The results show that the 

proposed approach is applicable to industrial mobile applications and have the 

potential to significantly reduce the development and testing efforts. 

 A questionnaire-based survey is conducted to get the opinion and feedback 

about the ‘usefulness of the developed mobile application variants generation 

and performance testing approach’ from graduates and PhD students. The 

analysis of the survey summarizes that the proposed approach addresses the 

challenges of generating and performance testing of mobile application 

variants. 
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1.6 Thesis Organization 
The remaining thesis document is organized as: 

 Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive survey of the related work. The related 

work consists of the techniques on the product-line engineering, model-based 

engineering, and performance testing of mobile applications. The product-line 

and model-driven engineering approaches are investigated for the development 

and generation of mobile applications, whereas the performance testing 

approaches are analyzed for the performance measuring parameters for mobile 

applications. The chapter also presented the analysis of the related work. 

 Chapter 3 presents the details the proposed product-line model-driven 

engineering approach for mobile applications. The introduction of the chapter 

discusses an overview of the proposed approach, whereas the remaining 

sections explain the proposed strategy for modeling of mobile applications to 

generate feature-based native application variants for multiple platforms. 

Moreover, the chapter demonstrates the application of the proposed approach 

on the Scramble case study. The details of the developed tool for the 

implementation of the proposed variants generation approach are also presented 

in the chapter. 

 Chapter 4 presents the details of the proposed model-based performance testing 

strategy for mobile applications. The chapter highlights the performance 

modeling, followed by the testing strategy for the generation of performance 

test cases to test the performance of the generated application variants. The 

chapter demonstrates the application of the proposed performance testing 

strategy on the Scramble case study. The extensions in the developed tool are 

also presented to implement the testing strategy.  

 Chapter 5 presents the application of the proposed approach on the Instalapse 

case study. Likewise, Scramble case study, both the proposed product-line 

model-driven engineering and testing approach is applied and demonstrated for 

the Instalapse case study. The chapter also presents the results of both the 

Scramble and Instalapse case studies that evaluate the practicality of the 

proposed approach.  

 Chapter 6 presents the conclusion of the thesis and specifies the contributions of 

the thesis.  

 Chapter 7 presents the recommendations for future works.  
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Chapter 2  

 

Literature Review 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 
The chapter presents a survey of the related work on development and testing of 

mobile applications. Mobile application development and testing is an active research 

area. There are a number of approaches discussing the application of well-defined 

product-line engineering practices in mobile applications. Similarly, active research is 

going on in model-driven engineering for mobile applications. In this thesis, the focus 

is on the mobile application model-based performance testing techniques that 

specifically test the execution time, memory utilization, and energy consumption for 

the mobile applications. 

Section 2.2 highlights the existing literature on mobile application product-line 

engineering approaches, Section 2.3 discusses the mobile application model-driven 

engineering approaches, Section 2.4 presents the performance testing approaches for 

mobile applications, and finally, Section 2.5 presents a summary of the related work.  

2.2 Product-line Engineering Approaches 
This section summarizes the mobile application product-line engineering approaches 

that generate mobile application variants. 

Myllymäki et al. (Myllymäki, Koskimies, and Mikkonen 2002) provide a four-

layer architecture for creating application product-line for Symbian platform. The 

focus is to apply SPL at the architecture level, to highlight the variation points from 

the very basic level of the application. The approach uses a layer architecture style and  
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introduces four different layers (i.e., resource platform, architecture platform, product 

platform, and product) to develop a mobile application. The paper defines variation 

points at the architecture level. The approach is specific to Symbian platform and only 

supports variants corresponding to the application functional requirements. 

Zhang et al. (Zhang et al. 2003) use product-line engineering to re-engineer 

existing Java desktop application for Java ME mobile devices. The authors use the 

existing city guide application to build a product-line and further include the missing 

features for the city guide application. The variation points are defined to generate city 

guide applications for PC, Pocket PC, and smart device. As the existing application is 

developed for Java, so Java supported devices are targeted in the SPL generated 

applications only. The approach is specific to Java ME and handles application 

functional variations only.  

Nascimento et al. (Nascimento, de Almeida, and de Lemos Meira 2008; 

Nascimento, Almeida, and Meira 2008) apply product-line engineering to design a 

mobile game for Java ME. The paper distributes the SPL process for the mobile game 

into three main parts as component modeling, component implementation, and 

component testing. The paper used three mobile games, analyze them, extract their 

features, define the feature variations, and then configure the variation points to 

regenerate the games using SPL. The generated mobile games are then compared to 

the existing mobile games. The results conclude that more or less in all the cases SPL 

proves better than the traditional mobile games development process. The presented 

approach handles the functional variation and is specific to the generation of mobile 

game variants for Java ME only. The approaches (Zhang et al. 2003; Nascimento, de 

Almeida, and de Lemos Meira 2008; Nascimento, Almeida, and Meira 2008) supports 

a single mobile platform (i.e., Java ME), uses reengineering for extracting application 

features that lack the inclusion of software and hardware features, and incorporates 

application functional features variation only.  

Albassam and Gomma (Albassam and Gomaa 2013) present an application of 

software product-line in video game domain. Feature dependency model is presented 

to define video games features and their dependencies. Mobile applications are 

generated for only Windows desktop and Windows Phone platforms. The approach is 

specific to generating hardware specific variants of video games for Windows 

platforms.  

Muthig et al. (Muthig et al. 2004) apply different product-line engineering 

approaches for the development of Java ME platform mobile devices for Go Phone 

corporation. The company uses product-line engineering to generate nine products 

with variations of software features. The paper (Muthig et al. 2004) does not propose a 

product-line engineering approach for mobile application and is more of a Java ME 

platform generator for mobile devices offered by Go Phone corporation requirements. 

It focuses on a single platform and lacks the hardware and functional features 

variability.  

Vaupel et al. (Vaupel et al. 2014; Vaupel et al. 2018) present a model-driven 

approach to generate mobile application variants. The paper uses app models (i.e., 

data, UI, and process) for application modeling and provider models (i.e., process 
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instance models) for app variations. The approach is designed specifically for the 

data-intensive application and privilege-based variants are generated. However, the 

approach might be useful for supporting role-based variants of data-centric mobile 

application but it only supports variants for functional requirements.  

Quinton et al. (Quinton et al. 2011) present an approach to generate mobile 

application variants from multiple feature models. The approach uses two feature 

models, one is for application product-line and the other is for a mobile device. The 

tool AppliDE is developed to automate the application generation process. The 

approach focuses on the generation of a user interface for application variants and does 

not generate behavioral application code. The approaches (Vaupel et al. 2014; Quinton 

et al. 2011; Vaupel et al. 2018) does not generate native application for multiple 

platforms (e.g. Android v4.4, Android v5, Windows Phone v8, iOS X, and others), 

lacks the modeling of platform-specific features (e.g. bluetooth, Wi-Fi, camera, GPS, 

and others), and only incorporates functional feature variations for variants generation. 

Dageförde et al. (Dagef et al. 2016) extend MD
2
 DSL (Heitkötter, Majchrzak, and 

Kuchen 2013) for product-line integration to generate Android and iOS mobile 

applications. The processes in a business scenario are presented as features of 

product-line. These processes are modeled as workflow elements of MD
2
 DSL and 

are combined together to form an application product-line. The MD
2
 DSL generator 

is used to generate apps for multiple mobile platforms. The work presented in the 

paper is specific for the data-driven business apps and only supports the functional 

variations and does not handle variations in hardware and software features. 

2.3 Model-driven Engineering Approaches 
This section summarizes the model-driven engineering approaches that generate 

mobile applications. 

Kraemer proposes an approach to develop an Android application using UML 

activity diagram and state machine (Kraemer 2011). The approach models Android 

specific concepts in UML diagrams. They use an Arctis SDK for creating and 

validating UML diagrams, later on, the state machine is transformed into an Android 

application. The approach is specific to the Android platform and generates a single 

application for functional requirements only.  

UML class and sequence diagrams are used by Parada and Brisolara to develop an 

Android application (Parada and Brisolara 2012). Android specific concepts are 

modeled as UML classes. The authors use their developed GenCode tool to generate 

the Android application. The approach generates a mobile application for the Android 

platform only. The approaches (Kraemer 2011; Parada and Brisolara 2012) focus on 

the modeling and generation of mobile application specific to Android platform and 

lacks the feature-based variability. 

Ko et al. propose an approach to develop Android applications using UML 

metamodel (Ko et al. 2012). UML profile is defined for Android specific concepts. 

Model-view-controller pattern is used to implement the communication between 

interface and hardware. UML models are used to generate an Android application. The 
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approach supports the Android platform and only generates the code structure for a 

mobile application.  

Min et al. present an approach to develop Windows Phone 7 applications using 

UML metamodel (Min et al. 2011). UML profile is used to model Windows Phone 7 

platform-specific concepts. MVC pattern is used for user interface and hardware 

communication. UML models are transformed to Windows Phone 7 platform specific 

application. The approach does not include behavioral details and only generates code 

structure for a Windows Phone mobile application. The approaches (Ko et al. 2012; 

Min et al. 2011) supports a single mobile platform, provides the application modeling 

specific to the underlying platform, lacks the behavioral details in the generated 

application code, and also unable to incorporate feature-based variability.  

Botturi et al. demonstrate a model-driven approach to develop mobile applications 

(Botturi et al. 2013). The paper presents a profile for the user interface. The class 

diagram, object diagram, and finite-state machines are used to model the user 

interface and the application behavior. The approach generates the business logic 

details in the user interface for the mobile application. The approach presents the 

demonstration of the proposed work on the Android platform only. 

Heitkötter et al. (Heitkötter, Majchrzak, and Kuchen 2013) propose MD
2
 (a 

model-driven domain specific language) to generate native mobile applications for 

Android and iOS platforms specific to data-driven business apps. The MD
2
 DSL is a 

textual language that is based on MVC pattern; where model represents the business 

entities, the view defines the user interface while the controller links the model and 

view of the application. The focus of the paper is on the native look and feel of the 

business app. The native code generation for Android and iOS platforms is discussed 

in detail. The work is extended by Heitkötter et al. (Heitkötter, Kuchen, and 

Majchrzak 2015) to include algorithmic details such as conditional actions, boolean 

expressions, relational expressions, arithmetic expressions, and recursive action 

calls. The MVC pattern is also upgraded to incorporate the support for the device-

dependent layout for better native look and feel of the business app. Another 

extension of MD
2
 DSL is proposed by Majchrzak et al. (Majchrzak, Ernsting, and 

Kuchen 2015) that focuses on the inclusion of iterators. The paper also discusses the 

quality attributes like scalability, performance, long-term support, user-friendliness, 

user feedback, extension, and competition in the perspective of the MD
2
 DSL., 

Ernsting et al. (Ernsting and Majchrzak 2016) present a reference architecture for 

MD
2
 DSL. The paper discusses the reference architecture the MD

2
 DSL using MVC 

pattern (i.e., model, view and controller). The MD
2
 DSL and its extensions 

(Heitkötter, Majchrzak, and Kuchen 2013; Heitkötter, Kuchen, and Majchrzak 2015; 

Majchrzak, Ernsting, and Kuchen 2015) are limited to data-oriented mobile 

applications only. Although the native applications are generated for Android and iOS 

platforms, the integration of the mobile platform’s native libraries in the generated 

application is not specified. 

Franzago et al. (Franzago, Muccini, and Malavolta 2014) present a collaborative 

framework for the design and development of data-intensive mobile applications. The 

framework provides a solution to the design issues and challenges for the data-

intensive mobile application. The framework contains four models, i.e., navigation 
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model, data model, UI model, and business logic model. These models collaborate to 

generate the mobile application source code for multiple platforms. The paper does 

not discuss the details of the framework and the generation of application for mobile 

platforms. The approach lacks feature-based variability for application generation. 

Da Silva and Brito e Abreu (da Silva and e Abreu 2014) present a model-driven 

approach to generate of GUI for business information systems for Android platform. 

The paper uses a UML class diagram for modeling the structural details, whereas the 

navigation for UI is integrated through textual annotations. The OCL is used to define 

business rules in classes. The MVC pattern is implemented for separating the model 

and view layers. The approach is specific to the Android platform and generates 

structural details only. 

Jia and Jones (Jones and Jia 2014) present a model-driven approach for the 

development of cross-platform mobile applications. The approach is divided into 

three stages: construction, transformation, and translation. At the construction stage, 

UML state machines are built. These models are transformed into abstract model 

trees (AMTs) in the transformation stage, which are translated to native application 

code for Android and iOS platforms in the translation stage. The approach supports 

multiple mobile platforms but lacks feature-based variability for application 

generation. 

Umuhoza and Brambilla (Umuhoza and Brambilla 2016) present a recent survey 

of the model-driven approach for developing mobile applications. The paper 

classifies the existing state-of-the-art as the covered development phases, adopted 

modeling mechanism, types of developed apps, and supported platforms. Then, the 

paper assesses the existing approaches based on the classification. The survey shows 

that although there are model-driven approaches that generate native applications for 

Android and iOS platforms but none of these supports feature-based variations. 

There are numerous tools and frameworks available to develop mobile 

applications and mobile games for multiple platforms, such as, Sencha
6
, PhoneGap, 

Appcelerator Titanium, Cocos2d
7
, Unity3D

8
, Corona

9
, Qt

10
, Applause

11
, WebRatio, 

Appian, and Xamarin
12

. The applications generated using these tools and frameworks 

are less efficient due to restricted access to hardware resources and overhead of 

running inside a container (Charland and Leroux 2011; Ohrt and Turau 2012). These 

tools do not support the requirements of native application generation – a common 

industry requirement. More importantly, these tools do not support the feature-based 

application variants generation. 

                                                           
6
 https://www.sencha.com/ 

7
 http://cocos2d.org/ 

8
 http://unity3d.com/ 

9
 http://www.coronalabs.com/ 

10
 http://www.qt.io/ 

11
 http://github.com/applause/applause 

12
 https://www.xamarin.com/ 
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2.4 Performance Testing Approaches 
This section summarizes the mobile application performance testing approaches that 

test the performance of the executing mobile applications. 

Kim et al. (Kim, Choi, and Yoon 2009; Kim, Choi, and Wong 2009) propose a 

performance testing method for Java ME mobile applications at a unit test level. The 

execution time (i.e., the response speed of the process execution) of the mobile 

application is focused. The performance benchmark database is developed for the 

emulator-based test environment to estimate the execution time of the API methods. 

PJUnit tool is developed to automate the testing. The approach does not support 

model-based testing and is specific to a single platform. It addresses the performance 

testing of time and resource consumption. 

Ravindranath et al. (Ravindranath et al. 2012) present an AppInsight approach that 

monitors the performance of the mobile application during its execution. The approach 

instruments the mobile application binaries on the critical paths in the user 

transactions. During the mobile application execution, the execution time of the 

instrumented paths is logged and analyzed for the performance bottleneck. The paper 

identifies user transactions for performance-specific instrumentation. The approach is 

based on a user-experience that is applied to 30 applications with 30 users using a 

specific application for 4 months. The approach is defined for the Windows Phone 

platform and focuses on the improvement of the execution time performance through 

user feedback.  

Carroll and Heiser (Carroll and Heiser 2010) develop a hardware-based power 

model for the Android Oenmoko Neo Freerunner device and analyses the energy 

usage. The paper focuses on the detecting the power consumption of the different 

hardware components of the mobile device, such as, CPU, memory, touchscreen, 

graphics hardware, audio, storage, and various networking interfaces. The experiment 

is conducted to demonstrate the proposed power model for profiling energy 

consumption for the various smartphone hardware components. The approach supports 

the Android platform and provides the hardware-based measure for the power 

consumption. 

Murmuria et al. (Murmuria et al. 2012) presents a methodology for modeling and 

measuring power usage on an Android smartphone. The methodology detects the 

power usage of the primary hardware components in the smartphone (i.e., CPU, 

display, graphics, GPS, audio, microphone, and Wi-Fi). Moreover, the power model 

presents the power consumption of mobile applications on the devices. Music 

application is used to demonstrate the application power model on Google Nexus One. 

The approach supports the Android platform and provides the hardware-based 

measure for the power consumption. 

Yoon et al. (Yoon et al. 2012) present an Android-based energy metering system 

named AppScope. The system monitors the application’s hardware power usage at the 

kernel level and estimates energy consumption through an event-driven monitoring 

method that generates low overhead and provides high accuracy. The power models 

for smartphone components (i.e., CPU, LCD, Wi-Fi, cellular, and GPS) are presented. 

The approach is applied to various mobile applications for Google Nexus One. 
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AppScope is based on DevScope (Jung et al. 2012) that provides the power model for 

the mobile device components. The approaches (Murmuria et al. 2012; Yoon et al. 

2012; Jung et al. 2012) do not support model-based testing and addresses Android 

platform only. It focuses only on the performance measure of the power consumption 

by mobile applications. 

Ciman and Gaggi (Ciman and Gaggi 2014) present an impact of the energy 

consumption on the mobile applications developed through cross-platform frameworks 

and native platform. The energy consumption is validated for both the software (such 

as, audio and video) and hardware (such as, GPS and accelerometer) components in 

the smartphone. The approach uses a Monsoon Power Monitor hardware apparatus to 

access the Samsung Galaxy i9250smartphone battery for the power consumption 

experiment. The Kitchen Sink app provided by Titanium is used that is further 

implemented using PhoneGap and native Android. Three versions of the application 

are used for the comparison of energy consumption. The results show that the cross-

platform frameworks’ (i.e., Titanium and PhoneGap) developed applications acquire 

60% more energy than native that means a strong reduction in terms of battery life for 

the cross-platform developed applications. The paper provides a comparison of the 

power consumption by Android applications developed through cross-platform tools 

and native-development tools. 

Willocx et al. (Willocx, Vossaert, and Naessens 2016, 2015) provide a performance 

comparison for the mobile application being developed using cross-platform tools and 

native tools. The Android, Windows Phone, and iOS platforms native tools are used 

for this purpose while some of the cross-platform tools include: Xamrian, Titanium 

Appcelerator, Sencha Touch, and others. The under-observation performance 

parameters for the comparison include: response times, CPU usage, memory usage, 

disk space, and battery usage. The PropertyCross application is developed using the 

three native and ten cross-platform development tools. The performance tests are 

executed on two Android, two iOS devices, and one Windows Phone device. Nearly in 

all the performance parameters, the native implementation of the application performs 

efficiently than the cross-platform developed application. The paper provides a 

comparison of the power consumption by Android applications developed through 

cross-platform tools and native-development tools. 

There are profiles, such as, MARTE
13

, SPTP
14

, and UTP
15

 available for 

performance modeling on UML models but these do not support modeling of mobile 

domain-specific performance parameters. The performance testing tools (such as, 

Apache JMeter
16

, LoadRunner
17

, Rational Performance Tester, LoadStrom, and 

others) support the load or stress testing of mobile applications. These tools do not 

support the performance testing for mobile device time and memory consumption 

during the execution of the native mobile application – a necessary industry 

requirement. 

                                                           
13

 http://www.omg.org/spec/MARTE/1.1/PDF/ 
14

 http://www.omg.org/spec/SPTP/1.1/ 
15

 http://www.omg.org/spec/UTP/1.2/PDF/ 
16

 http://jmeter.apache.org/ 
17

 https://saas.hpe.com/en-us/software/loadrunner 
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2.5 Summary 
To summarize, the product-line engineering, model-driven engineering, and 

performance testing of mobile applications is an active research area. However, none 

of the existing modeling works support the three kinds of variations, i.e., (i) variations 

in application due to mobile operating systems and their versions, (ii) variations to 

software and hardware capabilities of the mobile devices, and (iii) variations based on 

the functionalities offered by the mobile application. The existing modeling 

approaches are either limited in their scope, e.g., they only target a particular kind of 

variability (Nascimento, de Almeida, and de Lemos Meira 2008; Nascimento, 

Almeida, and Meira 2008; Vaupel et al. 2014; Dagef et al. 2016) or they are specific to 

a certain platform (Ko et al. 2012; Benouda et al. 2016; Min et al. 2011). Some of the 

works, such as, (Dagef et al. 2016; Heitkötter, Majchrzak, and Kuchen 2013; 

Heitkötter, Kuchen, and Majchrzak 2015; Majchrzak, Ernsting, and Kuchen 2015) 

provide support for modeling mobile applications and generating native variants for 

multiple platforms, however, they do not support modeling and variants generation for 

mobile domain-specific hardware and software features.  

Moreover, none of the existing performance testing approaches supports model-

based testing and testing the performance of the executing application specifically for 

time, memory, and battery consumption. The existing approaches either target a 

particular kind of parameter (such as, execution time (Kim, Choi, and Yoon 2009; 

Kim, Choi, and Wong 2009; Ravindranath et al. 2012), energy consumption 

(Murmuria et al. 2012; Carroll and Heiser 2010; Yoon et al. 2012; Jung et al. 2012)), 

or specific to a certain mobile platform (such as, Java ME (Kim, Choi, and Yoon 

2009; Kim, Choi, and Wong 2009), Windows Phone (Ravindranath et al. 2012), 

Android (Murmuria et al. 2012; Carroll and Heiser 2010; Yoon et al. 2012; Jung et al. 

2012)). Some of the papers (Ciman and Gaggi 2014; Willocx, Vossaert, and Naessens 

2016, 2015) provide a comparison of the performance parameters between cross-

platform development tools and native-platform development tools. One approach 

(Ravindranath et al. 2012) uses code/binaries instrumentation for performance 

evaluation, and one approach (Kim, Choi, and Yoon 2009; Kim, Choi, and Wong 

2009) targets unit-level performance testing. To conclude, the existing literature on 

mobile application performance testing does not support the unit-level modeling and 

testing of the time, memory, and battery performance parameter.  

The product-line model-driven engineering approach for mobile applications 

proposed in this thesis is independent of mobile platforms unlike the works presented 

in  (Myllymäki, Koskimies, and Mikkonen 2002; Zhang et al. 2003; Albassam and 

Gomaa 2013) and combines software product-line engineering with model-driven 

engineering to gain the benefits of both that is addressed by only one approach in the 

existing literature (Dagef et al. 2016). Software product-line engineering allows us to 

capture application information in feature models while model-driven engineering 

allows us to model the application product-line independently of the underlying 

platform, i.e., the operating system and hardware device. The application generation 

is automated to derive native variants for multiple platforms.  

The model-based performance testing proposed in this thesis is independent of 

mobile platforms unlike the works presented in (Kim, Choi, and Yoon 2009; Kim, 
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Choi, and Wong 2009; Ravindranath et al. 2012; Murmuria et al. 2012; Carroll and 

Heiser 2010; Yoon et al. 2012; Jung et al. 2012) and allows model-based testing of 

time, memory, and battery performance for the executing application. Model-driven 

engineering allows us to model the performance measuring parameters in the 

application independently of the underlying platform, i.e., the operating system and 

hardware device. The unit-level performance test cases generation is automated for 

multiple platforms.  

The proposed approach for mobile applications supports not only the mobile 

device and operating system driven variants but also the feature-based variants due to 

differing requirements. Based on the interaction with industry practitioners, there is a 

real need for an automated strategy to support feature-based variant generation and 

performance testing for mobile applications. In short, the proposed product-line 

model-driven engineering approach generates and tests the performance of business 

logic in native application variants that support all three types of variations required 

by the mobile application development industry. 
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Chapter 3  

 

A Product-line Model-driven 

Engineering Approach for Mobile 

Applications 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the details of the proposed product-line model-driven 

engineering approach for mobile applications. The complete details of the mobile 

application modeling and variants generation are discussed in this chapter, whereas 

the performance modeling and testing of generated mobile application variants are 

discussed in Chapter 4. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents an overview 

of the proposed approach. Section 3.3 presents the details of the product-line 

engineering for mobile applications that includes the feature modeling and its 

configuration. Section 3.4 discusses the details for the model-driven engineering of 

the developed mobile application product-line, which includes the modeling of 

mobile application through the UML models and modeling profile. Section 3.5 

discusses the details for the generation of mobile application variants for multiple 

platforms through the developed feature model, its configurations, and UML models. 

Section 3.6 discusses the automation of the proposed mobile application variants 

generation approach. 
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3.2 Overview of the Proposed Approach 
This section presents an overview of the proposed approach. A high-level view of the 

proposed approach is presented in Figure 3.1. The Feature Modeling and Business 

Logic Modeling facilitate ‘Product-line Model-driven Engineering’ for mobile 

applications to generate feature-based native mobile application variants for multiple 

platforms, while Performance Modeling and Performance Testing facilitate ‘Model-

based Performance Testing’ for mobile applications to test the performance of the 

generated mobile application variants for multiple platforms. 

 

Figure 3.1: Overview & Flow of the Proposed Approach for Mobile Applications 
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There are three roles of the participants in the proposed approach (as shown in 

Figure 3.1), i.e., (i) Application Tester, (ii) Framework Provider, and (iii) Application 

Designer. The Application Tester role represents the software engineers who apply 

the proposed testing approach for the testing of their mobile applications. We as the 

authors of the testing approach are Framework Providers. Framework Provider 

provides the guidelines to the Application Designer and Application Tester to use the 

proposed approach. In the presented approach, the application designer starts with the 

feature modeling of the mobile application and then moves towards the business logic 

modeling of the application product-line. These models do not need to contain the 

testing information as that is provided by the tester separately. 

Figure 3.2 presents a detailed view of the proposed approach. The Feature 

Modeling (i.e., product-line engineering) for mobile applications consists of the 

generic feature model, the application specific feature model, and the configuration of 

the application feature model. The generic feature model (FMG) is provided by the 

framework provider that contains the mobile domain-specific concepts (such as, 

Android v5.1, contacts, message, bluetooth, and camera). The application designer 

uses the FMG to develop application-specific feature model (FMA) based on the 

desired features required by the specific application. Based on the requirement of the 

application variant(s) to be generated, the designer configures the FMA by selecting 

the features during application variants generation.  

The Business Logic Modeling (i.e., model-driven engineering) for the modeling of 

mobile application product-line consists of the UML modeling profile and the UML 

models. The modeling profile is generated by the framework provider using the 

developed FMA and used for the modeling of application product-line concepts in the 

UML models. From the UML models, the use-case, class, and state machine are 

selected for mobile application modeling as shown in Figure 3.2. To capture the 

mobile application requirements, the designer models the UML use-case diagram in 

collaboration with the mobile application screens. The structural details of the mobile 

application are modeled through a UML class diagram. The framework provider 

generates the UML class diagram for those features in FMA that are derived from the 

FMG. The designer uses the generated class diagram for further modeling of mobile 

application and applies the application product-line modeling profile. The UML state 

machines are modeled for the behavioral details of the mobile application under 

development.  

The Performance Modeling for the developed mobile application product-line 

consists of the UML performance modeling profile and the performance aspects. For 

the performance modeling purposes, the application tester extends the UML models 

(developed by the application designer as part of our product-line model-driven 

engineering) to apply the expected performance parameters. For this purpose, a UML 

performance modeling profile (PerMP) for mobile applications is proposed. The 

profile is inspired by the other UML performance modeling profiles (such as, 

MARTE
13,

 SPTP
14,

 and UTP
15

). The application tester uses this profile and models the 

performance parameters as separate aspect models (Filman et al. 2004). The aspect 

models are then woven (when required) with UML models before the application 
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generation process. This allows the generated applications to include the required 

instrumentation for performance parameters.  

 

Figure 3.2: Detailed View of the Proposed Approach for Mobile applications 

The Performance Testing for the mobile application product-line consists of the 

abstract test cases, concrete test cases, test data, and test oracle. The woven 

performance models are used to generate mobile platform-independent test cases 

referred to as abstract test cases. These abstract test cases are then transformed to 

mobile platform-specific test cases referred to as concrete test cases. Further, the 

abstract test cases are used for the generation of test data and the extraction of the test 

oracle. The concrete test cases are used to evaluate the performance of the mobile 

applications. These test cases are then executed by the platform-specific execution 

tools and the results of various variants are evaluated. 

The application specific feature model and its configuration, and the performance-

woven UML models are used to generate the instrumented mobile application variants. 
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The ‘Mobile App Generator and Performance Tester’ tool automates the instrumented 

application variants generation, as shown in Figure 3.2. The tool supports generating 

and performance testing of feature-based variants for multiple mobile platforms. 

3.3 Software Product-line Engineering for Mobile 

Applications 
As the framework provider (Figure 3.2), a Generic Feature Model (FMG) is provided 

that contains a set of typical mobile domain-specific concepts, that includes the 

mobile operating system (e.g., Android v4.4, Windows Phone v7.8), software features 

(e.g., Notes, Contacts) and hardware features (e.g., Bluetooth, GPS). The FMG is used 

by application designer to develop an Application-specific product-line Feature 

Model (FMA). The FMA contains the application specific hardware, software, 

operating systems, and functional requirement-related features. For application 

variant(s) generation, the FMA is configured (i.e., the selection of features) as per 

requirements of the application user. In the following sections, the details about FMG, 

FMA, and how these feature models can be used for product-line engineering of 

mobile applications are presented. 

3.3.1 Generic Feature Model (FMG) 

The generic feature model (FMG) presents the features and their variations for the 

mobile application domain-specific concepts. The FMG is developed based on our 

analysis of the mobile applications domain. For this purpose, a large number of 

mobile applications are analyzed belonging to different application stores (such as, 

Android Google Play
18,

 Windows App Store
19,

 iOS App Store)
20

. The various 

hardware and software related features are identified. Note that these features do not 

include functional requirement-related features, but are restricted to the various 

hardware and software components of a mobile platform that are used in the mobile 

applications development industry. For the identified features, the various variations, 

relationships, and constraints are defined. To develop FMG, the feature modeling 

guidelines by Lee et.al (Lee, Kang, and Lee 2002) are used. The excerpt of FMG 

developed after domain analysis is shown in Figure 3.3. For the visual representation 

of the feature model, there are different tools available, such as, FeatureIDE (Thüm et 

al. 2014), pure::variants
21

 and SPLOT
22

. The FeatureIDE tool (an Eclipse plug-in) is 

used for the visual representation of the developed FMG (Figure 3.3). A FeatureIDE 

tool is an academic tool for feature modeling that facilitates the definition of features, 

their variations, relationships, and constraints.  

Following, the features, relationships, and constraints in the FMG are described. 

The guidelines on extending the FMG are also presented, in cases where a particular 

feature is missing and needs to be included at FMG level. 

                                                           
18

 https://play.google.com/store?hl=en 
19

 http://www.windowsphone.com/en-us/store 
20

 http://www.apple.com/osx/apps/app-store.html 
21

 https://www.pure-systems.com/pure_variants.49.0.html 
22

 http://www.splot-research.org/ 
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Figure 3.3: Extract of Generic Mobile Application Product-line Feature Model 

3.3.1.1 Features in FMG 

A feature in a feature model represents a unique characteristic of a system (Kang et 

al. 1990). The FMG contains mobile domain operating system, software, and 

hardware features. The root element of the FMG represents the mobile application for 

which the application specific feature model is being developed (see Figure 3.3). The 

operating system element represents the existing mobile operating systems and their 

versions (e.g., Android v5.1, Windows Phone v8.1, IOS v9). The software features are 

defined under the software element (e.g., Contacts, Messages, Notes) while hardware 

features are listed under hardware element and deal with mobile device specific 

features (e.g., Bluetooth, Wifi, GPS). Based on the nature of software features, the 

Software features are categorized into three categories, i.e., Core Utilities, Media, and 

Application Utilities as shown in Figure 3.3. The Core Utilities consists of features 

consist of the basic utilities that are required by a large number of mobile 

applications, for example, ApplicationActivity and NotificationHandler. The Media 

category comprises features that represent media related concepts, for example, 
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picture, audio, and video. The third category is Application Utilities that contain 

features that are provided by most of the operating systems and are widely used in the 

mobile applications, for example, Timer and Calendar. The hardware features in the 

FMG refers to the hardware that may vary in mobile devices (such as, not all mobile 

devices have Bluetooth). The Hardware features in the mobile devices are Storage, 

Bluetooth, GPS, and Camera. 

Variation points are identified to model variability in FMG. A variation point 

defines the possible variations of the features in a feature model. Based on the domain 

analysis, the potential variations of the software and hardware features of FMG are 

identified. For example, in FMG the Persistence feature is a variation point that has 

two variation features, i.e., File and Database. The FMG serves as a basis for the 

development of application-specific feature model (FMA). 

Followings, the features in the generic feature model (FMG) are described. 

(i). Mobile Application. It represents the mobile application for which the feature 

model is to be developed, such as, Scramble or Instalapse. It is an abstract feature 

that has an OR relationship with its child features, i.e., Operation System, 

Software, and Hardware. 

(ii). Operating System. It represents the mobile platforms or operating systems 

(such as, Android, Windows Phone, iOS, and others) for the under-development 

mobile application. It also presents the versions for each of the mobile platforms 

(such as, Android v 5.1, Windows Phone v 8.1, and others). It is an abstract but 

mandatory feature that has an AND relationship with its child features, i.e., 

Android, Windows Phone, iOS, and Blackberry.  

(iii). Software. It represents all the software features for the mobile application, 

e.g., service, music, contacts, message, and others. It is an abstract but mandatory 

feature that has an OR relationship with its child features, i.e., Core Utilities, 

Media, and Application Utilities.  

(iv). Core Utilities. It represents the core software features that are a part of most 

of the mobile applications. It is an abstract but mandatory feature that has an OR 

relationship with its child features, i.e., ApplicationActivity, Controller, Service, 

Persistence, and NotificationHandler. 

(v). ApplicationActivity.  It specifies the activity or activates in the mobile 

application that constantly interacts with the application user. It is a concrete and 

mandatory feature that is a part of every mobile application. 

(vi). Controller. It defines and controls the interactions between the GUI and 

business logic layers. It is a concrete and mandatory feature that is a part of every 

mobile application.  

(vii). Service. It specifies a service in the mobile application. The service can run 

either as foreground or as background. For example, a stopwatch application 

implements a background service functionality that facilitates the application to 

execute in case the mobile user is not intact with. Service is an abstract and 

optional feature that defines a variation point to separate foreground and 

background service types. It has an ALT relationship with its child features, i.e., 
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Background and Foreground. Both the child features are concrete. For example, a 

Call Dialing application dials a call and executes as foreground service during a 

call to the other caller.  

(viii). Persistence. It specifies the storage of data for the mobile application, such as, 

the data can be stored either on file or in the database. It is an abstract and optional 

feature that has an ALT relationship with its child features, i.e., File and Database. 

Both the File and Database features are mandatory. The constraint applied to the 

Persistence feature in the FMG (Figure 3.3) is Persistence IMPLIES Storage. As 

per the constraint, the Persistence feature is dependent on the Storage feature. 

(ix). Notification Handler. It represents the notification handler for the mobile 

application, i.e., the alerts generated by the application for the mobile user. It is a 

concrete but optional feature that is included in the under-development mobile 

application as per the requirements for the support of the notification handler. For 

example, a Weather application contains Notification Handler feature that notifies 

a mobile device user about a change in weather daily. 

(x). Media. It is a general concept that represents the media-related software 

features to be included in the mobile application. It is an abstract and optional 

feature that has an OR relationship with its child features, i.e., Ringtone, Music, 

Picture, and Email. 

(xi). Ringtone. It specifies the implementation of a ringtone in the mobile 

application. It is a concrete but optional feature that is included in the feature 

model for the under-development mobile application as per requirements. 

(xii). Music. It represents the inclusion of music utility in the mobile application. 

The utility can be an audio or video. It is an abstract and optional feature that 

defines a variation point to differentiate Audio and Video features. There is an 

ALT relationship between the child features of Music, i.e., both the Audio and 

Video features cannot be a part of a feature model configuration. Both Audio and 

Video features are concrete. The applied constraint on the Music feature in the 

FMG (Figure 3.3) is Music OR Radio IMPLIES VolumeController. As per the 

constraint, the Music feature is dependent on the VolumeController feature. For 

example, a MediaPlayer application contains a class that implements Music feature 

as Audio to play audio files. 

(xiii). Picture. It represents the implementation of picture-related facilities in the 

mobile application. It is a concrete but optional feature that is included in the 

application as per requirements. For example, a Picture Editing application 

contains a class that implements Picture feature to use it for editing. 

(xiv). Email. It specifies the functionalities of an email for the mobile application, 

such as, compose, read, and others. It is a concrete but optional feature. 

(xv). Application Utilities. It is a general concept that presents the application-

related software features for the mobile application. It is an abstract and optional 

feature that has an OR relationship with its child features, i.e., CallRecords, 

Reminder, Contacts, Calendar, Radio, Message, Notes, AlarmClock, Calculator, 

Compass, Timer, VolumeController. 
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(xvi). Call Records. It represents the phone call facilities for the mobile application. 

It is a concrete but optional feature that is included in the mobile application if it 

requires the call-related functionalities, such as, incoming calls, outgoing calls, call 

time, and others. 

(xvii). Reminder. It specifies the implementation of the reminder for the mobile 

application. It is a concrete but optional feature. For example, a Todo application 

contains a Reminder feature to remind mobile device user about tasks. 

(xviii). Contacts. It specifies the phone contacts manager for the mobile application 

that facilitates operations like add, remove, update, and search contacts on the 

mobile device. For example, a caller application includes Contacts feature for the 

phone directory functionalities. It is a concrete but optional feature.  

(xix). Calendar. It includes the calendar-related functionalities in the mobile 

application. It is a concrete but optional feature. 

(xx). Radio. It represents the implementation of the radio in the mobile application 

that facilitates two types of modulation, i.e., FM or AM. It is an abstract and 

optional feature that defines a variation point for different modulation. There is an 

ALT relationship between the child features of Radio. Both FM and AM are 

concrete features. The applied constraint on the Radio feature in the FMG (Figure 

3.3) is Music OR Radio IMPLIES VolumeController. As per the constraint, the 

Radio feature is dependent on the VolumeController feature. 

(xxi). Message. It specifies the functionality of managing mobile device messages in 

the mobile application, such as, read, send, receive, and others. It supports two 

types of messages, i.e., SMS and MMS. For example, a medical-lab application 

includes the Message feature to send reports as an SMS message to the patients. It 

is an abstract and optional feature that has an ALT relationship with its child 

features, i.e., SMS and MMS. Both the child features are concrete.  

(xxii). Notes. It represents the inclusion of text notes functionality in the mobile 

application. It is a concrete and optional feature that is included in the under-

development mobile application as per requirements. 

(xxiii). AlarmClock. It specifies the alarm clock facility for the mobile application, 

such as, setting the clock alarm to any time of the day, any day of the week, or any 

number of days of the week. It is a concrete and optional feature. For example, an 

Alarm application contains AlarmClock feature to set an alarm. 

(xxiv). Calculator. It includes the calculator feature in the mobile application. It is a 

concrete and optional feature. For example, a Tax Calculator application contains a 

class that implements Calculator feature to handle different tax operations. 

(xxv). Compass. It defines the compass functionality for the mobile application. It is 

a concrete and optional feature. For example, a Direction Finder application 

contains a class that implements Compass feature to show direction for the specific 

coordinates. 
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(xxvi). Timer. It specifies the implementation of the timer in the mobile application. It 

allows performing actions like start, stop, count until the time, restart, and resume. 

It is a concrete and optional feature. 

(xxvii). VolumeController. It facilitates the inclusion of a volume controller feature in 

the mobile application. It is a concrete and optional feature. The applied constraint 

on the VolumeController feature in the FMG (Figure 3.3) is Music OR Radio 

IMPLIES VolumeController. As per the constraint, the Music and Radio features 

are dependent on the VolumeController feature. 

(xxviii). Hardware. It is a general concept that facilitates to include the hardware-

related features in the mobile application. It is an abstract and optional feature that 

has an OR relationship between its child features, i.e., Storage, Bluetooth, GPS, 

and Camera. 

(xxix). Storage. It represents the storage of data for the mobile application that can 

either be stored on the mobile device or on an external data storage card. It is an 

abstract and optional feature that defines a variation point to separate mobile 

device storage (Internal) from card storage (External). There is an ALT 

relationship between its child features. Both Internal and External are concrete 

features. The constraint applied to the Storage feature in the FMG (Figure 3.3) is 

Persistence IMPLIES Storage. As per the constraint, the Persistence feature is 

dependent on the Storage feature. 

(xxx). Bluetooth. It integrates the mobile device bluetooth in the mobile application 

and allows operations like send and receive data with the interacting devices. For 

example, a file-transfer application includes the Bluetooth feature to allow the 

mobile application to transfer files through mobile device bluetooth. It is a 

concrete but optional feature that is included in the mobile application as per the 

requirements.  

(xxxi). GPS. It specifies the implementation of the mobile device GPS hardware in 

the mobile application that allows knowing about the current position of the 

mobile device in terms of latitude and longitude. For example, a location-finder 

application includes GPS feature to find the current position of the mobile device. 

It is a concrete and optional feature. 

(xxxii). Camera. It specifies the inclusion of the mobile device camera in the mobile 

application to facilitate operations like capture and record. For example, an 

Instagram application includes Camera feature to capture pictures. Currently, all 

the mobile devices have both the front-side and back-view cameras. It is an 

abstract and optional feature that defines a variation point for the selection of the 

Front and Back cameras. There is an ALT relationship between its child features. 

Both the Front and Back features are concrete. 

In the proposed product-line model-driven engineering, the FMG forms the basis 

of mobile application development. The various features modeled in FMG are later 

converted to design interfaces and then to code as required by the application under 

development. The framework provider has provided an implementation of the 

features in various languages compatible with the various mobile operating systems 

available. For example, for the software feature Timer, the implementation APIs for 
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Android and Windows Phone platforms are provided. The design interface 

corresponding to the Timer feature is shown in Figure 3.4-a. The design interfaces of 

various features and their corresponding implementation APIs are maintained through 

an XML document. Figure 3.4-b shows an XML extract for Timer feature that 

contains the design interface (Operations in Figure 3.4-b) and its mapping to the 

corresponding implementation APIs for various supported platforms (Platforms in 

Figure 3.4-b). For example, TimerImpl.java class provides the implementation of 

Timer feature for the Android platform. The same feature is implemented using 

TimerImpl.cs for Windows Phone platform. 

  

Figure 3.4: Timer Feature Design Interface and Timer XML Mapping 

3.3.1.2 Relationships in FMG 

As discussed earlier, FMG is constructed after detailed domain analysis of mobile 

applications. For the features that are included in FMG, the relationships between 

them are defined as part of the feature model. In the feature model, there are typically 

three types of parent-child relationships: AND, OR, and ALT (Lee, Kang, and Lee 

2002). For FMG, all these three relationships are applied. The AND relationship 

facilitates to mark child features as Mandatory or Optional. The mandatory features 

are compulsory and must be present while optional features are not compulsory in all 

the configurations of the feature model. The OR relationship ensures that one or more 

child features should be selected during every configuration of the feature model. The 

ALT relationship restricts the selection to only one child feature in each configuration 

of the feature model. 

In FMG (Figure 3.3), there is an AND parent-child relationship between the root 

feature and its children Operating System, Software, and Hardware. The Software and 
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Operating System features are marked as mandatory because these are required by all 

mobile applications. The Hardware feature is considered as optional because some 

applications may only be using the software utilities and not the hardware-related 

features. In FMG, an OR parent-child relationship is created between the Operating 

System feature and its children (i.e., Android, Windows Phone, iOS, and Blackberry) 

since a mobile application can be developed for one or more of the operating systems 

and their versions. In FMG, there is an ALT parent-child relationship between six 

features and their children (i.e., Service, Persistence, Music, Message, Storage, and 

Camera). From the children of these features, the application designer may select 

only one feature. For example, a mobile application can either be foreground or 

background but can never be both simultaneously which is represented by the 

relationship between Service feature and its children. Similarly, Persistence can be 

either file-based or database-based.  

During the modeling of application feature model (FMA), the application designer 

cannot change the relationships of Operating System, Software, ApplicationActivity, 

and Controller features. However, the designer has the advantage to change the 

relationship of other features based on the requirements of the mobile application 

product-line under development. 

3.3.1.3 Constraints in FMG 

The feature model also allows applying restrictions on the features that do not have a 

direct relationship with each other. These restrictions are applied through constraints. 

The constraints highlight the important dependencies between various features of the 

FMG. During FMG configuration, the constraints enforce to include or exclude a 

feature(s) based on the selection of other feature(s).  

There are five different operators (i.e., OR, AND, NOT, IMPLIES, IFF) to apply 

constraints in the feature model (Lee, Kang, and Lee 2002). The IMPLIES constraint 

allows to include a feature based on another feature. For example, ‘featureA implies 

featureB’ that means featureB is required by featureA and selected automatically on 

the selection of featureA during feature model configuration. The AND constraint 

allows to include more than one features based on another feature. For example, 

‘featureA implies featureB and feature’ that enforces featureB as well as featureC to 

be included automatically in the selection of featureA. The OR operator allows to 

include both or either of the two features based on another feature. For example, 

‘featureA implies featureB or featureC’ that facilitates both (i.e., featureB and 

featureC) or either featureB or featureC is included on the selection of featureA. The 

decision to include featureB or featureC is taken by the application designer. The IFF 

operator allows including feature based on a condition, if the condition is true then 

the feature is included automatically. The operators (i.e., OR, AND, NOT, IMPLIES) 

are used to specify the condition. For example, ‘featureA iff featureB and (featureC 

or featureD)’ that means if featureB and either of featureC or featureD or both are 

selected then featureA is included. The NOT operator allows excluding a feature on 

the basis of another feature. For example, ‘featureA implies not featureB’ that refers 

to featureB cannot be selected if featureA is selected. 
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In FMG (Figure 3.3), the IMPLIES constraint is, ‘Persistence implies Storage’ that 

refers to the inclusion of Storage feature on the selection of Persistence feature. The 

OR constraint in FMG is, ‘Music or Radio implies VolumeController’ that enforces 

the inclusion of VolumeController feature on the selection of either Music feature or 

Ringtone feature. 

3.3.1.4 Extending the FMG 

The FMG contains the typical features that are required by mobile applications. 

However, there is a possibility that with the passage of time new features need to be 

added to the FMG. Since FMG forms the basis of the proposed product-line model-

driven application development approach, a mechanism is provided for extending the 

FMG. As discussed in Section 3.3.1.1, the software and hardware features of FMG 

have a corresponding design interface and implementation APIs for the various 

platforms provided by the framework provider. In the case where new software or 

hardware features are added in FMG, the application designer also provides 

corresponding platform specific implementation APIs and a design interface 

specifying the various functions of the APIs (as shown in Figure 3.4 for Timer feature 

example). The design interface is used during the mobile application modeling. The 

designer also adds variations, relationships, and any dependency constraints due to 

the modifications in FMG.  

The application designer may also add operating system features corresponding to 

any new release of mobile operating system versions or their forks. For each new 

operating system feature, the application designer should provide the implementation 

APIs for the software and hardware features. Note that these APIs are not specific to 

any application; therefore, the effort is a one-time overhead. 

The developed tool (shown in Figure 3.2) implements a component for providing 

design interface and implementation APIs for the added feature. The mappings of the 

design interface and implementation APIs are stored in an XML document, as shown 

in Figure 3.4-b. 

3.3.2 Developing Application Product-line Feature Model (FMA) 

The application designer uses the FMG as a basis to develop the application specific 

product-line feature model (FMA). An FMA is created for each mobile application 

product-line under development. The application designer simply selects a 

configuration from FMG. As discussed earlier (in Section 3.3.1), FMG provides a set 

of features that are generic to the mobile application domain. The purpose of FMA is 

to model the features that are specific to the mobile application product-line under 

development. Selecting a configuration of FMG to obtain an FMA allows the 

application designer to restrict (from the generic feature set) the subset of features 

available for the application product-line under development. The designer may also 

restrict the potential operating systems, hardware and software features as per the 

requirements of the application product-line. The designer adds the functional 

requirement-related features in the FMA, which is then used to generate application 

product-line specific UML modeling profile. Later on, the application FMA is 

configured to generate the desired application variants for multiple platforms. The 

developed FMA for the Scramble case study is shown in Figure 3.5. Table 3.1 
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provides the detailed description of all the features, their variation points and 

variations for Scramble product-line FMA. 

3.3.2.1 Selecting Features from FMG 

A configuration of FMG is selected to develop an FMA for the product-line being 

created. The FMG contains Operating System features, Software features, and 

Hardware features. For the selection of features from FMG, the application designer 

reviews the requirements of the mobile application product-line under development 

focusing on the mobile operating systems, their versions and the required software 

and hardware features. If a required operating system, software, or hardware feature 

is not present in the FMG, the designer follows the guidelines presented in Section 

3.3.1.4 to add a new feature to FMG.  

 

Figure 3.5: Scramble Mobile Application Product-line Feature Model (FMA)  

For the Scramble case study, the developed FMA is shown in Figure 3.5. From the 

operating system features, the designer selected Android and Windows Phone with 

their variations v5.1 and v8.1 respectively from FMG. Among the software features, 

the designer selected Persistence, and Timer features with their variations from FMG 

while ApplicationAcitivty and Controller features are selected automatically to be 

included in FMA as these are mandatory in FMG. A new feature Sound feature is 

added as Software feature in FMG (through the guidelines presented in Section 

3.3.1.4) and then selected to be included in FMA. Among the hardware features, the 

Storage feature is selected. As the application required variants with both internal and 

external storage, the designer included Storage along with its variations. 
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Table 3.1: Scramble Product-line FMA Features Description and Variations 

Feature 
CT / 

AT 

MD / 

OP 

OR / 

ALT 

Variation Possible 

Configurations 
Description 

Application 

Activity 

CT MD - - It defines an active object in the mobile 

application. 

Controller 
CT MD - - It handles the communication between the user 

interface and business logic. 

Persistence 
AT MD ALT File, Database It defines the data storage mechanism for the 

mobile application. 

File CT OP - - It stores data in the file. 

Database CT OP - - It stores data in the database. 

Timer 
CT MD - - It allows including a timer in the mobile 

application. 

Sound 
CT MD - - It allows including sound in the mobile 

application. 

Storage 
AT MD ALT Internal, External It defines the storage mechanism in the mobile 

application. 

Internal 
CT OP - - It provides support for internal phone memory 

storage in the mobile application. 

External 
CT OP - - It provides support for external phone memory 

storage in the mobile application. 

Board Size 
AT MD ALT FourByFour, 

FiveByFive 

It defines the board size of the scramble board. 

FourByFour CT OP - - It presents the 4 X 4 squares board size.  

FiveByFive CT OP - - It presents the 5 X 5 squares board size. 

History CT MD - - It defines the player history. 

Color 

Theme 

CT MD - - It defines the color theme for the board. 

Hint CT MD - - It presents the hints to the player. 

Score CT MD - - It represents the player points. 

Player CT MD - - It represents the playing person. 

Game CT MD - - It represents the playing game. 

Feedback 
CT OP - - It defines the feedback for the application 

developers. 

Social 

Media 

Sharing 

AT OP OR Facebook, Twitter It defines the social media sharing of the 

scramble application. 

Facebook 
CT OP - - It allows for sharing of the data on the 

facebook.  

Twitter CT OP - - It allows for sharing of the data on the twitter. 
*CT: Concrete, AT: Abstract, MD: Mandatory, OP: Optional, ALT: Alternative 

3.3.2.2 Adding Functional Features in FMA 

After the selection of required features from FMG, the basic structure of FMA is 

obtained that contains the required operating system, software, and hardware features. 

The next step is adding the functional requirement-related features in the FMA. To 

add these features, the designer reviews the functional requirements of the application 

product-line being developed and follows the typical product-line modeling strategies 

(Lee, Kang, and Lee 2002; Pohl, Böckle, and Van Der Linden 2005) to identify the 

functional requirement-related features and add them in the FMA for the application 

product-line under development. These requirement-related features are important 

and form the basis of the mobile application being developed. Note that the features 

in FMA correspond to the entire product-line of the under-development mobile 

application and not just one product. 
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 For the Scramble case study, the application designer included the features that 

are specific to the application business logic. For example, there is a functional 

requirement that the Scramble application board should be of a 4X4 size or 5X5 size. 

From this functional requirement, the designer identifies BoardSize as a functional 

characteristic. The designer also identifies the possible variations for the identified 

functional characteristics. For example, for the BoardSize, the designer identifies two 

variations, i.e., FourByFour and FiveByFive. In this way, the designer identifies all 

the functional characteristics of the under-development mobile application product-

line and adds the identified functional characteristics with their variations under the 

Requirements element in the FMA. For the Scramble product-line FMA (Figure 3.5), 

the other requirement features include History, ColorTheme, Hint, Score, Game, 

Player, Feedback, and SocialMediaSharing. The Facebook and Twitter features are 

the variations for SocialMediaSharing feature. 

3.3.2.3 Marking Features as Optional or Mandatory in FMA  

For the application product-line FMA, the designer marks the software, hardware, and 

requirement-related features as mandatory or optional. Marking the feature as 

mandatory or optional is based on the requirements of the application product-line 

under development as it varies from application to application. 

The software and hardware features that are obtained from FMG may be 

mandatory or optional. If a feature is mandatory in FMG, it implies that it must be 

included in all applications (e.g., ApplicationActivity). Such features cannot be made 

optional while developing FMA. The features that were optional in FMG imply that 

they may or may not be present in a mobile application (e.g., Timer). The application 

designer while developing FMA can modify these features to be mandatory if the 

application product-line being developed requires these features to be present in all 

the variants of the mobile application product-line. 

For the Scramble case study, a number of features are marked as mandatory. For 

example, the Persistence feature is optional in FMG but marked as mandatory in FMA 

because of the requirements of the Scramble application, the persistence of player’s 

score is mandatory. In the Scramble product-line FMA (Figure 3.5), the mandatory 

features are ApplicationActivity, Controller, Persistence, Timer, Sound, Storage, 

BoardSize, History, ColorTheme, Hint, Score, Player, and Game while the optional 

features are Feedback and SocialMediaSharing.  

3.3.2.4 Defining Feature Relationships in FMA  

Another important concept to model in a feature model is a relationship between 

parent features and their child features. There are typically three types of relationships 

between features: OR, AND, and ALT. The relationship between the operating 

system, software, and hardware features is already defined in the FMG by the 

framework provider. For FMA, the designer provides the relationships within the 

requirement-related features. For the Scramble product-line FMA (Figure 3.5), there is 

an AND parent-child relationship between the Requirements and its child features 

(i.e., BoardSize, History, ColorTheme, Hint, Score, Player, Game, Feedback, and 

SocialMediaSharing). For the BoardSize and its child features (i.e., FourByFour and 

FiveByFive), an ALT parent-child relationship is defined by the designer. An OR 
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parent-child relationship exists between the SocialMediaSharing and its child features 

(i.e., Facebook and Twitter). 

3.3.2.5 Defining Feature Constraints in FMA  

In the FMA, the application designer defines the constraints to apply restrictions on 

the features. The constraints depend on the requirements of the application product-

line under development. Some of the constraints on the software and hardware 

features that are applicable to all mobile applications, in general, are already provided 

in the FMG by the framework provider. The designer should not weaken the 

constraints but can modify the existing constraints to further strengthen these. The 

application designer includes the constraints applicable to the requirement-related 

features in the application product-line FMA. These feature constraints are 

transformed into Object Constraint Language
23

 (OCL) constraints during the 

generation of UML modeling profile from the FMA. The OCL is a standard language 

for specifying constraints on the UML. For the mobile application product-line 

modeling, all the OCL constraints must be satisfied. The designer uses the operators 

(i.e., OR, AND, NOT, IMPLIES, IFF) for constraints modeling (Batory 2005) in 

application product-line FMA. These operators allow the designer to apply constraints 

on the features in FMA. The constraints play a vital role in the FMA configuration for 

application variants generation. 

For the Scramble case study, there is a requirement to store the database on mobile 

external storage. In FMG, there is an IMPLIES constraint, i.e., ‘Persistence implies 

Storage’. During FMA development, the designer has further strengthened the 

constraint by defining a constraint, i.e., ‘Database implies External’ as shown in 

Figure 3.5. During FMA configuration, whenever a Database feature is selected, the 

External feature will be selected automatically.  

The constraints in a feature model are defined to either include or exclude the 

feature(s) based on another feature(s). The mandatory features are compulsory in all 

configurations of the feature model, so the constraints that include the mandatory 

features only are not required in the feature model. The designer should provide those 

constraints that apply to both mandatory and optional features or constraints that 

apply to only optional features in the feature model. For the Scramble case study, the 

requirement is to store the score. In Scramble product-line FMA (Figure 3.5), the 

constraint ‘Score implies Persistence’ should be included but as both the features are 

mandatory, so the constraint is not required. 

3.4 Modeling Mobile Application Product-line through 

Model-driven Engineering 
Once the mobile application product-line feature model (FMA) is developed, the next 

step for the application designer is to model the business logic of the mobile 

application using UML modeling profile and notations. The FMA is used to generate a 

UML modeling profile corresponding to the application product-line. This profile 

contains the concepts of the domain and product-line that the application designer can 
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use during modeling. For the modeling notations, a subset of UML is identified that 

meets the needs of mobile application development. The subset includes UML use-

case diagram, UML class diagram, and UML state machines. During the application 

variants generation, the UML models are used to generate code for the selected 

features in FMA configuration. Section 3.4.1 presents the details of generating 

application product-line modeling profile. Section 3.4.2 presents the details for mobile 

application product-line modeling. 

3.4.1 Mobile Application Product-line Modeling Profile  

The FMA consists of a mobile operating system, software, hardware, and requirement-

related features for the mobile application under development The FMA is used to 

generate a corresponding UML modeling profile for the product-line. Once a profile is 

generated, it allows the application designer to model mobile applications using the 

mobile domain-specific concepts and application product-line concepts. For the 

generation of UML profile from the feature model, the various features of the FMA are 

converted to stereotypes of the profile. The stereotypes are generated for both 

mandatory and optional features. Since each of the features may have its structural and 

behavioral properties, we extend the stereotype classes from the UML meta-class 

Class. For the features that have a parent-child relationship, there can be three possible 

types, AND, OR, and ALT. For all these three types, while generating the profile, a 

stereotype is only generated for the parent feature. The child features are handled 

through enumeration with each of the child features as a separate enumeration literal. 

The generated enumeration is then associated with the generated stereotype, such that 

during the application of the profile, the exact child features can be selected as a 

stereotype attribute.  

Figure 3.6-a shows a feature model for AND, OR, and ALT parent-child 

relationships. The ANDParent feature and its child features represent an AND parent-

child relationship and vice versa for the OR and ALT parent-child relationships. 

Figure 3.6-b presents the generated UML profile for the feature model (Figure 3.6-a). 

The UML profile is generated using the proposed profile generation strategy. In Figure 

3.6-b, the ANDParent stereotype is generated for the ANDParent feature. For the child 

features of ANDParent, the ANDParentType enumeration is generated. The 

andparenttype attribute is associated with the ANDParent stereotype. Figure 3.6-c 

shows the application of the generated UML profile (Figure 3.6-b) on UML classes. 

The ANDClass UML class is stereotyped with the ANDParent stereotype. The values 

FeatureB and FeatureA are selected from the generated ANDParentType enumeration. 

Note that the difference of the relationship types (OR, ALT, AND) is handled by 

assigning different Multiplicity values to the relationship between the generated 

stereotype (corresponding to the parent feature) and the generated enumeration 

(corresponding to the child features). For the OR relationship, the value of Multiplicity 

element is: 1..*, to ensure the modeling of at least one child feature and at most all the 

child features. The value of the Multiplicity element for the ALT relationship is: 1, to 

ensure that only one child feature is selected. For the AND relationship, the value of 

Multiplicity element is: *, to facilitate the modeling of at most all the child features. 

The AND relationship allows marking child features as mandatory or optional. To 

ensure that mandatory child features are selected during modeling, additional OCL 
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constraints are generated for each of the mandatory features. No such constraints are 

required for features corresponding to the optional AND parent-child relationship. The 

template for the generation of the OCL constraint for the mandatory feature is shown 

in Listing 3.1. 

 
Figure 3.6: Feature Model Relationships Example 

 
Listing 3.1: OCL Constraint for Mandatory Feature 

For both the OR and ALT parent-child relationships, the lower bound of the 

Multiplicity element are 1. This restricts to specify the Default Value for the associated 

attributes with OR and ALT parent-child relationships. In the proposed profile 

generation strategy, the Default Value is generated for all the relationship types (OR, 

ALT, AND). In Figure 3.6-b, the value of the Multiplicity element is different for the 

AND, OR, and ALT parent-child relationships. For example, for the orparenttype 

attribute, the value of the Multiplicity element is: 1..*. The default value for the 

orparenttype attribute is FeatureH enumeration literal that is selected from the 

ORParentType enumeration. 

An application designer may model a number of possible constraints in FMA. There 

are five types of constraint operators in FMA (Lee, Kang, and Lee 2002; Batory 2005): 

AND, OR, IMPLIES, NOT, and IFF (as discussed in Section 3.3.2) that are used to 

model possible constraints. These constraints are also translated to OCL and are 

applied on the generated profile. The templates to translate the feature model 

constraints to OCL are shown in Table 3.2. 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()  

    → exists ( el:Element | el.oclIsKindOf ( uml::Class )  

        and  

            not ( el.getAppliedStereotype ( ‘mandatory feature’ ).oclIsUndefined() ) 

              ) 
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Table 3.2: OCL Constraint Template for Feature Model Constraint Operators 

Operator 
Feature Model 

Constraint 
Template for OCL 

AND 

featureA  

  implies  

   featureB  

     and  

      featureC 

 … 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureA').oclIsUndefined())) 

   implies    
      self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

     and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureB').oclIsUndefined())) 

       and 
            self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

           and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureC').oclIsUndefined())) 

... 

OR 

featureA  

  implies  

   featureB  

     and  

      featureC 

 … 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureA').oclIsUndefined())) 

   implies    
      self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

     and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureB').oclIsUndefined())) 

       or 
            self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

           and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureC').oclIsUndefined())) 

... 

IMPLIES 

featureA  

  implies  

   featureB 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureA').oclIsUndefined())) 

   implies    

      self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

     and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureB').oclIsUndefined())) 

IFF 

featureA  

  iff  

   featureB  

     and  

     ( featureC 

       or 

       featureD 

      ) 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureA').oclIsUndefined())) 

   implies    

      self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

     and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureB').oclIsUndefined())) 

       and 

          ( self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

            and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureC').oclIsUndefined())) 

            or 

            self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

            and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureC').oclIsUndefined())) 

     ) 

Not 

featureA  

  implies  

     not 

      featureB 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureA').oclIsUndefined())) 

   implies 

       not    

            self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

                      and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('featureB').oclIsUndefined())) 
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On applying the generated profile for mobile application modeling, the OCL 

constraints are validated through Rational Software Architect
24

 (RSA) tool. For 

example, for the restriction in FMA ‘Database implies External’, the OCL constraint 

presented in Listing 3.2 is generated in the profile and is validated by the RSA tool 

during application modeling. Moreover, the RSA tool restricts the application designer 

on violation of the OCL constraints.  

 
Listing 3.2: OCL Constraint for Restriction in FMA 

The operating system feature of application product-line FMA is not included in the 

proposed profile generation strategy as the application product-line modeling (using 

the generated UML profile) is not specific to any mobile operating system. The 

operating system feature is used during the configuration of FMA to specify the mobile 

platforms for the generation of application variants. 

For the Scramble case study, the generated profile is shown in Figure 3.7 that 

corresponds to the Scramble product-line FMA (Figure 3.5). The stereotypes are 

generated for software features (e.g., Persistence, ApplicationActivty, and Controller), 

hardware feature (e.g., Storage), and requirement-related features (e.g., BoardSize, 

History, and Feedback). In Figure 3.5, three features (i.e., Persistence, Storage, and 

BoardSize) contain an ALT parent-child relationship with their child features while 

SocialMediaSharing feature holds an OR parent-child relationship with its child 

features. The Persistence feature has two child features, i.e., File and Database. The 

stereotype is generated for the Persistence feature only as shown in Figure 3.7. For the 

child features, an enumeration of PersistenceType is generated. A persistencetype 

attribute is included in the Persistence stereotype. For the ALT parent-child 

relationship, the value of Multiplicity element for the persistencetype attribute is: 1. 

From PersistenceType, the File enumeration literal is selected as a Default Value for 

the persistencetype attribute. During the application product-line modeling, the 

designer can modify the value of the persistencetype attribute as required. The OCL 

constraints are generated for all the mandatory features and the constraints in FMA. 

Figure 3.7 presents an example of the generated OCL constraint for the mandatory 

BoardSize feature and ‘File implies Internal’ constraint in FMA. Table 3.3 presents all 

the generated OCL constraints from the Scramble product-line FMA (Figure 3.5). 
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self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()→ exists( 

el:Element | el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

          and  

              not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Database').oclIsUndefined()) 

) 

implies    
self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements() → exists( 

el:Element | el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

          and  

              not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::External').oclIsUndefined()) 

) 
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Figure 3.7: Generated Modeling Profile for Scramble Application Product-line 
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Table 3.3: Generated Constraints for Scramble Application Modeling Profile 

Feature / 

Constraint 
Generated OCL Constraint 

Persistence 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and 
not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Persistence').oclIsUndefined()) 

ApplicationActivity 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and 
not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::ApplicationActivity').oclIsUndefined()) 

Controller 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Controller').oclIsUndefined()) 

Timer 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Timer').oclIsUndefined()) 

Sound 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Sound').oclIsUndefined()) 

Storage 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Storage').oclIsUndefined()) 

BoardSize 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::BoardSize').oclIsUndefined()) 

History 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::History').oclIsUndefined()) 

ColorTheme 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and 
not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::ColorTheme').oclIsUndefined()) 

Hint 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Hint').oclIsUndefined()) 

Score 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Score').oclIsUndefined()) 

Player 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Player').oclIsUndefined()) 

Game 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Game').oclIsUndefined()) 

Persistence 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::File').oclIsUndefined())) 

   implies    

      self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

     and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Internal').oclIsUndefined())) 

Persistence 

self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

              and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::Database').oclIsUndefined())) 

   implies    

      self.base_Class.owner.allOwnedElements()->exists(el:Element | 

el.oclIsKindOf(uml::Class)  

     and not(el.getAppliedStereotype('ScrambleProfile::External').oclIsUndefined())) 
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3.4.2 Mobile Application Product-line Modeling  

UML is the most widely used modeling language and UML and its profiles have been 

successfully applied for modeling of applications in various domains (Gomaa 2008; 

Larman 2004). Because of high market competition between various vendors, mobile 

applications are typically developed in short cycles to achieve quick delivery 

(Joorabchi, Mesbah, and Kruchten October 2013). For the proposed mobile 

applications modeling, a subset of UML is selected that meets the industry needs of 

application modeling. The selected subset consists of three UML models: (i) use-case 

diagram, (ii) class diagram, and (iii) state machine. Following, the modeling of mobile 

applications with these UML models and generated UML profile is discussed. 

3.4.2.1 Use-case Modeling of Mobile Application Product-line 

The application designer starts with the modeling of use-cases that are widely accepted 

as a useful way of gathering and recording requirements (Bittner 2002; Kulak and 

Guiney 2012). The typical use-case modeling (Bittner 2002) (i.e., UML use-case 

diagram and use-case description) with concrete writing style is used for mobile 

application requirements modeling. The concrete writing style includes the details of 

user interfaces during use-case description (Bittner 2002; Kulak and Guiney 2012). 

For this reason, the designer is restricted to develop application screens (i.e., user 

interfaces) before modeling use-cases. Note that the mobile application variants are 

not directly generated from the use-cases modeled and this information is included for 

the purpose of completeness. 

Developing Application Screens. Application screens (the interface displayed to the 

mobile application user) are helpful in gathering requirements for mobile application 

and can serve as an application prototype. For mobile applications, the application 

screens are mostly developed using the mobile applications graphical user interface 

native modeling tools (e.g., Android Studio
25

, Microsoft Visual Studio
26

) for specific 

mobile platforms. These tools facilitate to generate native code for the application 

screens automatically. The designer uses these tools to develop application screens and 

automatically generate the code for the screens. 

The proposed product-line model-driven engineering approach focuses primarily on 

automated generation of the native business logic code for diverse mobile platforms. 

For this reason, the proposed model-driven engineering approach separates the 

business logic layer from the user interface layer. For the purpose of separating the 

two layers, the controller pattern (Larman 2004; Gamma et al. 1994) is used.  The 

class for the controller pattern acts as a bridge between the business logic and user 

interface. The application designer refers to the controller class in the code for the 

application screens. 

For the Scramble case study, the application screens were developed using 

Android Developer Tools (ADT) for Eclipse. The screens for the Scramble case study 

include Play-screen, Result-screen, History-screen, and Sharing-screen and are 

already presented in Figure 1.1. 

                                                           
25

 https://developer.android.com/studio/ 
26

 https://visualstudio.microsoft.com/vs/express/ 
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Designing Use-cases. The application designer follows the typical use-case 

modeling (Bittner 2002) to identify use-cases for the mobile application product-line 

under development. The designer further uses the developed application screens to 

identify the missing use-cases. For the use-cases, the designer develops a UML use-

case diagram. The mobile application runs in a highly interruptible environment, such 

as, a call or a message or a mobile user can interrupt the mobile application during 

execution. For this reason, the typical use-case description (Bittner 2002) is extended 

to include two new sections, i.e., onInterrupt and onResume. The onInterrupt section 

contains the details whenever a ‘call’ or ‘message’ or ‘mobile user’ interrupts during 

the mobile application execution. The onResume section contains the details when a 

mobile application is resumed after an interrupt. The designer uses the extended use-

case description to write use-cases in a typical concrete writing style (Bittner 2002; 

Kulak and Guiney 2012). The designer refers to the developed application screens for 

the mobile application in the use-case description.  

The use-cases for the Scramble case study include Play, Show Hints, View History, 

Show Score, Take Feedback, Share Score, Time Settings, and Color Theme Settings. 

Listing 3.3 shows the extended use-case description for the ‘Play’ use-case in a 

concrete writing style. The ‘Play’ use-case description presents the ‘Main Success 

Scenario’ using the Scramble application screens (shown in Figure 1.1) and the newly 

introduced sections specific for mobile applications. 

 

Listing 3.3: Play Use-case in Concrete Writing Style with Extended Sections 

Use Case Name: Play 

Scope: Board 

Level: user-goal 

Primary Actor: Player 

Stakeholders and Interests: 

- Player: Wants to create words on the board. 

Precondition: Player is using the scramble application. 

Success Guarantee: Game result is generated. 

Main Success Scenario: 

1. Player initiates “Play” operation by clicking ‘Play’ button on Main screen. 

2. Player creates words on the board, in the allocated time by joining different characters on Play 

screen. 

3. As the time finishes, player views the Result screen. 

Extensions: 

*a. At any time, application fails. 

1. Player restarts the application and start from the Main screen because there is no recovery 

mechanism supported in the application. 

2a. Application displays “hints” to the player on Play screen. 

1. Player views the hints on Play screen and creates words on the board with the help of hints. 

3a. Application automatically “save” the result as history and overwrites the previous result history. 

1. Player views the results and saves it as history on Results screen. 

onInterrupt: 

1. Application pauses the game timer on Play screen. 

2. Application saves the current state of the game as position of the board, hints, and words created 

from Play screen. 

onResume: 

1. Application restarts the timer from where it was paused on Play screen. 

2. Application retrieves the save state of the board, hints, and created words. 

3. Application designs the board as it was before using the retrieved state on Play screen. 
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3.4.2.2 Structural Modeling of Mobile Application Product-line 

After the use-case modeling, the next step for the application designer is to model the 

structure of the mobile application product-line under development. UML class 

diagram is used to capture the structural details of the mobile application. The 

application designer also applies the generated modeling profile during the modeling 

of the UML class diagram for the under-development application product-line. 

Classes for Software and Hardware features. The designer does not need to model 

the classes for software and hardware features during UML class diagram modeling. 

As discussed earlier in Section 3.3.1, the design interface for each of the software and 

hardware features in FMA are already provided and stored in an XML document. For 

example, there is a Software feature Audio in application product-line FMA, the 

design interface AudioImpl for the Audio feature was already provided. The 

AudioImpl contains the functionalities offered by the Audio feature. For the design 

interfaces of software and hardware features in FMA, a UML class diagram is 

generated. The designer further uses the generated UML class diagram to model the 

classes for requirement-related features in FMA during the class diagram modeling. A 

strategy is used to generate UML class diagram from FMA. Following, the details of 

the class diagram generation strategy are discussed.  

For the generation of UML class diagram, the design interfaces (e.g., in Figure 

3.4-a) are extracted for each of the software and hardware features in FMA from an 

XML document. A UML meta-class Class is used to model each of the design 

interfaces. The methods in the design interface are included as UML meta-class 

Operation. Using the above Audio example, a Class named AudioImpl is generated in 

the class diagram. The getDuration method in AudioImpl design interface is 

generated as an Operation.  

The constraints in application product-line FMA are used to model the 

relationships between the classes in the generated UML class diagram. In FMA, five 

types of operators (i.e., IMPLIES, AND, OR, NOT, AND IFF) are used to define 

constraints on the features. The relationships are generated for AND, IMPLIES, and 

OR constraints only as these refer to the dependency in which a feature(s) require 

other feature(s). For example, featureA implies featureB, it means featureA is 

dependent on featureB or featureA requires featureB. The association relationship is 

generated for IMPLIES constraint as IMPLIES operator refers to a strong dependency 

between features. For example, featureA implies featureB. The association of 1 to 1 

cardinality is generated between the featureAImpl and featureBImpl classes, i.e., the 

instance of featureBImpl is created in the featureAImpl class and vice versa. For both 

AND and OR constraints, the dependency relationship is generated. For example, 

featureA implies featureB and featureC. The dependency relationship is generated 

from featureA to featureB and featureA to featureC. The NOT and IFF constraints in 

FMA are not used during the generation of relationships, as the NOT constraint 

excludes a feature and the IFF constraint refers to the conditional inclusion of the 

feature. Note that the generated class diagram represents the complete application 

product-line and not a specific application variant, none of the features are excluded 

because of NOT and IFF constraints.  
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The generated UML modeling profile is applied to the generated class diagram. As 

discussed in Section 3.4.1, the UML profile is generated from FMA, the stereotypes in 

the UML profile coincides with the features in FMA. The stereotypes for the software 

and hardware features are applied to the generated classes for the software and 

hardware features. For this purpose, the name of the feature in FMA is matched with 

the name of stereotype in UML profile. On a successful match, the generated class for 

the matched feature is stereotyped with the matched stereotype. In Audio and 

AudioImpl example, the Audio stereotype is generated in UML profile for the Audio 

feature in FMA. As the Audio name coincides with both the feature and stereotype, the 

generated AudioImpl class is stereotyped with the Audio stereotype in the generated 

class diagram.  

For the Scramble product-line FMA (Figure 3.5), the design interfaces for 

Persistence, Sound, Timer, and Storage features were already provided as part of the 

framework. Figure 3.8 shows the generated UML class diagram for the software and 

hardware features in the Scramble FMA.  

 

Figure 3.8: Generated Class Diagram for Software and Hardware Features 

Class for Controller feature. As discussed earlier (in Section 3.4.2.1), the proposed 

approach generates code for the business logic layer and provides a controller class 

that acts as a bridge between the business logic and user interface. As part of the class 

diagram generation strategy, a BLController class is generated corresponding to the 

Controller feature of the application FMA. A Controller stereotype in the generated 

UML profile is applied to the BLController class to specify the controller for the 

business logic layer. During the mobile application modeling, the designer does not 

have to model the structural or behavioral details for BLController class. Once the 

application variant is generated from FMA configuration, the designer provides the 

implementation of the BLController class using the controller pattern (Larman 2004; 

Gamma et al. 1994). Figure 3.8 shows the BLController class for the Scramble case 

study. 
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Figure 3.9: Scramble Mobile Application Product-line UML Class Diagram 

Identification of Requirement-related Classes. The application designer identifies 

the functional requirement classes for the mobile application product-line under 

development. For this purpose, the designer follows the typical object-oriented 

designing methods (Booch 1994; Rumbaugh et al. 1991). The designer reviews the 

requirements of the application, the requirement-related features in FMA for the 

application, and the use-cases (i.e., user interfaces and use-cases description) of the 

application to identify the missing classes in the application product-line. The 

application designer uses the generated class diagram for the software and hardware 

features in Scramble product-line FMA to further model the requirement-related 

classes. For the Scramble product-line FMA, History is a potential candidate to 

become a class. In ‘Play’ use-case for Scramble application, Board is a potential 

candidate to become a class. Figure 3.9 shows the UML class diagram for the 
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Scramble case study. The designer follows the object-oriented designing methods 

(Booch 1994; Rumbaugh et al. 1991) to model the relationships between the classes 

in the UML class diagram. 

The designer applies the requirement-related stereotypes along with the 

ApplicationActivity stereotype. The requirement-related stereotypes represent the 

features and their potential variations in the functional requirements of the under 

development mobile application. The designer reviews the modeled classes and 

applies the stereotypes on these classes. For the Scramble case study, Scramble is an 

active class that continuously interacts with the player. The Scramble class is 

stereotyped with the ApplicationActivity stereotype. In Scramble case study 

requirements, Board is a class that has a board size, so Board is stereotyped with 

BoardSize stereotype. On applying the BoardSize stereotype, the attribute 

boardsizetype is automatically included in the Board class. The designer sets the 

value of the boardsizetype as FourByFour or FiveByFive using the BoardSizeType 

enumeration. The application designer applies the stereotypes on the modeled 

requirement-related classes in the UML class diagram as shown in Figure 3.9. 

3.4.2.3 Behavioral Modeling of Mobile Application Product-line 

After the creation of the class diagram, the next step is the behavioral modeling of the 

under-development mobile application product-line. The UML state machine is used 

to capture the behavioral details.  

Behavior for the Generated Software and Hardware Classes. As discussed earlier 

in Section 3.3.1, the implementation APIs for each of the software and hardware 

features in the FMA is already provided. The generated classes for these features 

contain operations that are referred by the designer during the behavioral modeling of 

the requirement-related classes.  

Behavior for the Requirement-related Classes. The designer models the behavior 

for all the requirement-related classes in the UML class diagram (Figure 3.9). For this 

purpose, the designer develops the UML state machine for each of the requirement-

related classes. The designer follows the typical UML state machine modeling 

(Mellor and Balcer 2002) to identify the states, event, and guards for each of the 

UML state machines. Further, the designer specifies the actions using the Java 

programming language. The actions referred to the steps that should be performed 

whenever an event is fired in the transitions of the state machine. Java is used, as it is 

a widely used programming language. 

For the Scramble case study, Figure 3.10 shows the UML state machine for Board 

class. For the Board class state machine (Figure 3.10), in the transition from 

Initialized state to NewWordCreated state contains an action in addition to the event. 

It means when the createWord event is called, it performs the actions associated with 

it. The designer may also refer to the class in the action. For example, in Figure 3.10, 

in the transition to the Initialized state, the designer creates an instance of the Score 

class. In the transition from NewWordCreated state to Validating state, the designer 

uses an instance (i.e., score) of the Score class to call the 

incrementCorrectScoreCounter method. 
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Figure 3.10: Board UML State Machine 

In the proposed model-driven engineering, the designer does not need to consider 

the target application development platform while modeling. The developed models 

are platform independent. The mobile application generator automatically generates 

the target application variants according to the selected platforms, transforming the 

platform independent model into mobile platform specific code. 

3.5 Mobile Application Variants Generation 
Once the application designer has completed the development of application feature 

model (FMA) and UML modeling (i.e., the development of use-cases, class, and state 

machines), next is the generation of application variants for multiple platforms. For 

the required application variants, the designer configures FMA as a part of the 

proposed product-line engineering for mobile applications. The FMA along with its 

configuration, the generated UML profile, and the developed UML models are used 

to generate application variants. Following, the details of the FMA configuration, 

linking FMA with the modeled UML class diagram, and generation of application 

variants are presented. 

3.5.1 Application Product-line Feature Model (FMA) Configuration 

The application FMA is developed for the under-development mobile application 

product-line (see Section 3.3.2 for details). The configuration of application product-

line FMA is the selection of the features and their variations for the generation of 

required mobile application variant(s). The FMA contains an operating system, 

software, hardware, and requirement-related features. For the selection of features 

from FMA, the application designer reviews the requirements of the mobile 
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application variant(s) to be generated. The designer selects the potential operating 

system, software, hardware, and requirement-related features. The number of selected 

operating system features reflects the mobile platforms while the selected software, 

hardware, and requirement-related features define the application variant(s). A 

number of possible configurations of FMA can be developed as per the requirements 

of the application variants to be generated. Figure 3.11 shows some of the possible 

configurations of the FMA (Figure 3.5) for the Scramble case study. The FeatureIDE 

(Thüm et al. 2014) tool is used for building configurations from FMA. The tool 

presents the application product-line FMA as a simple tree-like structure to the 

designer, from which features can easily be selected.  

 
*(from left-to-right) a: Database & Facebook, b: File & Sharing, c: Database & Feedback, d: File & Twitter  

Figure 3.11: Scramble Product-line Feature Model FMA Configurations 

As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the FMA contains all three types of parent-child 

relationships: AND, OR, and ALT. The mandatory features in the AND parent-child 

relationship are compulsory in all the configurations of FMA (e.g. Persistence), these 

features are selected automatically. The designer selects the optional features as per 

application variant requirement (e.g. Feedback). In AND parent-child relationship, in 

case the parent feature is optional, the designer has to select the parent feature for the 

selection of its child features. For OR parent-child relationship, the designer has the 

facility to select at least one child feature but more child features can be selected 

during every configuration of the FMA. For the OR parent-child relationship, the 
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selection of the child feature is compulsory in which the parent feature is mandatory 

or selected. During each FMA configuration for the ALT parent-child relationship, the 

designer is restricted to select exactly one child feature in case the parent feature is 

mandatory or selected. The FeatureIDE tool facilitates the designer during FMA 

configuration by selecting the mandatory features automatically and restricts the 

designer for deselection of these features. If none of the child features is selected in 

the OR and ALT parent-child relationship, the tool shows a validation error to the 

designer for the selection of at least one child feature for OR parent-child relationship 

and exactly one child feature for ALT parent-child relationship. Moreover, on the 

selection of one of the child features in ALT parent-child relationship, the tool 

disables the remaining child features for selection. 

In FMA, the operating system feature is mandatory and contains an OR parent-

child relationship. For this reason, the designer has to select at least one child feature 

of an operating system feature but more child features can be selected. The operating 

system feature alone cannot specify a platform (e.g. Android), the version of the 

operating system is also important (e.g. Android v 4.4, WindowsPhone v 8.1). The 

designer selects the version of the operating system feature to specify the platform. 

For example, the designer selects Android (v 4.4), WindowsPhone (v 7.8), and IOS (v 

7) in FMA configuration. These results in three operating system features being 

selected and application variants are generated for these platforms. For the required 

application variant, the designer selects the required software, hardware, and 

requirement-related features during FMA configurations.  

During FMA configuration, the constraints on the features in FMA have imposed 

automatically. The application designer uses the operators (i.e., IMPLIES, AND, OR, 

NOT, IFF) to define constraints on the features. For example, the constraint ‘featureA 

implies featureB’ is imposed as: on the selection of featureA, featureB is selected 

automatically and vice versa, on the selection of featureB, featureA is selected 

automatically. Likewise IMPLIES, the AND, OR, IFF, and NOT operators have also 

imposed during FMA configuration automatically (see constraint operators details in 

Section 3.3.1.3 and Section 3.3.2.5). The FeatureIDE tool imposes the constraints 

automatically during FMA configuration. 

Note that in the proposed product-line model-driven engineering for mobile 

applications, the application variants are generated for the selected features in FMA 

configuration only. No variants are generated based on optional or unselected features 

in FMA configuration. The designer has to select the features carefully that are 

required to be generated in the desired application variant(s) during FMA 

configuration. 

For the Scramble case study, Figure 3.11 shows four configurations (out of many 

possible) as example developed from Scramble product-line FMA using FeatureIDE 

tool. From Figure 3.11, the FMA configurations include (from LEFT to RIGHT): (a) 

Database persistence with Facebook social media sharing, (b) File persistence with 

Facebook and Twitter social media sharing, (c) Database persistence with Feedback, 

and (d) File persistence with Twitter social media sharing. In Figure 3.11, the filled 

boxes represent the mandatory features in FMA configurations that are defined either 

directly by the designer or included because of imposed constraints of an already 
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selected feature. The ticked features represent features that the application designer 

requires to include in the desired application variant(s).  

For the Figure 3.11-a FMA configuration, the mandatory features (i.e., Operating 

System, ApplicationActivity, Controller, Persistence, Timer, Sound, BoardSize, 

History, ColorTheme, Hint, Score, Player, and Game) are selected automatically 

based on the AND parent-child relationship. There is no optional feature that is 

selected by the designer for the Figure 3.11-a FMA configuration. For the OR parent-

child relationship between the Operating System feature and its child features, the 

designer selects both the child features, i.e., Android and WindowsPhone. Moreover, 

the Facebook feature is selected by the application designer as a part of the OR 

parent-child relationship for the SocialMediaSharing feature. For the Figure 3.11-a 

FMA configuration, the designer selects FiveByFive feature. For the ALT parent-child 

relationship for the BoardSize feature, the FourByFour feature is disabled for 

selection automatically on the selection of FiveByFive feature. The designer selects 

the Database feature that has the ALT parent-child relationship with the File feature 

for the Persistence feature. The selection of Database feature not only disables the 

File feature but also selects the External feature automatically. The External feature 

is selected as of the applied constraint in FMA (Figure 3.5), i.e., ‘Database implies 

External’.  

Similarly, in Figure 3.11-b FMA configuration, the designer selects the File feature 

instead of the Database as a child of the Persistence feature. The selection of File 

feature automatically imposes the selection of the Internal feature based on the 

constraint in the FMA, i.e., ‘File implies Internal’. As the OR parent-child relationship 

allows the selection of more than one child features, therefore the designer selects 

both the Twitter and Facebook features as children of the SocialMediaSharing 

feature. For the Figure 3.11-c FMA configuration, the optional feature, i.e., Feedback 

is selected by the designer. Moreover, for the ALT parent-child relationship of 

BoardSize feature, the designer selects FourByFour instead of a FiveByFive feature. 

For the SocialMediaSharing feature, the designer has not selected any child feature. 

The designer selects the WindowsPhone feature for the Figure 3.11-d FMA 

configuration. Finally, the Twitter feature is selected as a child of the 

SocialMediaSharing feature.  

The four FMA configurations in Figure 3.11 are used to generate Scramble 

application variants based on the selected features in each of the FMA configurations. 

For example, for the FMA configuration in Figure 3.11-a, the Scramble application 

variants are generated for the selected Android (v 5.1) and WindowsPhone (v 8.1) 

platforms. Each of the platform variants includes ApplicationActivity, Controller, 

Database, Timer, Sound, External, FiveByFive, History, ColorTheme, Hint, Score, 

Player, Game, and Facebook features. 

3.5.2 Linking Application Feature Model (FMA) with the UML Class 

Diagram  

In this section, the details of how the application product-line FMA is linked with the 

modeled UML class diagram are discussed. For this purpose, the features in the FMA 

are linked with the classes in the UML class diagram. Therefore, the code is generated 
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only for those classes that are linked with the features selected during the FMA 

configuration.  

 

Listing 3.4: Algorithm to Link FMA Features with UML Classes 

To link the features with the classes, the UML modeling profile plays a vital role. 

The modeling profile is generated from the application product-line FMA (see details 

in Section 3.4.1), so the stereotypes in the profile coincide with the features in the 

FMA. Further, the generated profile is applied to the modeled classes in the UML class 

diagram (see Section 3.4.2.2 for details). An algorithm is provided to implement the 

linking of the features in the FMA with the stereotyped classes in the class diagram. 

According to the algorithm, for each of the classes, the stereotypes are extracted. For 

each of the stereotype, a match is performed between the name of the stereotype and 

the name of the feature in the FMA. On a successful match, the link for the modeled 

UML class is created in the feature. For example, Bluetooth is a feature in the 

application FMA. The stereotype named Bluetooth is generated in the UML profile. In 

a class diagram, a Bluetooth stereotype is applied to the BluetoothImpl class. For this 

example, the algorithm extracts the Bluetooth stereotype applied to the BluetoothImpl 

class. The Bluetooth feature is searched for the Bluetooth stereotype. On successful 

search, the Bluetooth feature is linked with the BluetoothImpl class. In case where the 

stereotype is not applied to any class in the class diagram, the structural and behavioral 

modeling for the feature would be missing. An error message is generated for this 

reason. The error message is important, as it is possible that the feature (that has no 

modeling definition) is selected as part of the desired feature configuration and the 

generated application variant(s) contain errors because of that feature.  

For the requirement-related features in the FMA that have a parent-child 

relationship, a possibility is that the designer may apply the generated stereotype for 

the parent feature on more than one class in the UML class diagram. In this case, a 

Algorithm LinkFeaturesWithClasses(F, C) 

Input            F: root feature of the tree data structure to traverse feature model, C: an array of classes 

Declare        IC: contains an instance of class, S: an array of stereotypes, IS: contains an instance of 

stereotype, NS: presents name of a stereotype, CDF: an array of children features, ICD: 

contains an instance of feature, NCD: presents name of a feature 

1. begin 

2.   for each IC in the C 

3.     Initialize S with the applied stereotypes on IC 

4.     for each IS in the S 

5.       Initialize NS with the name of stereotype from IS 

6.       Initialize CDF with the children of F 

7.         for each ICD in the CDF 

8.           Initialize NCD with the name of feature from ICD 

9.           if NCD == NS            then 

10.             Add IC to the class list in ICD 

11.             break the for each loop 

12.           end if 

13.        end foreach 

14.      end foreach 

15.   end foreach 

16. end 
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feature is linked with more than one class. Another possibility is that the designer may 

apply more than one stereotype in the generated UML modeling profile on a class. In 

this case, more than one feature is linked to a class. To handle these cases, a list of 

classes is used in the feature to link more than one class in the UML class diagram. 

The linking algorithm is presented in Listing 3.4. The input to the algorithm is the 

application product-line feature model (FMA) and the classes in the UML class 

diagram. The output of the algorithm is an updated FMA linked with the UML classes. 

The algorithm starts with traversing the list of classes as shown in line 2. A list of 

applied stereotypes is extracted for each class. Every stereotype is matched in the FMA 

as shown in line 9. When the match is successful then a link is created by adding a 

class attribute in the feature as shown in line 11 of Listing 3.4. 

For the Scramble case study, the generated Scramble UML modeling profile 

(Figure 3.7) is used to link the features in the Scramble product-line FMA (Figure 3.5) 

with the classes in the Scramble UML class diagram (Figure 3.9). For example, the 

Controller feature is linked with BLController class as of Controller stereotype is 

applied to the BLController class. Similarly, the Timer feature is linked with the 

TimerImpl class, the Storage feature is linked with the StorageImpl class, and the 

Player feature is linked with Player class. In Scramble class diagram (Figure 3.9), the 

Scramble class is stereotyped with two stereotypes, i.e., Game and ApplicationActivity. 

For this reason, the Game and ApplicationActivity features are linked to a Scramble 

class. 

3.5.3 Variant Generation 

The configuration of FMA, the linked application FMA, and the UML models are used 

to generate the desired mobile application variant(s) for multiple platforms. The FMA 

and its configuration are used to compute not only the mobile platforms and 

application variants but also the features to be included in each of the application 

variants.  

The FMA consists of an operating system, software, hardware, and requirement-

related features (see Section 3.3.2 for details). In FMA configuration, the selected 

operating system features are used to extract the mobile platforms while the selected 

software, hardware, and requirement-related features define the application variants. 

All mandatory features are selected along with any selected optional features. It is 

possible that the designer selects more than one child features in OR parent-child 

relationship. In this case, all the selected child features are included in the application 

variant. For each of the mobile platform, the included features in the application 

variant that are already linked with the UML classes are used to generate the 

application variant. 

The features in the application variant and the modeled UML models are used to 

generate variants for the under-development mobile application product-line. From the 

modeled UML models, the UML class diagram and the UML state machines are used. 

UML class diagram is used to generate structural code while the behavioral code is 

extracted from UML state machines. Code generation assumes that the classes linked 

with the selected features are modeled completely using the UML class diagram and 

state machines.  
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The UML class diagram contains classes that are linked with the software, 

hardware, and requirement-related features in the application FMA or the classes that 

are in a relationship with the linked classes. The UML state machines are required for 

all the requirement-related classes or the classes that are in a relationship with the 

linked classes. In case of the missing state machines for any of these classes, an error 

message is generated. For the classes that are linked with the selected software and 

hardware features are not candidates for the code generation. These classes are 

already provided as part of the proposed approach (see details in Section 3.3.1.1). The 

code is generated for the classes that are linked with the selected requirement-related 

features. The code is also generated for those classes that are in a relationship with 

these classes but not linked with any unselected feature.  

For the generation of code from classes, the code generation rules by Usman et al. 

(Usman and Nadeem 2009) are used. The UML class diagram modeling elements that 

are included in the code generation rules (Usman and Nadeem 2009) are: Class, 

Stereotyped Class, Interface, Stereotyped Interface, Enumeration, Attribute, 

Stereotype Attribute, Operation, and Relationships (i.e., Inheritance, Association, 

Composition, and Aggregation). The code generation rules do not include the rule for 

the Package element in the UML class diagram modeling. As per the code generation 

rules, for each modeled class in the UML class diagram, a class in the programming 

language is generated. For each property in the modeled class, a field in the associated 

class is generated. For each association relationship between the modeled classes, a 

field is generated in the associated class or classes. The generation of the field in the 

association relationship is guided by the navigation property. The inheritance 

relationship is implemented as an extension of the base class. The code generation 

rules generate getter and setter for all the fields in the classes automatically. To include 

the class methods and their implementations, a UML state machine is used.  

For the generation of code from the state machine, the well-known state pattern 

(Gamma et al. 1994) is implemented. The state pattern implementation by Zohaib et 

al. (Iqbal, Arcuri, and Briand 2013) is used to generate code from the state machine. 

Based on the implementation, a parent state class is created for the state machine. For 

every state, a class is generated. The generated classes from states are inherited from 

the parent state class. Figure 3.12 shows the implementation of the state pattern for the 

Board state machine (presented in Figure 4.4). For each state, the event on the 

outgoing transition is included as a method in the generated class for the state. For 

example, from Figure 4.4, an outgoing transition from state NewWordCreated to state 

Validating contains an event validate. For this case, the validate method is included in 

class NewWordCreated as shown in Figure 3.12. The actions on the outgoing 

transition are included as method’s body in the generated class for the state and guard 

in the outgoing transition of the state transforms to an if-else block in the method. 

As discussed in Section 3.4, the controller pattern is used to bridge the user 

interface layer and the generated business logic layer. For this purpose, the 

BLController class is generated in all the application variants. The designer 

implements the typical controller pattern (Larman 2004; Gamma et al. 1994) in the 

BLController class. 
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Figure 3.12: State Pattern Implementation for Board State Machine 

The ApplicationActivity stereotype is applied to the active class in the application. 

For the active class in the Android platform, the requirement is the implementation of 

methods (i.e., onCreate, onPause, onResume, onStart, onStop, and onDestroy) and is 

not compulsory for other platforms. During the generation of code for the classes that 

are stereotyped with the ApplicationActivity stereotype, these methods are generated 

for the Android platform application variant only. Once the application variant is 

generated, the designer provides implementation for these methods. 

Note that the generation of class for the parent-child relationships in FMA is 

dependent on the selection of the child feature(s) during FMA configuration. For the 

ALT parent-child relationship, exactly one child feature is selected, so the class is 

generated for the selected child feature only. For the AND and OR parent-child 

relationships more than one child features can be selected. In this case, all the classes 

for the selected child features are generated as each of the child features refer to a 

class.  

For the Scramble case study, some of the possible FMA configurations are shown in 

Figure 3.11. For the FMA configurations in Figure 3.11-a, the Scramble application 

variants are generated for the selected Android (v 5.1) and WindowsPhone (v 8.1) 

platforms. Each of the platform variants includes ApplicationActivity, Controller, 

Database, Timer, Sound, External, FiveByFive, History, ColorTheme, Hint, Score, 

Player, Game, and Facebook features. 

In case, a feature in FMA is not selected during configuration, the code 

corresponding to the feature will not be generated. This will lead to a compilation error 

in the generated application variant in the code where the feature is required. To avoid 

this situation, the designers have to provide the constraints in FMA carefully to links 

the dependent features or to select the dependent features during FMA configurations. 

3.6 Automation 
This section discusses the details for the implementation of the proposed mobile 

application variants generation strategy presented in this chapter. For this purpose, a 

tool is developed that automates the presented details in Section 3.5.  

Figure 4.10 presents a component diagram for the developed MOPPET (mobile 

application product-line generator) tool. The developed tool not only implements the 
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mobile application variants generation but also integrates the components that are 

used during the product-line generation of mobile applications, e.g., modeling profile 

generation, partial class diagram generation, and others.  

Figure 4.10 also shows three integrated components as: FeatureDetails, Profile-

Generator, and ClassDiagramGenerator. The FeatureDetails component is used for 

the storage of design interface and implementation APIs of the software and hardware 

features in the FMG (see details in Section 3.3.1.4). The ProfileGenerator component 

implements a strategy to generate UML modeling profile for the software, hardware, 

and requirement-related features in the FMA (see details in 3.4.1). The ClassDiagram-

Generator component implements a class diagram generation strategy for the 

software, and hardware features in the FMA (see details in 3.4.2.2). The tool is 

developed in Java programming language using Eclipse IDE. The current 

implementation of the tool supports Android and Windows Phone mobile platforms, 

but can easily be extended to support other platforms. 

 

Figure 3.13: Mobile Apps Generator and Performance Tester tool 

For the generation of mobile application variants for multiple platforms, the tool 

takes the application FMA, the FMA configuration, the generated UML modeling 

profile, and the UML models (i.e., class and state machines) for the under-

development mobile application product-line. The tool consists of three major 

components (shown in Figure 4.10), i.e., (i) Model Reader, (ii) Model Linker, and (iii) 

Application Generator. In the model reader, the input models are read. In model 

linker, the application feature model is linked with a designed class diagram. In the 

application generator, the product-line feature model and its configuration along with 
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the UML models are used to generate feature-based mobile application variants. The 

detailed description of these components is presented as follow. 

Model Reader. The Model Reader reads the developed models. The inputs are: (i) 

Application feature model (FMA), (ii) FMA configuration, (iii) UML modeling 

profile, and (iv) UML models. The application product-line FMA is developed in the 

FeatureIDE tool that uses an XML document (.xml file) for a feature model and a 

configuration file (.config) to store feature model configuration. The model reader 

reads the .xml file to a ‘feature model data structure’. Figure 3.14 presents a ‘feature 

model data structure’ that consists of the features, their variations, relationships, and 

constraints. The model reader reads the configuration (.config) file that contains one 

feature per line. The FeatureIDE tool creates a configuration file for selected features 

only. In ‘feature model data structure’ (Figure 3.14), the Feature class contains an 

attribute selected of the boolean type to specify the selection of the feature in the 

configuration. The default value for the selected attribute is false. On reading a 

feature from a .config file, the model reader sets the selected attribute for the specific 

feature to true. For example, on reading ApplicationActivity feature, the reader set the 

selected attribute of the ApplicationActivity feature to true. The UML modeling 

profile is in the standard EMF format for UML (.uml file) that is a widely accepted 

format for the UML models. The model reads the .uml file for the UML profile. The 

Rational Software Architect UML modeling tool
27

 is used for the designing of UML 

models that uses the .uml file for the UML models. The model reader reads the .uml 

file for the UML models.  

Model Linker. The Model Linker links the feature model with the class diagram 

(see details in Section 0). The model linker implements the linking algorithm that is 

used for linking features in feature model with classes (algorithm presented in Listing 

3.4).  

  

Figure 3.14: Feature Model Data Structure 

Application Generator. The Application Generator (shown in Figure 3.13) 

generates the required application variants for the mobile platforms. The inputs to this 
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component are the linked feature model data structure and UML class diagram and 

state machine along with the UML profile. First, the application generator identifies 

the mobile platforms and application variants. For this purpose, the ‘feature model 

data structure’ is used. The application generator uses the Feature class and 

FeatureAttributes class to identify the platforms and application variants (see details 

in Section 3.5.3). For each of the application variant, the features are used to generate 

code from the ‘class’ and ‘state machine’. For the generation of code, the application 

generator implements the mechanism discussed in Section 3.5.3. The code is 

generated in the specific programming language for the mobile platform (e.g., Java is 

used for Android platform and C# is used for Windows Phone platform). The ‘class’ 

is used to generate structural code while the behavioral code is generated from the 

‘state machine’. As the actions in the state machine are written in Java, so these are 

used as it is for the Android platform application variant. For the other platforms, the 

actions are transformed according to the platform-specific programming language.  

That is how the developed tool generates the feature-based mobile application 

variants for multiple platforms. 

3.7 Summary 
The details of the proposed mobile application modeling and variants generation are 

presented in this chapter. The comprehensive guidelines are provided for the 

application designer as for how to apply the modeling strategy for mobile applications. 

The main artifacts of the proposed approach are the feature models and configuration, 

the modeling profile and UML models. The application designer starts with the 

product-line engineering for mobile applications (details are presented in Section 3.3) 

and then moves towards the model-driven engineering of the developed mobile 

application product-line (details are presented in Section 3.4). The application feature 

model, its configurations, the modeling profile, and the designed UML models are the 

artifacts of the modeling strategy for mobile applications that is the responsibility of 

the application designer. The automation of the approach in an important trait, 

therefore the chapter also presents the automation of the proposed approach (details 

presented in Section 3.5). For this purpose, a tool is developed (detailed are presented 

in Section 3.6) and applied on the Scramble case study to demonstrate the application 

variants generation.  

To summarize, the contributions in this chapter include: (i) a generic feature model, 

that is developed for defining mobile domain-specific concepts, (ii) a mechanism is 

defined to develop and configure application feature model, (iii) an automated profile 

generation strategy, that generates application modeling profile from the application 

feature model, (iv) a methodology is presented for modeling application product-line 

using UML models and modeling profile, and (v) an automated MOPPET tool, that 

implements the feature-based application variants generation. 
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Chapter 4  

 

Model-based Performance Testing 

Approach for Mobile Applications 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the details of the model-based performance testing approach for 

mobile applications. The testing approach facilitates in evaluating the performance of 

the various feature-based application variants generated using the product-line 

engineering approach discussed in Chapter 3. The application variants are generated 

with varying functional features, operating systems and hardware platforms. The 

performance of a native application may vary across different mobile devices 

primarily due to the resources available, e.g., the processing power, available memory, 

and battery, supported back and front camera and others. Similarly, the various mobile 

operating systems and software functional features may cause an application to 

perform differently. Performance testing of such applications is a fundamental activity. 

For this type of testing, the typical approach is to manually write test scripts for 

various platforms. Since the mobile applications evolve very frequently, these scripts 

have to be maintained for all the various performance parameters, the functional 

features, the various platforms and the multiple mobile devices. This is an overhead 

for mobile application performance testing teams. The performance testing approach 

tackles this problem by providing an automated strategy for the generation of 

performance tests. The proposed approach is developed to support the product-line 

engineering approach in a way that the testers can specify the performance parameters 

on the models and the tests are generated for all the different native variants. 
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the details of 

the performance modeling for mobile applications that includes the performance 

modeling profile and strategy to apply the performance profile on UML models. 

Section 0 discusses the details of the performance testing strategy for mobile 

applications. Section 4.4 presents the automation of the proposed testing strategy. 

4.2 Mobile Application Performance Modeling 
This section highlights the details about the performance modeling for mobile 

applications that includes the performance modeling profile (PerMP), the application 

of PerMP on the developed UML models through aspects, and the weaving of aspects 

on the developed UML models for the under development mobile application product-

line. 

The UML models containing the application logic are developed by the application 

designer as part of the proposed mobile application product-line model-driven 

engineering. To model the performance parameters, a UML performance modeling 

profile (PerMP) for mobile applications is provided as part of the proposed approach. 

The profile is inspired by the UML MARTE profile
13

 and the UML Schedulability, 

Performance and Time (SPTP) profile
14

 and contains mobile domain-specific 

concepts. The application testers use this profile and model the performance 

parameters as separate aspect models. The aspect models are then woven (when 

required) with UML models before the application generation process. This allows the 

generated application variants to include the required instrumentation for performance 

parameters. The woven performance models are then used to generate test cases to 

evaluate the performance of the mobile application variants. These test cases are then 

executed by the platform-specific execution tools and the results of various variants 

are evaluated. In the following sections, the details of the performance profile and 

performance aspects are discussed. 

4.2.1 Performance Modeling Profile (PerMP) 

This section highlights the details of the proposed performance modeling profile 

(PerMP) for mobile applications. The proposed profile is developed to allow modelers 

to capture the mobile application specific performance parameters.  

Overall, two kinds of performance parameters are used for performance testing of 

mobile applications, i.e., (i) the core performance parameters, and (ii) the app-

dependent performance parameters. The core performance parameters are part of 

every mobile application and can be applied to every activity performed by the mobile 

application. The app-dependent performance parameters are specific to the mobile 

application being developed and are based on the requirements of the mobile 

application. 

The domain model corresponding to the profile is shown in Figure 4.1. Five 

performance parameters form the core of the proposed performance modeling. 

ProcessingTime specifies the minimum and maximum time that processing of a task 

should take, MemoryConsumed represents the minimum and maximum memory that 

can be consumed during a task processing, and EnergyConsumed represents the 

minimum and maximum battery consumption during a task processing. 
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NetworkPerformance defines the expected time, memory, and energy that is consumed 

during network request and response. InternalMemoryPerformance defines the 

expected time, memory and energy that are consumed during interaction with mobile 

device internal memory. These core parameters have also been addressed in the 

existing literature (Willocx, Vossaert, and Naessens 2016, 2015). The app-dependent 

performance parameters represent the concepts that are extended by the AppDependent 

concept of the domain model (Figure 4.1). These include various mobile application 

specific performance parameters, for example, the BluetoothPerformance represents 

the performance of using Bluetooth in the application being developed. Similarly, the 

concept CameraPerformance is used to model the expected performance of opening 

the internal camera application and automatically taking a snapshot. 

 

Figure 4.1: Domain Model for Performance Modeling Profile (PerMP) 

Figure 4.2 presents the package diagram for the performance modeling profile 

(PerMP) for mobile applications. The proposed PerMP imports MARTE
13

, UML 

primitive types library, and UML classes and state machines packages from the 

standard UML
28

. The InternalMARTELibrary, MARTE_Library, and 

UMLPrimitiveTypes are imported to provide various non-functional properties and 
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data types. The Core package represents the stereotypes corresponding to the core 

performance parameters and the AppDependent package contains the stereotypes 

corresponding to application dependent performance parameters. The Classes and 

State Machines packages are imported from standard UML because these are the two 

diagrams that the profile is applied. The profile diagram for the proposed PerMP is 

shown in Figure 4.3. The stereotypes are an extension of three UML meta-classes, 

uml::Transition, uml::Behavior, for state machines and uml::Operation for class 

diagrams. The modelers are expected to use the core and application dependent 

stereotypes to model the performance parameters of various mobile application 

features. For classes that do not have a corresponding UML state machine, the 

performance stereotypes can be applied directly to class operations. The extensions, 

attributes, and relationships between the stereotypes in the PerMP for mobile 

applications are shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.2: Package diagram for Performance Modeling Profile (PerMP) 

The core performance parameters include five concepts: (i) ProcessingTime, (ii) 

MemoryConsumed, (iii) EnergyConsumed (iv) NetworkPerformance, and (v) 

InternalMemoryPerformance. The app-dependent parameters include the following 

sixteen concepts: (i) ServicePerformance, (ii) DatabasePerformance, (iii) 

NotificationPerformance, (iv) RingtonePerformance, (v) MusicPlayerPerformance, 

(vi) GalleryPerformance, (vii) CallPerformance, (viii) ReminderPerformance, (ix) 

ContactPerformance, (x) RadioPerformance, (xi) MessagePerformance, (xii) 

VolumeControllerPerformance, (xiii) BluetoothPerformance, (xiv) GPSPerformance, 

(xv) CameraPerformance, (xvi) ExternalMemoryPerformance.  

The Time, Memory, and Energy datatypes are defined in the PerMP for measuring 

the time, memory, energy (i.e., battery) related performance values respectively as 

shown in Figure 4.3. The datatypes contain two attributes, i.e., value and unit. The 

value specifies the performance value, whereas the unit defines the concept-related 

unit for the datatype. In Time datatype, the value specifies the time-related 

performance value, while the unit in Time datatype defines the time-related unit for 

the performance value. The value in Time datatype is of NFP_Duration type, while 

the unit attribute is of TimeUnitKind type. Both the NFP_Duration and TimeUnitKind 

are imported from the MARTE profile. In Memory datatype, the value attribute 

specifies the actual memory-related performance value while the unit attribute 

contains the memory-related unit for the performance value. The value attribute is of 

NFP_DataSize type, while the unit attribute is of DataSizeUnitKind type. In Energy 

datatype, the value attribute contains the battery-related performance value while the 

unit attribute contains the battery-related units for the performance value. The value 
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attribute is of NFP_Energy type, while the unit attribute is of MobileEnergyUnitKind 

type. The MobileEnergyUnitKind is inherited from PowerUnitKind and EnergyUnit-

Kind enumerations that belong to the MARTE_MeasurementUnits. The reason to 

define MobileEnergyUnitKind is to facilitate the tester to use mAh and Percentage 

units that were not available in MARTE enumerations. Moreover, these datatypes are 

used to define the various concepts in the PerMP profile. 

 

Figure 4.3: Performance Modeling Profile (PerMP) for Mobile Applications 

As shown in Figure 4.3, the AppDependent stereotype has three aggregation 

relationships, i.e., processingTime, memoryConsumed, and energyConsumed. The 

cardinality with the MemoryConsumed relationship is zero-to-one (0..1) to specify that 

not all the app-dependent stereotypes require the definition of the memoryConsumed 

attribute while there is one (1) cardinality aggregation relationship with 

EnergyConsumed stereotype to state that all the app-dependent stereotypes have to 

define the energyConsumed attributes associated with the relationships. The 

ProcessingTime relationship has a one-to-many (1..*) cardinality to specify that app-

dependent stereotypes can define more than one instances of the processingTime 

attribute. For those app-dependent stereotypes where the MemoryConsumed is 

mandatory, the memoryConsumed relationship is redefined as a subset of 

memoryConsumed with cardinality one (1) as shown in Figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.4 presents Board UML state machine from Scramble case study that is 

annotated with PerMP stereotypes to demonstrate the usage of the proposed profile. 

Following, the various stereotypes of the PerMP profile are discussed. 

 

Figure 4.4: Board UML State Machine to Demonstrate PerMP Stereotypes 

(i). ProcessingTime. The ProcessingTime stereotype belongs to the core 

performance parameters. It defines the expected time that can be consumed by 

the mobile device for the execution of a task. A task is an activity performed by a 

mobile application. For performance modeling, the granularity of a task is 

equivalent to that of a transition effect or a class operation. For example, this 

stereotype is applied to the effect of the initial transition as shown in Figure 4.4. 

The stereotype has three associations with Time datatype, i.e., minTimeAllowed, 

maxTimeAllowed, and acceptableJitter. The minTimeAllowed and 

maxTimeAllowed attributes specify the expected minimum and maximum time 

allowed for the mobile device to complete a task respectively while the 

acceptableJitter attribute specifies the variations for the minimum and maximum 

time values. The cardinality for each of the associations is zero-to-one (0..1) that 

specifies the definition of the values for these attributes is not required. To 

restrict the definition of at least one of the minTimeAllowed and 

maxTimeAllowed, an OCL constraint is applied to the ProcessingTime 

stereotype. Table 4.1 presents OCL constraints for the various stereotypes in the 

PerMP. As shown in Figure 4.4, stereotype attribute maxTimeAllowed is set to 

30, whereas the attribute minTimeAllowed is set to 15 with the unit milliseconds 

(ms) and an acceptableJitter of 2 milliseconds on the effect of the initial 

transition. This means the transition action should be completed within the 

threshold of 15 – 30 milliseconds. In case either a minTimeAllowed or a 

maxTimeAllowed is not provided, only one boundary would be evaluated. For 

example, a minTimeAllowed of 15 milliseconds will represent that the minimum 

time required to complete a transition action is 15 milliseconds and the 

maxTimeAllowed is not considered. To specify an exact time, both the 

minTimeAllowed and maxTimeAllowed attributes should have the same value. 
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Providing the value of at least of the minTimeAllowed or maxTimeAllowed 

attributes is mandatory when applying the stereotype ProcessingTime. 

 

Table 4.1: Performance Modeling Profile OCL Constraints 

Stereotype OCL Constraint 

ProcessingTime not self.minTimeAllowed.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.maxTimeAllowed.oclIsUndefined()) 

MemoryConsumed not self.minMemoryAllowed.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.maxMemoryAllowed.oclIsUndefined()) 

EnergyConsumed not self.minEnergyAllowed.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.maxEnergyAllowed.oclIsUndefined()) 

NetworkPerformance not self.reponseTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.uploadTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

                                        or not self.downloadTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

InternalMemoryPerformance not self.selectionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.openTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

                                        or not self.saveTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

BluetoothPerformance not self.connectionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.transferTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

DatabasePerformance not self.selectionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.insertionTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

                                        or not self.updationTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

                                           or not self.deletionTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

GPSPerformance not self.connectionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.locationFinderTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

ServicePerformance not self.executionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.shiftTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

ExternalMemoryPerformance not self.selectionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.openTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

                                        or not self.saveTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

MessagePerformance not self.creationTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.sendTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

RingtonePerformance not self.selectionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.ringTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

MusicPlayerPerformance not self.selectionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.playTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

GalleryPerformance not self.selectionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.openTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

CallPerformance not self.dialTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.receiveTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

ContactPerformance not self.selectionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.additionTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

                                         or not self.updationTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

                                           or not self.deletionTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

VolumeControllerPerformance not self.decreaseTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.increaseTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

CameraPerformance not self.swtichOnTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.captureTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

                                         or not self.saveTime.oclIsUndefined()) 

RadioPerformance not self.connectionTime.oclIsUndefined()  

                           or not self.playTime.oclIsUndefined()) 
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(ii). MemoryConsumed. The MemoryConsumed stereotype also belongs to the core 

performance parameters. It defines the expected memory that can be utilized by the 

mobile device for the execution of a task. For example, this stereotype is applied to 

the effect of the ValidateWord transition as shown in Figure 4.4. The stereotype has 

minMemoryAllowed, maxMemoryAllowed, and acceptableDelta of Memory 

datatype. The minMemoryAllowed and maxMemoryAllowed attributes specify the 

expected minimum and maximum memory allowed for the mobile device to 

complete a task respectively while the acceptableDelta attribute specifies the 

variations for the minimum and maximum memory values. The cardinality for each 

of the associations is zero-to-one (0..1) that specifies the definition of the values for 

these attributes is not required. To restrict the definition of at least one of the 

minMemoryAllowed and maxMemoryAllowed, an OCL constraint is applied to the 

MemoryConsumed stereotype. 

(iii). EnergyConsumed. The EnergyConsumed stereotype is one of the core 

performance parameters. It defines the expected battery that can be consumed by 

the mobile device for the execution of a task. For example, this stereotype is 

applied to the effect of the CreateWord transition as shown in Figure 4.4. Likewise 

ProcessingTime and MemoryConsumed stereotypes, the stereotype has 

minEnergyAllowed, maxEnergyAllowed, and acceptableDelta of Energy datatype. 

The minEnergyAllowed and maxEnergyAllowed attributes specify the expected 

minimum and maximum battery allowed for the mobile device to complete a task 

respectively while the acceptableDelta attribute specifies the variations for the 

minimum and maximum battery values. The cardinality for each of the associations 

is zero-to-one (0..1) that specifies the definition of the values for these attributes is 

not required. To restrict the definition of at least one of the minEnergyAllowed and 

maxEnergyAllowed, an OCL constraint is applied to the EnergyConsumed 

stereotype.  

(iv). NetworkPerformance. The NetworkPerformance stereotype is one of the core 

performance parameters. It defines the expected time, memory, and energy that is 

consumed by the mobile device through network request and response. It is useful 

for performance modeling of network-based mobile applications. The network 

connection can be of Wi-Fi or Data-oriented (i.e., the connection provided by SIM 

provider, e.g., 3G and 4G). For this purpose, the attribute kind is defined in the 

stereotype. It is of NetworkKind enumeration that has Wi-Fi, 3G, and 4G literals. 

The stereotype has three aggregation relationships with ProcessingTime, i.e., 

responseTime(0..1), uploadTime(0..1) and downloadTime(0..1).  The responseTime 

refers to the time for client-server request and response round trip. The uploadTime 

specifies the time to upload a file. The downloadTime defines the time to download 

a file. The OCL constraint is defined to restrict the tester for the definition of at 

least one of the responseTime, uploadTime, and downloadTime during the 

application of the stereotype. The memoryConsumed(0..1) aggregation defines the 

memory that is consumed by the mobile device for server response, uploading or 

downloading a file. The energyConsumed(1) aggregation specifies the battery that 

is consumed by the mobile device during request-response roundtrip and uploading 

or downloading a file. For example, a File Sharing application allows sharing files 

with others. The application allows uploading files on a server and then sharing it 
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with others. It also allows downloading shared files from the server. The 

application uses NetworkPerformance stereotype for this purpose. The uploadTime 

is logged during the file is uploaded to the server, whereas the downloadTime is 

logged during the file is downloaded from the server, the reponseTime is logged for 

creating the connection or login event, or share the event, and others 

communications with the server. The memoryConsumed and energyConsumed are 

logged for each of the operations with the server. The logged values are compared 

with the expected values to validate the performance of the application. 

(v). InternalMemoryPerformance. The InternalMemoryPerformance stereotype 

belongs to the core performance parameters. It represents the internal memory of 

the mobile device. It defines the expected time, memory, and energy that is 

consumed by the mobile device to store and retrieve data from the internal memory. 

The selectionTime(0..1), openTime(0..1), and saveTime(0..1) aggregation relation-

ships with ProcessingTime stereotype are defined to specify the time that is 

consumed by the mobile device for selecting, opening, and saving a file from the 

internal memory respectively. The OCL constraint is defined to restrict the tester 

for the definition of at least one of the selectionTime, openTime, and saveTime 

during the application of the stereotype. The memoryConsumed(1) aggregation 

relationship refers to the memory that is consumed by the mobile device for 

selecting, opening, and saving a file. The energyConsumed(1) aggregation 

relationship defines the battery that is consumed by the mobile for selecting, 

opening, and saving a file. For example, a My Tasks application allows creating, 

selecting, and viewing task. The application stores tasks as files on mobile device 

memory. The application uses InternalMemoryPerformance stereotype for this 

purpose. The selectionTime is logged for selecting the task from the list of task 

files, the openTime is logged after the selection of the required task file till the task 

file is visible, and the saveTime is logged as the saveTask event is executed till the 

end of the event’s execution. The logged values are used to validate the 

performance of the application.  

(vi). BluetoothPerformance. The BlutoothPerformance stereotype belongs to the 

app-dependent performance parameters. Bluetooth is a hardware component in the 

mobile device that facilitates a short-range wireless link between mobile devices for 

transfer of media (such as, file, audio, video, and others). The stereotype allows the 

tester to define the expected time, memory, and energy that is consumed by the 

mobile device for the transfer of a media to other devices using Bluetooth. The 

stereotype subsets the inherited procesingTime(1..*) association as 

connectionTime(0..1) and transferTime(0..1) for ProcessingTime stereotype. The 

connectionTime defines the time to create a bluetooth connection between mobile 

devices, whereas the transferTime specifies the time to transfer a media between 

connected devices. The OCL constraint is defined to restrict the tester for the 

definition of at least one of the connectionTime and transferTime during the 

application of the stereotype. The memoryConsumed(1) and energyConsumed(1) 

associations are inherited as defined in the parent stereotype. It memoryConsumed 

defines the memory that is consumed by the mobile device to transfer a media. The 

energyConsumed association specifies the battery that is consumed by the mobile 

device to create a bluetooth connection and transfer media between devices.  
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(vii). DatabasePerformance. The DatabasePerformance stereotype belongs to the 

app-dependent performance parameters. The stereotype allows the tester to define 

the expected time, memory, and energy that is consumed by the mobile device for 

insert, update, delete, and select transactions in the database. The one-to-many 

(1..*) inherited procesingTime association of ProcessingTime stereotype is 

redefined as  insertionTime(0..1), updationTime(0..1), deletionTime(0..1), and 

selectionTime(0..1). The insertionTime refers to the time that is consumed by the 

mobile device during insert transaction, updationTime refers to the time consumed 

for update transaction, deletionTime specifies the time for delete transaction and for 

the select transaction, selectionTime is defined. The OCL constraint is defined to 

restrict the tester for the definition of at least one of the selectionTime, 

insertionTime, updationTime, and deletionTime during the application of the 

stereotype. The stereotype also subsets the memoryConsumed(0..1) association as 

memoryConsumed(1) that defines the memory that is consumed by the mobile 

device for insert, update, delete, and select transactions in the database. The 

energyConsumed(1) association is used as defined in the parent stereotype to 

specify the battery that is consumed by the mobile device for various database 

transactions. For example, a Weather application requires recording the 

application’s launch and updates of the weather situation for the city and reporting 

these to the mobile device user. For this reason, the Weather application 

implements database operations and uses DatabasePerformance to validate the 

performance of various database transactions. For the first time, the insertionTime 

is logged to insert the details of the city and its weather condition. For the second 

visit, the selectionTime is logged to select the specific city. In the same visit, the 

updationTime is logged to update the details of the city and its current weather 

condition. Similarly, the detletionTime is logged, when a user deletes the logs of 

that city that are no longer required. The energyConsumed and memoryConsumed 

are also logged for each of the scenarios as per the requirements of the Weather 

application. These logged values are then compared with the expected values to 

validate the performance of the Weather application.  

(viii). GPSPerformance. The GPSPerformance stereotype is one of the app-

dependent performance parameters. It defines the expected time, memory, and 

energy that is consumed by the mobile device to locate the current geographical 

position of the GPS receiver (such as, mobile device). For example, 

GPSPerformance stereotype is applied to the effect of the LocateDevice transition 

as shown in Figure 4.4. The stereotype subsets the inherited procesingTime(1..*) 

association as connectionTime(0..1) and locationTimeFinder(0..1). The 

connectionTime refers to the time for connecting with GPS server, whereas the 

locationTimeFinder defines the time for locating the current position of the mobile 

device. The OCL constraint is defined to restrict the tester for the definition of at 

least one of the connectionTime and locationFinderTime during the application of 

the stereotype. The memoryConsumed(0..1) defines the memory that is consumed 

by the mobile device for locating the current position of the mobile device. The 

energyConsumed(1) association specifies the battery that is consumed by the 

mobile device for creating a connection with the GPS server, as well as locating the 

current position of the mobile device. For example, a LocationSharing application 
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allows sharing of the current location with the saved contacts. The application uses 

GPSPerformance stereotype for this purpose. The connectionTime is logged during 

the creation of the connection between the GPS server and the mobile device, 

whereas the locationFinderTime is logged for the searching the longitude and 

latitude of the mobile device. The memoryConsumed is not mandatory, so it is 

logged as per the requirements of the application. The energyConsumed is logged 

for both the connectionTime and locationFinderTime executions. The logged values 

are compared with the actual values to validate the performance of the application. 

(ix). ServicePerformance. The ServicePerformance stereotype belongs to the app-

dependent performance parameters. The stereotype allows the tester to define the 

expected time, memory, and energy that is consumed by the mobile device to 

execute numerous activities (or operations) without obstructing the mobile device 

user, e.g., validating limit on-device data storage, sending notifications and 

messages, and others. The service in a mobile device can either execute as 

foreground or background. The type attribute is defined in the stereotype for this 

purpose and is of ServiceType enumeration. The possible values for this attribute 

are Foreground and Background. The inherited procesingTime(1..*) association of 

ProcessingTime stereotype is redefined as executionTime(0..1) and shiftTime(0..1). 

The executionTime refers to the time that is consumed for executing the service, 

whereas the shiftTime specifies the time consumption to shift the service from 

background to foreground and vice-versa. The OCL constraint is defined to restrict 

the tester for the definition of at least one of the executionTime and shiftTime during 

the application of the stereotype. The stereotype also subsets the 

memoryConsumed(0..1) association as memoryConsumed(1) that specifies the 

memory that is consumed by the mobile device for executing and shifting a service 

in a mobile device. The energyConsumed association defines the battery that is 

consumed by the mobile device for service execution and shifting. For example, a 

Stopwatch application implements ServicePerformance. As the application 

executes, the executionTime is logged. Initially, the application runs as a 

Foreground service, but as the Stopwatch application facilitates to run in the 

background. As the user background the service, the shiftTime is logged to evaluate 

the time that is consumed by the mobile device to shift the service from foreground 

to background. Similarly, the logs for memoryConsumed and energyConsumed are 

generated. These logs are compared with the expected executionTime, shiftTime, 

memoryConsumed, and energyConsumed values to validate the performance of the 

Stopwatch application.  

(x). ExternalMemoryPerformance. The ExternalMemoryPerformance stereotype 

belongs to the app-dependent performance parameters. It represents the external 

memory of the mobile device. It defines the expected time, memory, and energy 

that is consumed by the mobile device for storing and retrieving data from the 

external memory (i.e., SD card). The selectionTime(0..1), openTime(0..1), and 

saveTime(0..1) are the subset of the procesingTime(1..*) association defined in the 

parent stereotype. The selectionTime, openTime, and saveTime specify the time that 

is consumed by the mobile device for selecting, opening, and saving a file from the 

external memory respectively. The OCL constraint is defined to restrict the tester 

for the definition of at least one of the selectionTime, openTime, and saveTime 
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during the application of the stereotype. The stereotype also subsets the 

memoryConsumed(0..1) association as memoryConsumed(1) that refers to the 

memory that is consumed by the mobile device for selecting, opening, and saving a 

file. Moreover, the energyConsumed(1) association defines the battery that is 

consumed by the mobile for selecting, opening, and saving a file. 

(xi). NotificationPerformance. The NotificationPerformance stereotype is one of 

the app-dependent performance parameters. It defines the expected time, memory, 

and energy that are consumed by the mobile device to manage and display 

notifications. The notifications are generated by either the operating system, or any 

other application, or service and displayed to the mobile device user. For example, 

the performance measure for informing the mobile device user about a change in 

weather daily or hourly. The stereotype subsets the inherited procesingTime(1..*) of 

ProcessingTime stereotype as notificationTime(1), whereas memoryConsumed(0..1) 

of MemoryConsumed is subset as memoryConsumed(1) respectively. The 

notificationTime specifies the time consumption to notify the mobile device user, 

whereas the memoryConsumed defines the memory that is consumed for notifying 

the mobile device user. The energyConsumed association is inherited as of defined 

in the parent stereotype that refers to the battery that is consumed by the mobile 

device for notifying the mobile device user.  

(xii). MessagePerformance. The MessagePerformance stereotype belongs to the 

app-dependent performance parameters. The stereotype allows the tester to define 

the expected time, memory, and energy that is consumed by the mobile device to 

create and send a message. The stereotype contains type attribute to specify that a 

message is either of text type or of multimedia type. This attribute is of 

MessageType that has SMS and MMS literals. The procesingTime(1..*) association 

from parent stereotype is redefined as creationTime(0..1) and sendTime(0..1). The 

creationTime refers to the time to create a message, whereas sendTime defines the 

time to send a message. The OCL constraint is defined to restrict the tester for the 

definition of at least one of the creationTime and sendTime during the application 

of the stereotype. The stereotype subsets the memoryConsumed(0..1) association as 

memoryConsumed(1) that refers to the memory that is consumed by the mobile 

device for creating and saving a message. The energyConsumed(1) association 

defines the battery that is consumed by the mobile for creating and sending a 

message. For example, a Student-Records application requires sending the 

assessment reports and extra-curricular activities of the students to their parents. 

The assessments reports are sending in the form of a text while pictures or videos of 

the students’ participating in the extra-curricular activities are sent in the form of a 

multimedia. For this purpose, the Student-Records application uses the 

MessagePerformance stereotype. The text messages are sent in the form of SMS 

while pictures or videos are sent as MMS. When the SMS or MMS type message is 

created, the creationTime is logged. On executing the sendMessage event, the 

sendTime is logged that notes the time that is consumed by the mobile device to 

send the SMS or MMS type message. Similarly, memoryConsumed and 

energyCosnumed attributes are also logged for creating and sending events for the 

application. The logged values are compared with the expected values to validate 

the performance of the application. 
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(xiii). RingtonePerformance. The RingtonePerformance stereotype belongs to the 

app-dependent performance parameters. It defines the expected time, memory, and 

energy that is consumed by the mobile device for the selection of a specific sound 

and for playing a sound for notifying about a call arrival, message arrival, or any 

other notification. The selectionTime(0..1) and ringTime(0..1) associations of 

ProcessingTime stereotype are the subset of the procesingTime(1..*) association 

defined in the parent stereotype. The selectionTime and ringTime specify the time 

for selecting and playing a sound respectively. The OCL constraint is defined to 

restrict the tester for the definition of at least one of the selectionTime and ringTime 

during the application of the stereotype. The memoryConsumed(0..1) refers to the 

memory that is consumed by the mobile device for selecting and playing a sound, 

whereas the energyConsumed(1) association defines the battery that is consumed 

by the mobile for selecting and playing a sound. 

(xiv). MusicPlayerPerformance. The MusicPlayerPerformance stereotype belongs to 

the app-dependent performance parameters. The stereotype defines the expected 

time, memory, and energy that is consumed by the mobile device to select or play 

music. Here, the play means that time that is consumed by the music player to play 

the music before the player streams. The music is of two types, i.e., audio and 

video. For this purpose, the type attribute is defined in the stereotype and is of 

MusicType. The stereotype subsets the inherited procesingTime(1..*) association as 

selectionTime(0..1) and playTime(0..1). The selectionTime specifies the time to 

select a music file, whereas the playtime defines the time to play a music file. The 

OCL constraint is defined to restrict the tester for the definition of at least one of 

the selectionTime and playTime during the application of the stereotype. The 

memoryConsumed(0..1) association is subset as memoryConsumed(1) that refers to 

the memory that is consumed by the mobile device for selecting and playing a 

music file. The energyConsumed(1) association defines the battery that is 

consumed by the mobile for selecting and playing a music file. For example, a 

FavoriteSongsPlayer application allows adding the favorite audio or video songs in 

the list and then playing the songs. The application uses the 

MusicPlayerPerformance stereotype to validate the performance of the application. 

The selectionTime is logged as the mobile device user selects and adds the songs to 

the list. The playTime is logged as the user executes the playSong event in the 

application. The memoryConsumed is logged to monitor the memory that is 

consumed by the mobile device to play a music file. Moreover, the 

energyConsumed is logged to note the energy for the selection and play events. The 

logged values are used to validate the performance of the application.  

(xv). GalleryPerformance. The GalleryPerformance stereotype belongs to the app-

dependent performance parameters. The stereotype allows the tester to define the 

expected time, memory, and energy that is consumed by the mobile device to select 

and open a media file. The media can be an audio, video, and image. The type 

attribute is defined for this purpose in the stereotype. It is of MediaType 

enumeration having Audio, Video, and Image literals. The procesingTime(1..*) 

association is subset as selectionTime(0..1) and openTime(0..1) associations that 

refers to the time for selecting and opening a media file respectively. The OCL 

constraint is defined to restrict the tester for the definition of at least one of the 
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selectionTime and playTime during the application of the stereotype. The stereotype 

also subsets the memoryConsumed(0..1) association as memoryConsumed(1) that 

specifies the memory that is consumed by the mobile device to select or open a 

media file. The energyConsumed(1) association defines the battery that is 

consumed by the mobile for selecting and opening a media file. 

(xvi). CallPerformance. The CallPerformance stereotype belongs to the app-

dependent performance parameters. It defines the expected time, memory, and 

energy that is consumed by the mobile device to dial or receive a call. The 

stereotype subsets the inherited procesingTime(1..*) association as dialTime(0..1), 

and receiveTime(0..1). The dailTime specifies the time to connect a call, whereas 

the receiveTime refers the time to receive a call. The OCL constraint is defined to 

restrict the tester for the definition of at least one of the dialTime and receiveTime 

during the application of the stereotype. The memoryConsumed(0..1) association 

specifies the memory that is consumed by the mobile device to dial or receive a 

call, whereas energyConsumed(1) association defines the battery that is consumed 

by the mobile for dialing and receiving a call. 

(xvii). ContactPerformance. The ContactPerformance stereotype belongs to the app-

dependent performance parameters. The stereotype allows the tester to specify the 

expected time, memory, and energy that is consumed by the mobile device to add, 

select, update, and delete a contact. The procesingTime(1..*) of ProcessingTime 

stereotype is subset as additionTime(0..1), updationTime(0..1), deletionTime(0..1), 

and selectionTime(0..1). The additionTime specifies the time for adding a contact, 

the selectionTime specifies the time for searching or selecting a contact, the 

updationTime refers the time to update a contact, and the deletionTime defines the 

time to delete a contact. The OCL constraint is defined to restrict the tester for the 

definition of at least one of the selectionTime, additionTime, updationTime, and 

deletionTime during the application of the stereotype. The stereotype also subsets 

the memoryConsumed(0..1) association as memoryConsumed(1) that specifies the 

memory that is consumed by the mobile device to add, update, delete, and select a 

contact. The energyConsumed(1) association defines the battery that is consumed 

by the mobile device to add, update, delete, and select a contact. 

(xviii). ReminderPerformance. The ReminderPerformance stereotype belongs to the 

app-dependent performance parameters. It defines the expected time, memory, 

and energy that is consumed by the mobile device to notify about an event at a 

specific time instance. For this purpose, the procesingTime(1..*) association is 

subset as notificationTime(1) for the time consumption, whereas 

memoryConsumed(0..1) and energyConsumed(1) associations are used from the 

parent stereotype for memory and energy consumption respectively.  

(xix). VolumeControllerPerformance. The VolumeControllerPerformance stereotype 

belongs to the app-dependent performance parameters. The stereotype allows the 

tester to specify the expected time, memory and energy that is consumed by the 

mobile device to increase or decrease the volume. The procesingTime(1..*) 

association is subset as increaseTime(0..1) and decreaseTime(0..1) that refers to the 

time for increasing and decreasing a volume.  The OCL constraint is defined to 

restrict the tester for the definition of at least one of the increaseTime and 
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decreaseTime during the application of the stereotype. The memoryConsumed(0..1) 

association specifies the memory, whereas the energyConsumed(1) association 

defines the battery that is consumed by the mobile device to increase and decrease a 

volume.  

(xx). CameraPerformance. The CameraPerformance stereotype belongs to the app-

dependent performance parameters. It defines the expected time, memory, and 

energy that is consumed by the mobile device for switching-on and capturing or 

recording visual images in the form of photographs or films. Most of the mobile 

devices have cameras on both the front and back sides. The side attribute is defined 

for this purpose and is of CameraSide enumeration. The stereotype subsets the 

inherited procesingTime(1..*) association of ProcessingTime stereotype as 

switchOnTime(0..1), captureTime(0..1), and saveTime(0..1). The switchOnTime 

refers the time to initiate the camera in a mobile device, the captureTime specifies 

the time to capture or record, and the saveTime defines the time to save the captured 

or recorded file on the internal or external memory. The OCL constraint is defined 

to restrict the tester for the definition of at least one of the switchOnTime, 

captureTime, and saveTime during the application of the stereotype. The stereotype 

also subsets the memoryConsumed(0..1) association as memoryConsumed(1) that 

refers to the memory that is consumed by the mobile device to capture and save the 

file. The energyConsumed(1) association defines the battery that is consumed by 

the mobile device to switch-on the camera, capture or record, and save the captured 

or recorded file. 

(xxi). RadioPerformance. The RadioPerformance stereotype belongs to the app-

dependent performance parameters. The stereotype allows the tester to specify the 

expected time, memory and energy that is consumed by the mobile device for 

connecting to the radio-server and receiving the waves of radio frequency, 

especially those carrying sound. The type attribute is defined to specify the type of 

radio and is of RadioType enumeration. The possible values for this enumeration 

are AM or FM. The playTime(0..1) and connectionTime(0..1) associations are a 

subset of the inherited procesingTime(1..*) association that refers the time to play 

the radio and the connection time with the radio-server respectively.  The OCL 

constraint is defined to restrict the tester for the definition of at least one of the 

connectionTime and playTime during the application of the stereotype. The 

memoryConsumed(0..1) association specifies the memory that is consumed by the 

mobile device to play a radio, whereas energyConsumed(1) association defines the 

battery that is consumed by the mobile device to connect to the server and play a 

radio. 

Our strategy also allows the modeling of parametric performance characteristics. 

Using parametric performance modeling, a modeler can model performance 

parameters according to a group of platform features. For instance, the expected 

responseTime of an application on 2G and 3G over GPRS networks can be different 

than the expected responseTime over 4G and Wi-Fi networks. These characteristics 

are modeled using OCL constraints. Listing 4.1 presents an example of OCL 

constraint for the responseTime. 
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In the context of the performance testing, the application tester uses the PerMP 

profile to model the various performance parameters. In the product-line model-

driven engineering approach, the class diagram and state machines contain the 

required business logic of the under-development mobile application and used to 

generate native application variants. These models frequently changed because of the 

continuously evolving nature of mobile applications. If the performance-related 

parameters are modeled directly on the application models, this will create clutter 

between the business logic and performance parameters and makes the models 

difficult to maintain. For this purpose, an aspect-oriented strategy is provided to 

model the performance parameters separately in the form of aspect models. 

Following, the details of using the aspects to model the performance are discussed. 

 
Listing 4.1: Example of an OCL Constraint for NetworkPerformance 

4.2.2 Performance Aspect Modeling 

Aspect-oriented modeling has been widely advocated for such cross-cutting behavior 

modeling  (Ali, Briand, and Hemmati 2012; Iqbal, Arcuri, and Briand 2013). The 

aspect-oriented modeling methodology (AspectSM) by Ali et al. (Ali, Briand, and 

Hemmati 2012) is extended for this purpose as it is close to the proposed performance 

modeling requirements. The modeled aspects are weaved with the application models 

to further process for test generation. The extension includes as firstly, a text-based 

language for modeling aspects rather than the graphical notations of AspectSM. Since 

the aspects are simple, this helps in easy development and maintenance of the 

performance aspects. Secondly, the existing AspectSM profile is only applicable on 

UML::StateMachine. However, the proposed PerMP profile is applicable to UML 

class and state machines; therefore, the AspectSM meta-model to handle this is 

extended. The association relationships are added between the Advice and PerMP 

concepts (e.g., performanceParameter(0..1):PerformanceParameter, processingTime 

(0..1):ProcessingTime) to facilitate the modeling of performance parameters. The 

cardinality of zero-to-one (0..1) is defined to specify that the relevant PerMP concept 

is selected for the application of the UML modeling construct, based on the 

requirement of the under testing mobile application. Figure 4.5 presents the 

conceptual domain model for the performance aspect. 

 

context NetworkPerformance inv: 

     if self.kind = 'Wi-Fi' 

     then 
          self.responseTime.minTimeAllowed.value = 1  

          and self.responseTime.minTimeAllowed.unit = 'ms' 

          and self.responseTime.maxTimeAllowed.value = 2  

          and self.responseTime.maxTimeAllowed.unit = 'ms' 

          and self.responseTime.acceptableJitter.value = 0.2  

          and self.responseTime.acceptableJitter.unit = 'ms' 

     else 

          null 

endif 
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* grey-boxes represent existing component, whereas blue-boxes represent extensions 

Figure 4.5: Conceptual Domain Model of the Performance Aspect  

EMFText
29

 is used for textual modeling of performance aspects. EMFText is a 

well-known eclipse plug-in that is based on the Ecore metamodel. The definition of 

performance aspect in EMFText is based on Ecore metamodel. EMFText guidelines 

are used to define the performance aspect in EMFText by the framework provider as 

shown in Listing 4.2. 

The definition of performance aspect in EMFText is based on Ecore metamodel 

(i.e., the equivalent of the model shown in Figure 4.5). EMFText is defined for each 

of the classes in the performance aspect, e.g., Aspect, Pointcut, Advice, Introduction, 

ProcessingTime, MemoryConsumed, NetworkPerformance, BluetoothPerformance, 

and others. This includes the definition of the attributes and the relationships. For 

example, the Aspect class contains three attributes (i.e., name, apply, and base) and an 

association relationship with Pointcut class as pointcut(1..*):Pointcut as shown in 

Figure 4.5.  

                                                           
29

 http://www.emftext.org/ 

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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Listing 4.2: EMFText Syntax Excerpt for the Performance Aspect 

The association relationship in EMFText is defined with the name of association 

attribute and symbols (i.e., +, ?) are per the cardinality of the association relationship. 

If at least one (1) instance of the association class is required then plus (+) symbol is 

applied, e.g., the association relationship pointcut(1..*):Pointcut required at least one 

(1) instance, so ‘pointcut+’ is used to define this association relationship as shown in 

Listing 4.2. EMFText for the performance aspect is provided by the Framework 

Provider as part of the proposed testing approach. The application tester uses this 

SYNTAXDEF PerMPAspect 
FOR <http://www.emftext.org/language/PerMPAspect> 

START Aspect 

TOKENS { 
     DEFINE ASPECTEXTENSION $'StateMachine'|'Class'$;  

     DEFINE EXTENSION $'Behavior'|'Transition'|'Operation'$; 

     DEFINE SELECTIONTYPE $'All'|'One'|'Subset'$; 
     DEFINE DATASIZEUNITKIND $'bits'|'Bytes'|'KB'|'MB'|'GB'$;  

     DEFINE TIMEUNITKIND $'s'|'tick'|'ms'|'us'|'min'|'hrs'|'dys'$;  

     DEFINE MOBILEENERGYUNITKIND $'W'|'mW'|'KW'|'J'|'kJ'|'Wh'|'kWh'|'mWh'|'mAh'|'Percentage'$; 
} 

RULES { 

     Aspect ::= "Aspect" "appliesTo="apply[ASPECTEXTENSION] !1 #4 "whereBase="base['"','"']  
" {" !1 #1 pointcut+ !0 "}" ; 

     Pointcut ::= "Pointcut" name[] #1 !1 #6 "whereType="type[SELECTIONTYPE] #1  

"selectionConstraint="selectionConstraint['"','"'] " {" advice? advice? advice? introduction?  
joinpoints+ !0 "};" ; 

     After ::= !1 #5 "AfterAdvice" name[] " {" !1 #7 processingTime? memory? energy? network? gps? bluetooth? camera?  

call? gallery? contact? musicPlayer? ringtone? reminder? volumeController? notification? radio?  

message? service? database?  external? internalMemory? !0 #5 "};" ; 

     Introduction ::= !1 #5 "Introduction" name[] " {" !1 #7 "introduce="introduce[EXTENSION]  

!1 #9 "value="value['"','"'] !0 #5 "};" ; 
     Joinpoint ::= !1 #5 "Joinpoint" " {" !1 #7 "joinAt="joinAt[EXTENSION] !0 #5 "};" ; 

     Time ::= !1 #5 "Time" " {" "value="value[] "unit="unit[TIMEUNITKIND] "} ;" ; 

     ProcessingTime ::= "ProcessingTime" "{" "minTimeAllowed=" minTimeAllowed?  
", maxTimeAllowed=" maxTimeAllowed? ", acceptableJitter=" acceptableJitter? "};" ; 

     BluetoothPerformance ::= "Bluetooth" "{" "connectionTime=" connectionTime? ", transferTime=" transferTime?  

  ", memoryConsumed=" memoryConsumed?  ", energyConsumed=" energyConsumed "};" ; 
     ExternalMemoryPerformance ::= "ExternalMemory" "{" "selectionTime=" selectionTime? ", openTime=" openTime?  

", saveTime=" saveTime?", memoryConsumed=" memoryConsumed   

", energyConsumed=" energyConsumed "};" ; 
     ContactPerformance ::= "Contact" "{" "additionTime=" additionTime? ", updationTime=" updationTime?  

", selectionTime=" selectionTime? ", memoryConsumed=" memoryConsumed   

", energyConsumed=" energyConsumed "};" ; 
     ReminderPerformance ::= "Reminder" "{" "notifyTime=" notifyTime ", memoryConsumed=" memoryConsumed?  

", energyConsumed=" energyConsumed "};" ; 

     VolumeControllerPerformance ::= "VolumeController" "{" "decreaseTime=" decreaseTime?  
", increaseTime=" increaseTime? ", memoryConsumed=" memoryConsumed?   

", energyConsumed=" energyConsumed "};" ; 

     NetworkPerformance ::= "Network" "{" "networkKind=" networkKind[NETWORKKIND]  
", responseTime=" responseTime? ", uploadTime=" uploadTime? ", downloadTime=" downloadTime?  

", memoryConsumed=" memoryConsumed? ", energyConsumed=" energyConsumed "};" ; 

     GPSPerformance ::= "GPS" "{" "locationFinderTime=" locationFinderTime? ", connectionTime=" connectionTime? 
", memoryConsumed=" memoryConsumed?  ", energyConsumed=" energyConsumed "};" ; 

     CameraPerformance ::= "Camera" "{" "cameraSide=" cameraSide[CAMERASIDE]  

", switchOnTime=" swtichOnTime? ", captureTime=" captureTime? ", saveTime=" saveTime?  
", memoryConsumed=" memoryConsumed ", energyConsumed=" energyConsumed "};" ; 

     CallPerformance ::= "Call" "{" "dialTime=" dialTime? ", recieveTime=" recieveTime?  

", memoryConsumed=" memoryConsumed? ", energyConsumed=" energyConsumed "};" ; 
     GalleryPerformance ::= "Gallery" "{" "mediaType=" mediaType[MEDIATYPE] ", openTime=" openTime?  

", selectionTime=" selectionTime? ", memoryConsumed=" memoryConsumed   

", energyConsumed=" energyConsumed "};"  
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EMFText to define the performance aspects. An example of the performance aspect 

on behalf of the application tester is shown in Listing 4.3. 

 

Listing 4.3: Example of a performance aspect for Board UML state Machine  

The application tester starts with the modeling of Aspect class (as shown in Listing 

4.3) and specifies the values as shown name=BoardSMAspect, appliesTo= 

StateMachine, and whereBase=BoardSM. Next, the tester moves towards the 

modeling of the Pointcut class that is applied to the UML modeling construct. The 

Aspect BoardSMAspect appliesTo = StateMachine, whereBase = "BoardSM" { 
   Pointcut InitializePT whereType = One,  

selectionConstraint = "context uml::Transition self→select(transition | transition.name.equals('Initialize'))"  

   { 
      AfterAdvice InitializeAA  

      { 

         ProcessingTime { minTimeAllowed = { value = 15, unit = ms }, maxTimeAllowed = { value = 30, unit = ms },  
acceptableJitter = { value = 2, unit = ms }  

         }  

         MemoryConsumed { minMemoryAllowed = { value = 180, unit = Bytes },  
maxMemoryAllowed = { value = 250, unit = Bytes }, acceptableDelta = { value = 10, unit = Bytes }   

         }  

         EnergyConsumed { minEnergyAllowed = { value = 20, unit = mAh },  
        maxEnergyAllowed = { value = 30, unit = mAh }, acceptableDelta = { value = 1, unit = mAh }  

         }  

     } 

      Joinpoint InitializeJP { joinAt = Transition };  

   }; 

   Pointcut CreateWordPT whereType = All,  
selectionConstraint = "context uml::Transition self→select(transition | transition.name.equals('CreateWord'))"  

   { 

      AfterAdvice CreateWordAA  
      { 

         ProcessingTime { minTimeAllowed = { value = 5, unit = ms } 

         }  
         MemoryConsumed { maxMemoryAllowed = { value = 200, unit = KB },  

acceptableDelta = { value = 10, unit = KB }   

         }  
         EnergyConsumed { minEnergyAllowed = { value = 10, unit = mAh },  

maxEnergyAllowed = { value = 20, unit = mAh } 

         } 
     } 

      Joinpoint CreateWordJP { joinAt = Transition };  

   }; 

   Pointcut ValidateWordPT whereType = All,  

selectionConstraint = "context uml::Transition self→select(transition | transition.name.equals('ValidateWord'))"  

   { 
      AfterAdvice ValidateWordAA  

      { 

         ProcessingTime { maxTimeAllowed = { value = 5, unit = ms }, acceptableJitter = { value = 2, unit = ms }  
         }  

         MemoryConsumed { maxMemoryAllowed = { value = 200, unit = KB } 

         }  
         EnergyConsumed { minEnergyAllowed = { value = 1, unit = mAh }, 

 maxEnergyAllowed = { value = 10, unit = mAh }, acceptableDelta = { value = 0.5, unit = mAh }  

         } 
         NotificationPerformance {  

                  notificationTime = { maxTimeAllowed = { value = 2, unit = ms } },  

                  notification = { minMemoryAllowed = { value = 20, unit = Bytes },  
maxMemoryAllowed = { value = 50, unit = Bytes } },  

                  energyConsumed = { maxEnergyAllowed = { value = 1, unit = mAh } }  

     } 
      Joinpoint ValidateWordJP { joinAt = Transition };  

   }; 
} 
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Pointcut class is modeled as name=InitializePT, whereType=All, selectionConstraint 

=context uml::Transition self→select( transition | transition.name.equals 

('Initialize')). The AspectSM profile allows modeling of aspects in a way that one 

aspect can be mapped to all the transitions or selected transitions. This is handled 

through defining pointcuts. The tester can define more than one pointcuts associated 

with an Aspect class as per the requirements. Each aspect can have multiple advices 

that specify the exact PerMP stereotype to apply at the pointcut. For example, Listing 

4.3 shows modeling of the after advice as name=InitializeAA, ProcessingTime={ 

minTimeAllowed=(value=15,unit=ms), maxTimeAllowed=(value=30,unit=ms), 

acceptableJitter=(value =1, unit=ms)}}. Figure 4.4 shows the woven state machine 

including the behavior of the Board class along with the PerMP stereotypes applied. 

The definition of the ProcessingTime acts as a test oracle during the test execution of 

the constructor in the Board class. 

The performance modeling profile (PerMP), the developed UML class and state 

machines, and the modeled performance aspects are used to weave the performance 

aspects in the developed UML models. The AspectSM weaving algorithm by Ali et al. 

(Ali, Briand, and Hemmati 2012) is used for this purpose. The input is transformed as 

required by the weaving algorithm. Figure 4.4 shows an example of a woven 

performance aspect (Listing 4.3) onto the BoardSM UML state machine. In this way, 

all the performance aspects are weaved in the developed UML models. 

4.3 Mobile Application Model-based Performance 

Testing  
This section discusses the details of the model-based performance testing approach 

for mobile applications. A test case in our context comprises of a test sequence, test 

data, and test oracle. The performance parameters modeled using the aspect-oriented 

approach on the UML models are used to obtain the test sequences and test oracle.  

The test sequences are extracted based on a coverage criterion that is discussed next, 

while the test oracle is obtained from the threshold performance values modeled. The 

test data is generated using an existing work by Ali et al. (Ali et al. 2013) for the 

execution of the test sequence. An application is considered to have passed a 

performance test if its performance values remain within the threshold performance 

parameters set on the model. 

Figure 4.6 presents the overall flow of the automated model-based performance 

testing approach. The approach includes the generation of platform-independent tests 

cases that are referred as abstract test cases generation, the generation of platform-

specific test cases referred to as concrete test cases transformation, the execution of 

concrete test cases and the evaluation of test results. The generated abstract test cases 

do not contain the platform-specific API details. The concrete test cases contain the 

mobile platform-specific API details and are executable on the specific mobile 

platform, e.g., Android Unit test cases, Windows Phone Unit test cases, and others. 

These concrete test cases are executed on the application variant to validate the 

performance of that variant. In the following subsections, the details of the proposed 

testing strategy are discussed in detail. 
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Figure 4.6: Flow of the Proposed Performance Testing Strategy 

4.3.1 Abstract Test Cases Generation 

In this section, the details of the abstract test cases generation are highlighted. 

Abstract test cases are mobile platform-independent test cases. Depending on the 

platform, the tests are then further transformed to the desired mobile platform-specific 

test cases (i.e., concrete test cases). 

The test cases are generated from the UML application models that are annotated 

with performance parameters using the PerMP profile stereotypes. The performance 

parameters can be modeled on either the class operations or the state machines. Since 

the class operations relevant to the mobile application behavior are used in the state 

machines (typically in actions as part of the product-line model-driven engineering), 

the performance test cases are generated from UML state machines. For the 

generation of abstract test cases from state machines, two coverage criteria are 

defined that are specific for performance testing of mobile applications using PerMP 

profile: the All-Performance Transitions and the Targeted Performance Transition.  

The All-Performance Transitions coverage criterion covers all those transitions 

that contain the application of the PerMP stereotypes. To apply this coverage 

criterion, the UML state machine is flattened so that all the states are accessible from 

a single state machine. The flattened state machine is used to generate transition tree 

(i.e., the tree where nodes represent states and edges represents the transitions) for the 

coverage criterion. The transition tree contains sequences of loop-free transitions 

from the initial transition, e.g., Initialize → CreateWord → ValidateWord is a loop-

free transition in BoardSM state machine (Figure 4.4). Only those loop-free 

sequences are included in the transition tree where at least one of the transitions in a 

sequence is applied with the PerMP stereotype(s), such as, in Initialize → 

CreateWord → ValidateWord sequence, ValidateWord transition is applied with 

NotificationPerformance stereotype from the PerMP profile. For the BoardSM state 

machine (Figure 4.4), all the loop-free sequences that contain Initialize, CreateWord, 
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ValidateWord, ValidateTime, and ShowScore transitions are selected through All-

Performance Transitions coverage criterion.  

The Targeted Performance Transitions coverage criterion covers only those 

transitions that contain the application of a specific PerMP stereotype. Similar to the 

All-Performance Transitions in this coverage criterion, only those loop-free 

sequences are included in the transition tree where at least one of the transitions in a 

sequence is applied with the specified PerMP stereotype. For example, 

NotificationPerformance is the required PerMP stereotype for the Targeted 

Performance Transition coverage criterion. The ValidateWord transition in BoardSM 

satisfies the coverage criterion, so all those loop-free sequences from BoardSM are 

selected that contains a ValidateWord transition, e.g., Initialize → CreateWord → 

ValidateWord → ShowScore.  

 

Figure 4.7: Abstract Test Cases Metamodel 

In the proposed performance testing strategy, the abstract test case consists of test 

sequences, the test oracle, and test data. The generation of test sequences is based on 

the specified performance coverage criterion. The transitions in a test sequence 
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applied with PerMP stereotypes contain the threshold performance values. These 

values are the test oracle. For example, NotificationPerformance contains a 

notificationTime attribute with maximum threshold performance value is 2 in 

BoardSM (Figure 4.4), therefore the test oracle is less than equal to 2. Further, a test 

sequence contains a series of class operations. The test data are values of the input 

parameters required to execute these class operations. The work by Ali et al. (Ali et 

al. 2013) is used for the generation of test data to execute a test sequence. It requires 

OCL constraints for the test data generation. The application tester defines OCL 

constraints for the input parameters of the class operations that lead to the generation 

of test data. For example, the OCL constraint for the maxTime parameter in the Board 

operation (Figure 4.4) is defined as: ‘context Board inv maxTimeConstraint: 

self.maxTime >= 3 and self.maxTime <= 5’. The OCL constraint specifies that the 

value of the maxTime parameter should be between 3 and 5 inclusive as written in the 

requirements of the Scramble application. The test data generator (Ali et al. 2013) 

uses this constraint and generates value as 5 that satisfies the defined OCL constraint 

for the maxTime parameter.   

 

Figure 4.8: One of the Generated Abstract Test Cases Instance  

Figure 4.7 presents the metamodel for the abstract test cases. The instances of the 

metamodel are generated as part of the abstract test cases generation strategy. Besides 

the PerMP stereotypes, the metamodel contains concepts, i.e., AbstractTestCase, 

TCConstruct, and Parameter. The AbstractTestCase class defines the generated 

abstract test cases. It is associated with TCConstruct that reflect the methods (i.e., 
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events associated with transitions) to be tested for performance. The series of the 

TCConstruct specifies the test sequence in the abstract test case, such as, 

BoardTCConstruct, createWordTCConstruct, and validateWordTCConstruct 

instances of TCConstruct class presents a test sequence as shown in Figure 4.8. The 

Parameter associated with TCConstruct reflects the parameters required for the 

execution of the test method, such as, Parameter1 and Parameter2 instances of 

Parameter class as shown in Figure 4.8. The test data contains the values for the 

Parameter objects. The PerMP stereotypes associated with TCConstruct reflects the 

association of performance parameters with the method to be tested. The definition of 

the performance parameter represents the test oracle, such as, BoardPT instance of 

ProcessingTime represents test oracle of the execution time for the Board method. 

Once the abstract test cases are generated, next is the generation of concrete test 

cases specific to the underlying mobile platform. 

4.3.2 Concrete (Platform-specific) Test Cases Transformation  

The section presents the details of the concrete test cases transformation. The inputs 

for this process consist of the desired mobile platforms and the generated abstract test 

cases. The concrete test cases contain the platform-specific API details and generated 

for all the desired mobile platforms. For example for the Android platform, the 

Android Unit test cases are generated from the abstract test cases. 

The strategy for the concrete test cases transformation is as, for each of the abstract 

test cases the list of constructs is extracted. The specific class is searched using the 

methodName of the first construct in the list. For example, as shown in Figure 4.8, 

The first construct is BoardTCConstruct, and it contains methodName as Board. On a 

successful match, the relevant class is selected, e.g., Board class is selected in case of 

Figure 4.8. Now for each of the other constructs in the list, the class methods using 

the methodName and parameters are selected sequentially. For example as shown in 

Figure 4.8, the list of methods consists of three methods, i.e., Board(characters, 

maxTime), createWord(wordCharacters), validateWord(wordCharacters). Once all 

the constructs in an abstract test case instance are traversed, the Android Unit test 

case is created. Figure 4.9 shows an excerpt of the concrete test cases. For example, 

Testcase1 (shown in Figure 4.9) is transformed for the abstract test case instance 

shown in Figure 4.8. 

With the concrete test cases, a test driver is also generated to execute these test 

cases for each of the mobile platforms. The test driver consists of the main method 

that executes all the concrete test cases. To normalize the variations in the 

performance values between different executions of an application, the test driver is 

configured to repeat the concrete test cases for a reasonable number of iterations that 

should not be too high or too low. The average of the performance values is used to 

test the performance of the execution variants for multiple platforms. 

4.3.3 Test Execution and Results 

This section discusses the details about the concrete test cases execution and their 

results for multiple platforms. The test execution is performed on the generated 

variants. The generated variants are instrumented based on the performance 
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constraints modeled. Following, the generation of instrumented variants is discussed 

followed by the test execution strategy and results. 

 

Figure 4.9: Generated Concrete Tests for the Android-platform Board class 

4.3.3.1 Variant’s Instrumentation 

This section discusses the instrumentation of the generated feature-based mobile 

application variants for multiple platforms. The mobile application instrumentation 

primarily deals with logging the performance parameters of a mobile application 

during test execution. Our instrumentation strategy reads the various PerMP 

stereotypes applied to the models and for each stereotype instruments the 

corresponding log statements in the code. The instrumentation is applied, specific to 

the underlying mobile platform for the generated variant. For example, the Android 

platform-specific instrumentation is applied to the Android application variant.  

Table 4.2 presents the formulas to instrument the code for the PerMP stereotypes 

that follow the process used by Corral et.al (Corral, Sillitti, and Succi 2012) to 

calculate the various performance values. 

ProcessingTime. It is defined to measure the execution time of a mobile device 

Processor by a task during the execution of the mobile application (see details in 

section 4.2). The mechanism (shown in Table 4.2) to calculate the value of the 

ProcessingTime stereotype is as Tc = Te – Ts where Tc is timeConsumed, Te is 
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ending time, and Ts is starting time. The starting or ending time refers to the time 

clock of the mobile device that is currently executing the mobile application. Based 

on the application of the ProcessingTime stereotype on the UML modeling construct, 

the defined formula is implmented. For example, if the application of ProcessingTime 

stereotype is applied on UML::Operation, the Tc is calculated by subtracting the 

ending time of the operation in execution (Te) from the starting time of the operation 

in execution (Ts). In the generated application, the code refers to the implementation 

of the uml::Operation on which the ProcessingTime stereotype is applied that is 

instrumented at the entry point with Ts variable and at the exit point with Te variable 

to log the value of Tc by the formula Tc = Te – Ts. 

Table 4.2: Formulas to Instrument the Code for the PerMP Stereotypes 

Stereotype Formula 

ProcessingTime 
Tc = Te – Ts 

Start Time (Ts), End Time (Te) 

MemoryConsumed 
Mc = Me – Ms 

Memory at method start (Ms), Memory at method end (Me) 

 

 

Listing 4.4: ProcessingTime Instrumentation for Android Board Class 
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MemoryConsumed. It is the consumption of the mobile device Memory (RAM) 

during the execution of a task in the mobile application. The value of this stereotype 

is instrumented by the formula, Mc = Me – Ms where Mc is memeoryConsumed, Me 

is ending memory, and Ms is starting memory. For example on the application of 

MemoryConsumed stereotype on uml::Transition, the Mc is calculated by subtracting 

the total ending memory of the current transition (Me) from the starting time of the 

current transition (Ms). Here, the starting and ending memory refers to the total 

memory at the start and end of the current state of the mobile application.  

Listing 4.4 shows an instrumented Android application code for the Board class, 

i.e., the BoardSM state machine in Figure 4.4 is used to instrument the Board code. 

4.3.3.2 Test Cases Execution 

For the execution of the concrete test cases, the platform-specific mobile application 

development and execution tools (such as, Android Studio25 for Android platform and 

Visual Studio26 for Windows Phone platform) are used. These are well-accepted tools 

for testing of mobile applications for Android and Windows Phone platform. The 

application tester is responsible for this execution. The execution on each of the 

mobile platforms generates the performance logs. These logs are compared with the 

test oracle to test the performance of the executing application variant. If the logs fall 

within the test oracle then the test case is Pass, otherwise, it is Fail. The test execution 

for Scramble case study is discussed for three different versions of the Android 

platform. The Android Studio is used to deploy a Scramble application variant on all 

three devices. The deployed Scramble App APK contains an instrumented application 

variant with the concrete test cases and the test driver. The execution of the Scramble 

App on the specified devices initiates the test driver that executes all the test cases for 

10 iterations and execution traces are generated in the Scramble App installation 

folder on the Android devices. 

The execution traces are generated automatically to log the performance of the 

executing concrete test cases on the instrumented variant. For example, Listing 4.5 

shows the performance logs for the Android Unit Test cases for Scramble case study 

executed on the instrumented Android Scramble App variant on Samsung Galaxy A7 

device (as shown in Table 4.3). These test cases execution traces are used to validate 

the performance of the executing application variant for Android platform. 

 

Table 4.3: Mobile Devices Specifications for Concrete Test Cases Execution 

Component Mobile Device Specifications 

Name Samsung A7 Samsung Grand Prime Samsung Grand Prime Plus 

OS Android Marshmallow Android Lollipop Android Marshmallow 

CPU 1.6 GHz Octa-core 1.2 GHz Quad-core 1.4 GHz Quad-core 

Memory 3 GB 1 GB 1.5 GB 

Battery 3300 mAh 2600 mAh 2600 mAh 
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Listing 4.5: Performance Logs for Android-platform Scramble Application 

Table 4.4: Android Unit Test Cases Execution for Scramble Application 

Test Method 

ProcessingTime (ms) MemoryConsumed (KB) 
Test Result 

Test 

Oracle 

Actual Test 

Oracle 

Actual 

A7 Prime+ Prime A7 Prime+ Prime A7 Prime+ Prime 

Scramble [-,100] 87.69 72.67 84.96 [-,500] 196.25 695.41 738.55 Pass Fail Fail 

Scramble::applySettings [0,4] 1.437 1.93 2.27 [0,2] 0.52 0.63 0.75 Pass Pass Pass 

Scramble::play [-,70] 77.04 61.944 74.49 [-,200] 143.40 352.64 432.23 Fail Pass Fail 

Board [15,25] 24.45 28.95 30.2 [100,250] 245.41 246.89 342.4 Pass Fail Fail 

Board::createWord [0,100] 59.19 50.67 59.711 [500,-] 1514.27 1935.39 1468.24 Pass Pass Pass 

Board::validateTime [0,1] 0.519 0.483 0.501 [0,1] 0.69 0.88 0.67 Pass Pass Pass 

Word::validate [0,1] 0.517 0.309 0.302 [0,1] 0.84 0.42 0.66 Pass Pass Pass 

Hint::start [0,5] 3.091 1.049 2.217 [-,50] 24.68 54.37 56.56 Pass Fail Fail 

History::loadScore [-,2000] 2608.3 2094.1 1647.3 [-,2500] 2027.5 6388.7 7517.27 Fail Fail Fail 

Score::incrementCounter [2,5] 2.6 2.09 1.64 [20,50] 20.27 63.98 75.17 Pass Fail Fail 

Settings::setMaxTime [1,2.5] 1.641 1.033 1.1 [0,3] 1.95 3.53 3.34 Pass Fail Fail 

Feedback [-,2] 0.547 0.498 0.874 [-,1.5] 0.58 0.86 2.16 Pass Pass Fail 

Theme [30,60] 74.72 50.57 72.211 [-,500] 382.39 987.43 978.49 Fail Fail Fail 

TimerImpl::stop [0,1.5] 1.263 0.733 0.711 [1,5] 1.02 7.96 6.73 Pass Fail Fail 

TimerImpl::resume [0,2] 1.359 1.15 1.562 [5,10] 7.23 5.328 5.343 Pass Pass Pass 

SoundImpl::play [0,2.5] 2.39 2.159 2.631 [0,1] 0.15 0.19 0.29 Pass Pass Pass 

StorageImpl::store [50,-] 102.37 92.766 80.292 [5000,-] 8391.61 6129.03 5476.12 Pass Pass Pass 

Sharings::share [0,2] 0.934 1.074 1.785 [2,7] 4.1 3.89 2.95 Pass Pass Pass 

 

Table 4.4 presents the test results for eighteen test methods of the Scramble App 

execution on three Android devices. The cumulative results demonstrate that three 

test methods fail to achieve the required performance for Samsung Galaxy A7 device, 

whereas for Samsung Galaxy Prime+ and Samsung Galaxy Prime devices, eight and 

ten test methods fail to achieve the required performance respectively. The reason 

behind the test methods fail to achieve the required performance for these devices is 

mostly due to the large consumption of memory. To summarize, a total of 83% test 

Scramble_play_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=77.04 

Scramble_play_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=143.40 

Board_Board_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=24.45 

Board_Board_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=245.41 

Board_createWord_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=59.19 

Board_createWord_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=1514.27 

Word_validate_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=0.517 

Word_validate_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=0.843 

Theme_Theme_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=74.72 

Theme_Theme_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=382.39 

TimerImpl_resume_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=1.359 

TimerImpl_resume_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=7.23 

SoundImpl_play_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=2.39 

SoundImpl_play_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=0.148 
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methods passes the performance measure for the Instalapse application on Android 

platform for Samsung Galaxy A7 device. 

The results show the approach was successful in measuring the performance of the 

Android application variants for both the Scramble application as per the requirement. 

The performance measures of these variants manually would have required a 

significant redundant effort. 

4.4 Automation 
This section discusses the details of the automation for the proposed testing strategy 

presented in this chapter. Figure 4.10 presents a component daigram for the extended 

MOPPET tool. The current implementation of the tool supports Android mobile 

platforms, but easily be extended to support other platforms. 

For the performance testing of generated application variants, the tool requires 

the developed UML models (i.e., class and state machines), the performance 

modeling profile, the developed performance aspects for the under-development 

mobile application product-line, and the test cases selection criteria. The tool consists 

of eight major components (shown in Figure 4.10), i.e., (i) Model & Aspect Reader, 

(ii) Performance Aspect Weaver, (iii) Variant Instrumentor, (vi) Abstract Test Cases 

Generator, (v) Concrete Test Cases Transformer, (vi) Test Data Generator, (vii) Test 

Oracle Extractor, and (viii) Test Validator. The detailed description of these 

components is presented as follow. 

 

Figure 4.10: Mobile Apps Generator and Performance Tester tool  
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Model & Aspect Reader. The Model & Aspect Reader reads the developed models. 

The inputs are: (i) UML models, (ii) Performance modeling profile (PerMP), and (iii) 

Performance aspects. The performance modeling profile is in the standard EMF 

format for UML (.uml file) that is a widely accepted format for the UML models. The 

model reads the .uml file for the UML profile. The Rational Software Architect UML 

modeling tool
30

 is used for the designing of UML models that uses the .uml file for 

the UML models. The model reader reads the .uml file for the UML models. The 

performance aspects are loaded into the Aspect Reader component. The Ecore 

metamodel of the performance aspect (shown in Figure 4.5) is used to load the 

instance via .aspect file extension. 

Performance Aspect Weaver. The Performance Aspect Weaver weaves the 

performance aspects in the UML models. It uses weaving algorithm (Ali, Briand, and 

Hemmati 2012) that applies the PerMP stereotypes on the specified UML modeling 

construct. The component outputs the woven UML class diagram and state machines.  

Abstract Test Cases Generator. The Abstract Test Cases Generator generates the 

platform-independent test cases. The inputs to the component are the woven UML 

class and state machines and test cases selection criteria. The component applies the 

selection criteria on the models to generate the test cases using the mechanism 

presented in Section 4.3.1. The component uses the defined abstract test cases 

metamodel (shown in Figure 4.7) to populate the instances of the generated abstract 

test cases. 

Concrete Test Cases Transformer. The Concrete Test Cases Transformer 

transforms the generated abstract test cases into platform-specific test cases. The 

inputs to this component are the generated abstract test cases and the generated 

instrumented application variants. Firstly, the component identifies the mobile 

platforms using the application variants. Then for each of the generated variants, the 

component transforms abstract test cases to the concrete test cases for the specified 

platform by implementing the mechanism discussed in Section 0. The component 

outputs a set of concrete test cases for multiple platforms that also contains a 

TestDriver to execute the concrete test cases for each of the mobile platforms. 

Test Data Generator. The Test Data Generator generates the data to test the 

concrete test cases. The component uses the generated abstract test cases for the test 

data generation through an existing strategy (Ali et al. 2013). The component 

transforms the input as required by the test data generation strategy (Ali et al. 2013). 

Test Oracle Extractor. The Test Oracle Extractor extracts the oracle required to 

validate the concrete test cases. The generated abstract test cases contain the test 

oracle that is extracted using this component. 

Test Validator. The Test Validator compares the performance values for the 

executing application variant with the test oracle. The performance values are logged 

during the execution of the generated instrumented application variants for multiple 

platforms. A TestDriver is generated that is responsible for executing the concrete test 

cases through the platform-specific application execution tools (such as, Android 
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Studio for Android, Visual Studio for Windows Phone, and XCode for iOS as shown 

in Figure 4.10). The TestDriver, the concrete test cases, along with the instrumented 

application code are compiled and a deployable application is generated for the target 

platforms, e.g., an APK for Android. The TestDriver is the main execution file and as 

soon as an application is executed, the TestDriver runs and generates the performance 

logs file that contains Test Cases Execution Traces (shown in Figure 4.10). This 

performance logs file is provided to the Test Validator component, which performs 

analysis and outputs the test results. 

That is how the developed tool generates and tests the performance of the feature-

based mobile application instrumented variants. 

4.5 Summary 
The complete details of the proposed performance modeling and testing strategy are 

presented in this chapter. The comprehensive guidelines are provided for the 

application tester to apply the testing strategy for mobile applications. The main 

artifacts of the proposed strategy are the performance modeling profile and the 

performance aspects, the test cases coverage criteria, and the test cases. The testing 

strategy is based on the modeling strategy. The application tester uses the 

performance modeling profile and the UML models developed by the application 

designer to apply the required performance through performance aspects (details are 

discussed in Section 4.2). The performance tests are generated automatically from the 

woven UML models based on the coverage criteria provided by the application tester 

(details are discussed in Section 0). The automation of the approach is presented in 

Section 4.4 and applied on the Scramble case study to demonstrate the application 

performance testing. 

To summarize, the contributions in this chapter include: (i) a performance 

modeling profile, that is defined to capture mobile domain-specific performance 

concepts, (ii) an aspect-oriented approach to define performance constraints on the 

development UML models for the mobile application, (iii) an automated performance 

test cases generation strategy, that generates mobile-platform-specific unit-level 

performance test cases based on the performance criterion, and (iv) an automated 

MOPPET tool, that implements the proposed performance testing approach for 

mobile application variants.  
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Chapter 5  

 

Application of the Proposed Approach 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, practical application of the proposed approach is evaluated by applying 

it on two case studies (i.e., Scramble and Instalapse) being developed by the industrial 

partner company. The Scramble case study is demonstrated as part of the discussions 

on the proposed approach in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. This chapter presents the details 

of the application for the proposed approach on the Instalapse case study.  

The rest of the chapter is organized as follow. Section 5.2 presents the details of the 

application for the proposed approach on the Instalapse case study. Section 5.3 

presents the results for both the case studies. Section 5.4 presents a questionnaire-

based survey about the usefulness of the proposed approach. The chapter also 

discusses the limitations and threats to the validity of the proposed approach.  

5.2 Instalapse Case Study 
This section presents the details of the application for the proposed approach on 

Instalapse case study. As defined in Section 1.4, Instalapse is a hyper-lapse application 

that helps in making time-lapse videos. To apply the proposed approach to Instalapse 

case study, the designer first models the mobile application product-line feature model. 

The designer uses the proposed generic feature model (FMG) as a guideline to develop 

a feature model for Instalapse mobile application product-line (FMA). 
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Figure 5.1 presents the Instalapse product-line feature model (FMA). The designer 

selects the configuration of FMG by selecting the features. The dependencies, conflicts, 

and variations for the selected features are automatically included in the Instalapse 

product-line FMA. The designer extends FMG to include ‘MediaPlayer’ and ‘Gallery’ 

software features that are required by the Instalapse. The designer defines the 

functional requirement-related features, their variations, dependencies, and constraints 

in Instalapse product-line FMA. Instalapse consists of features like data storage support 

through the file, picture or video capture through front or back camera, lightweight 

phone storage feature or SD card storage, and social media sharing through Facebook, 

Twitter, and Instagram. 

 

Figure 5.1: Instalapse Mobile Application Product-line Feature Model (FMA) 

In model-driven engineering, the mobile application is modeled using the generated 

product-line UML profile and UML diagrams. Instalapse product-line modeling 

profile is generated using the Instalapse product-line FMA. Figure 5.2 presents the 

Instalapse product-line modeling profile used for the Instalapse application modeling 

using UML diagrams. The excerpt of the generated constraints for the Instalapse UML 

profile is presented in Listing 5.1. Figure 5.2 presents an example of the generated 

OCL constraint for the mandatory Timelapse feature and ‘Persistence implies Storage’ 

constraint in Instalapse product-line FMA. 

Once the application product-line UML modeling profile is generated, the designer 

starts with the requirement specification through UML use-case diagram. The designer 

develops a use-case diagram by our approach presented in Section 3.4.2.1 for 

Instalapse. Next step is to model the UML class diagram for the Instalapse. The UML 

class diagram is generated for the software and hardware features in Instalapse 
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product-line FMA that include CameraImpl, StorageImpl, PersistenceImpl, 

BLController, MusicImpl, MediaPlayerImpl, and VolumeControllerImpl. The designer 

uses the generated UML class diagram to include requirement-related classes. Figure 

5.3 shows the UML class diagram for Instalapse mobile application that is developed 

as discussed in Section 3.4.2.2. The class diagram consists of a number of classes that 

represent the auto-generated classes as well as those modeled by the user. The 

BLController class is stereotyped with Controller stereotype to specify the controller 

class for Instalapse application. 

 

Figure 5.2: Instalapse Mobile Application Product-line UML Modeling Profile 

After structural modeling, the next step is to model the behavior using the UML 

state machine. The designer models the state machines for the requirement-related 

classes only. The behavior for software and hardware features in Instalapse product-

line FMA is already provided. Figure 5.4 shows the UML state machine for Record 

class. The designer also specifies the actions in Java programming language to add 

behavioral details in the state machine.  

Once the application designer models the business logic for the Instalapse 

application, next is the application tester develops the performance aspects to apply the 

PerMP on the developed Instalapse UML models. The Instalapse UML class diagram 

and state machines (i.e., Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4) are provided by the application 

designer. Listing 5.2 presents an example of the performance aspect of the RecordSM 
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state machine, e.g., the aspect applies the ProcessingTime stereotype on the Initialize 

transition of the Record state machine. Similarly, the application tester models all the 

performance aspects of the Instalapse case study. 

 

Listing 5.1: Excerpt of the Generated Constraints for Instalapse Profile 

 

Figure 5.3: Instalapse Mobile Application UML Class Diagram 

context ModelElement inv:   

  self.allInstances()→select(c | c.isStereotyped (‘ApplicationActivity’))→size() > 0 

context ModelElement inv:   

  self.allInstances()→select(c | c.isStereotyped (‘Controller’))→size() > 0 

context ModelElement inv:   

  self.allInstances()→select(c | c.isStereotyped (‘Camera’))→size() > 0 

context ModelElement inv:   

  self.allInstances()→select(c | c.isStereotyped (‘Record’))→size() > 0 

context ModelElement inv:   

  self.allInstances()→select(c | c.isStereotyped (‘Duration’))→size() > 0 

context ModelElement inv:   

  self.allInstance()→select( c | c.isStereotyped(‘Persistence’))→size() > 0 

     implies self.allInstance()→select( c | c.isStereotyped(‘Storage’))→size() > 0 
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Figure 5.4: Record UML State Machine 

Once all the aspects are modeled, the application designer provides configuration of 

Instalapse product-line feature model (FMA) that drives the generation of variants. 

Figure 5.5 presents the configuration for Instalapse product-line FMA. The mandatory 

features in the Instalapse FMA have selected automatically that include 

ApplicationActivity, Controller, Video, MediaPlayer, Gallery, VolumeController, 

Camera, Timelapse, Record, and Duration. The designer selects the desired features as 

per requirement of the Instalapse application variant that includes Android (v 5.0 and v 

5.1), WindowsPhone (v 7.8 and v 8.1), Persistence (File), Camera (Back), and 

SocialMediaSharing (Facebook and Twitter). The Storage (External) is selected 

automatically on the selection of Persistence (File) feature because of the constraint in 

Instalapse FMA. 
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Listing 5.2: Performance Aspects for the Record UML State Machine 

The developed tool (see details in Section 4.4) is used to generate instrumented 

Instalapse application variants for multiple platforms. The inputs to the tool are the 

Instalapse product-line FMA, Instalapse FMA configuration, Instalapse UML models 

(class diagram and state machines) with generated profile, Performance modeling 

profile (PerMP), and performance aspects. Using the Instalapse FMA configurations 

(Figure 5.5), the tool generates a mobile application variant for four platforms, i.e., 

two for the Android platform and two for the Windows Phone platform. The 

application variant includes features that are: ApplicationActivity, Controller, File, 

Aspect RecordSMAspect appliesTo = StateMachine, whereBase = "RecordSM" { 
   Pointcut InitializePT whereType = One,  

selectionConstraint = "context uml::Transition self→select(transition | transition.name.equals('Initialize'))"  

   { 
      AfterAdvice InitializeAA  

      { 

         ProcessingTime { minTimeAllowed = { value = 7, unit = ms }, maxTimeAllowed = { value = 20, unit = ms },  
acceptableJitter = { value = 1, unit = ms }  

         }  

         MemoryConsumed { minMemoryAllowed = { value = 100, unit = Bytes },  
maxMemoryAllowed = { value = 200, unit = Bytes }, acceptableDelta = { value = 10, unit = Bytes }   

         }  

         EnergyConsumed { minEnergyAllowed = { value = 10, unit = mAh },  
         maxEnergyAllowed = { value = 20, unit = mAh }, acceptableDelta = { value = 2, unit = mAh }  

         }  

     } 
      Joinpoint InitializeJP { joinAt = Transition };  

   }; 

   Pointcut StartPT whereType = All,  

selectionConstraint = "context uml::Transition self→select(transition | transition.name.equals('Start'))"  

   { 

      AfterAdvice StartAA  
      { 

         CameraPerformance { side = Back,  

                  swtichOnTime = { minTimeAllowed = { value = 5, unit = ms }, maxTimeAllowed = { value = 10, unit = ms } },  
memoryConsumed = { maxMemoryAllowed = { value = 200, unit = Bytes },  

acceptableDelta = { value = 10, unit = Bytes } },   

energyConsumed = { minEnergyAllowed = { value = 10, unit = mAh } }  
     } 

      Joinpoint StartJP { joinAt = Transition };  

   }; 
   Pointcut PlayPT whereType = All,  

selectionConstraint = "context uml::Transition self→select(transition | transition.name.equals('Play'))"  

   { 
      AfterAdvice PlayAA  

      { 

         MusicPlayerPerformance { type = Video,  
                  playtime = { maxTimeAllowed = { value = 10, unit = ms }, acceptableJitter = { value = 1, unit = ms } },  

                  memoryConsumed = { maxMemoryAllowed = { value = 10, unit = Bytes } },  

                  energyConsumed = { maxEnergyAllowed = { value = 10, unit = mAh },  
acceptableDelta = { value = 2, unit = mAh } } 

         } 

         VolumeControllerPerformance {  
                  increaseTime = { minTimeAllowed = { value = 3, unit = ms }, maxTimeAllowed = { value = 5, unit = ms } },  

                  decreaseTime = { minTimeAllowed = { value = 3, unit = ms }, maxTimeAllowed = { value = 5, unit = ms } },  

                  energyConsumed = { minEnergyAllowed = { value = 5, unit = mAh },  
maxEnergyAllowed = { value = 10, unit = mAh } }  

     } 

      Joinpoint PlayJP { joinAt = Transition };  
   }; 

} 
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Video, MediaPlayer, Gallery, VolumeController, External, Back, Timelapse, Record, 

Duration, Facebook, and Twitter. 

 

Figure 5.5: Instalapse Product-line Feature Model (FMA) Configuration 

During the application generation, the developed tool also weaves the performance 

aspects in the developed UML models and generates an instrumented code for 

performance testing. Figure 5.6 presents the woven RecordSM state machine after 

weaving the RecordSMAspect (Listing 5.2) in the developed RecordSM state machine 

(Figure 5.4). Figure 5.7 presents the instrumented Record class for the Android 

platform that is instrumented using the woven RecordSM state machine. 

 

Figure 5.6: Woven Record UML State Machine 

Next, the application tester provides the coverage criterion for the generation of 

abstract test cases from the woven Instalapse UML models (see details in Section 

4.3.1). The developed tool is used to generate the abstract test cases. Figure 5.8 

presents an instance of one of the generated abstract test cases for the All Performance 

Transitions coverage criterion from the woven Record UML state machine. 
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Figure 5.7: Android Record class Instrumentation  

 

Figure 5.8: An Instance of one of the generated Abstract Test Cases  

The developed tool uses the generated application variants for Instalapse 

application along with the generated abstract test cases to transform the concrete test 

cases. The concrete test cases are transformed for Android and Windows Phone 

platforms as extracted from the generated Instalapse variants (Figure 5.5). Figure 5.9 

presents the transformed Android platform concrete test cases from the abstract test 

cases for Record. 
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Figure 5.9: Generated Android Concrete Test Cases for the Record class  

The developed tool is used to generate test data from the generated abstract test 

cases. The OCL constraints are used for the test data generation. For example, the 

OCL constraint for the frameSize parameter in the Record operation (Figure 5.8) is 

defined as: ‘context Record inv frameSizeConstraint: self.frameSize → select (fs | 

fs.oclIsKindOf(FrameSize))→size = 1’.  The tool generates one of the test data for the 

frameSize parameter as 320 X 480. 

The developed tool extracts the test oracle from the generated abstract test cases. As 

shown in Figure 5.8, the test oracle for testing the time consumption for execution of 

the Record method is (7, 20) that shows the range of execution time acceptance is 

between 7 and 20.  

The generated TestDriver along with the concrete test cases and the generated 

instrumented Instalapse application variants for multiple platforms are executed using 

the platform-specific execution tools on three mobile devices. The TestDriver 

execution generates the performance logs because of the instrumented of the generated 

code. Listing 5.3 presents the extract of the generated performance logs for the 

Samsung Galaxy A7 Android device. 

These logs are compared with the test oracle to test the performance of the 

executing application variant. If the logs fall within the test oracle then the test case is 

Pass, otherwise, it is Fail. The test execution for Instalapse case study is discussed for 

two different versions of the Android platform. The selected Android devices are: (i) 
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Samsung Galaxy A7 having Android Marshmallow OS with Octa-core 1.6 GHz, 3 GB, 

and 3300 mAh, (ii) Samsung Galaxy Grand Prime (GP) having Android Lollipop OS 

with Quad-core 1.2 GHz, 1 GB, and 2600 mAh, and (iii) QTab V100 having Android 

Marshmallow OS with Quad-core 1.3 GHz, 2 GB, and 2650 mAh. The Android Studio 

is used to deploy an Instalapse application variant on all three devices. The deployed 

Instalapse App APK contains an instrumented application variant with the concrete 

test cases and the test driver. The execution of the Instalapse App on the specified 

devices initiates the test driver that executes all the test cases for 10 iterations and 

execution traces are generated in the Instalapse App installation folder on the Android 

devices. 

 

Listing 5.3: Extract of the Generated Concrete Test Cases Execution Traces 

Table 5.1: Android Unit Test Cases Execution for Instalapse Application 

Test Method 

ProcessingTime (ms) MemoryConsumed (KB) Test Result 

Test 

Oracle 

Actual Test  

Oracle 

Actual 

A7 GP V100 A7 GP V100 A7 GP V100 

Record::start [-,25] 23.30 19.99 28.84 [500,-] 788.91 862.60 1231.62 Pass Pass Fail 

Record::select [0,4] 2.36 4.51 3.64 [0,5] 0.95 6.34 0.84 Pass Fail Pass 

Record::share [0,2] 0.93 0.95 NA [-,4] 4.11 2.95 NA Fail Pass NA 

Record::play [10,-] 13.63 11.20 18.05 [100,-] 400.07 439.01 534.52 Pass Pass Pass 

Record::discard [0,2] 1.74 1.44 2.99 [0,1] 0.17 2.95 3.75 Pass Fail Fail 

Duration [-,2] 0.93 0.95 1.03 [-,1] 0.17 2.95 2.95 Pass Fail Fail 

Duration::getTotalTime [1,1] 1.10 1.11 1.01 [-,0.5] 0.17 2.95 2.95 Fail Fail Fail 

Instalapse::makeVideo [-,10] 13.19 10.00 7.11 [25,-] 46.13 26.34 39.22 Fail Pass Pass 

Instalapse::selectVideo [2.5,5] 2.36 4.50 3.64 [-,5] 0.95 6.34 0.84 Pass Fail Pass 

Sharing::share [1,3] 2.07 1.79 NA [-,1] 0.17 2.95 NA Pass Fail NA 

FacebookShare [1,2.5] 2.20 2.97 NA [5,-] 4.06 14.95 NA Fail Fail NA 

Timelapse::getLapse [-,2.5] 0.95 1.11 1.09 [-,1] 0.17 2.95 6.43 Pass Fail Fail 

Timelapse::setLapse [2.5,5] 3.09 2.22 3.42 [1,2] 1.47 4.65 7.83 Pass Fail Fail 

PersitenceImpl::delete [0,2] 1.01 0.83 1.03 [0,1] 0.17 2.95 2.95 Pass Fail Fail 

PersitenceImpl::select [7,15] 6.22 8.91 7.11 [25,-] 27.99 31.73 39.21 Pass Pass Pass 

MediaPlayerImpl::play [5,10] 8.55 11.20 6.68 [5,-] 6.34 14.95 6.39 Pass Fail Pass 

StorageImpl::retrieve [2,-] 3.23 1.775 2.62 [2,-] 4.11 3.38 6.65 Pass Fail Pass 

CameraImp::record [5,10] 8.11 7.60 5.44 [5,-] 6.23 5.22 17.04 Pass Pass Pass 

 

Table 5.1 presents the test results for eighteen test methods of the Instalapse App 

execution on three Android devices. The cumulative results demonstrate that four test 

methods fail to achieve the required performance for Samsung Galaxy A7 device, 

Record_start_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=23.330 

Record_start_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=788.91 

Instalapse_makeVideo_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=13.19 

Instalapse_makeVideo_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=46.13 

PersistenceImpl_select_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=6.22 

PersistenceImpl_select_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=27.99 

StorageImpl_retrieve_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=3.23 

StorageImpl_retrieve_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=4.11 

MediaPlayerImpl_play_ProcessingTime_timeConsumed=8.55 

MediaPlayerImpl_play_MemoryConsumed_memoryConsumed=6.34 
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whereas for Samsung Galaxy GP and QTab V100 devices, twelve and ten test methods 

fail to achieve the required performance respectively. The reason behind the test 

methods fail to achieve the required performance for Samsung Galaxy GP and QTab 

V100 devices are mostly due to the large consumption of memory. To summarize, a 

total of 72% test methods passes the performance measure for the Instalapse 

application on Android platform for Samsung Galaxy A7 device. 

5.3 Results 
This section discusses the results of the application for the proposed approach on both 

the Scramble and Instalapse case studies.  

Table 5.2 shows the statistics for the application product-line feature models 

developed for the Scramble and Instalapse case studies. For Scramble product-line 

FMA (Figure 3.5), there are 27 features, out of which 14 are mandatory features, while 

two features are optional. The feature model contained 21 concrete features. Over six 

different composite features are present in the feature model. For Instalapse product-

line FMA (Figure 5.1), there are 29 features, out of which 11 are mandatory features, 

while two features are optional. For both the case studies, the operating system, 

software and hardware features are derived from the generic feature model (FMG). For 

the operating system feature, the Android and Windows Phone platforms are selected 

from FMG but the versions for the platforms vary in both the case studies. For the 

Scramble case study, Android (v5.1) and Windows Phone (v8.1) are selected while 

Android (v5.0 and v5.1) and Windows Phone (v7.8 and v8.1) are selected for the 

Instalapse case study. Similarly, nine out of ten software and hardware features in 

Scramble product-line FMA are already available in FMG and the designer extends 

FMG to add the Sound feature for the Scramble case study. The Instalapse product-line 

FMA contains 16 software and hardware features, the FMG contains 14 features while 

the designer adds the MediaPlayer and Gallery features in the FMG for the Instalapse 

case study. This reflects that for both the case studies, FMG plays a vital role in the 

development of the application FMA. The requirement-related features are specific to 

the mobile application functional requirements, and these vary from application to 

application, such as, there are 13 requirement-related features in Scramble product-line 

FMA while seven requirement-related features in Instalapse product-line FMA. 

Table 5.2: Mobile Application Product-line Feature Model Statistics 

Application Total Mandatory Optional Abstract Concrete Composite 

Scramble 27 14 2 6 21 6 

Instalapse 29 11 4 7 22 7 

Table 5.3 shows the statistics for the generated UML modeling profiles for both 

Scramble (Figure 3.7) and Instalapse (Figure 5.2) product-lines. For the Scramble 

case study, 15 stereotypes are generated in the modeling profile. This includes four 

stereotypes that belong to the features in a parent-child relationship for the Scramble 

product-line FMA. For the Instalapse case study, 13 stereotypes are generated in the 

modeling profile. The five stereotypes are the features in the parent-child relationship. 

In Scramble product-line UML profile, 13 stereotypes are required to apply during 
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the modeling of Scramble application while ten stereotypes should be applied during 

the Instalapse application modeling. There are 15 OCL constraints generated from the 

Scramble product-line FMA while 11 OCL constraints are generated from the 

Instalapse product-line FMA. For the Scramble case study, seven stereotypes are 

applied automatically on the classes for the software and hardware features while for 

the Instalapse case study, eight stereotypes are applied on the classes for the software 

and hardware features. Nearly half of the stereotypes in the UML modeling profile 

are applied automatically for both the case studies. During the Scramble application 

product-line modeling, the designer was required to apply seven stereotypes that 

belong to the features that are mandatory in the FMA. For the Instalapse case study, 

four mandatory stereotypes were required to be applied by the designer. 

Table 5.3: Mobile Application Product-line Generated UML Profile Statistics 

Application Total 

Features 

Required to 

Apply 

Parent-child 

Relationship 

OCL 

Constraints 

Scramble 15 13 4 15 

Instalapse 13 10 5 11 

Table 5.4 shows the statistics of the modeled requirement-related classes 

developed for both Scramble and Instalapse case studies. For the Scramble 

application product-line, the developed class diagram (Figure 3.9) comprises of 22 

different classes, with 15 stereotypes. This also includes five generated classes from 

the Scramble product-line FMA. There are 16 different classes with 13 stereotypes in 

the developed class diagram for the Instalapse application product-line (Figure 5.3). 

Eight classes are generated from the Instalapse product-line FMA. For both the case 

studies, the designer implements the BLController class through the controller pattern 

to integrate the generated business logic layer with already developed application 

screens (see details in Section 3.4.2.1). The largest state machine modeled for 

Scramble case study is for the Board class that contains 2 states and 6 transitions 

while for Instalapse mobile application, the largest state machine modeled is for the 

Record class that contains 5 states and 12 transitions. For both the case studies, the 

modeled state machines contain simple states, mostly call event is used but there are 

situations where time and change events are also used. 

 

Table 5.5 shows the statistics corresponding to generated application variants for 

Scramble and Instalapse case studies. For the Scramble application, a total of 62 

classes and enumerations are generated by the developed tool for both Android and 

Windows Phone variants. This is a good indicator for the amount of coding effort for 

variant development that is saved by the developed tool. For an Instalapse 

application, 40 classes and enumerations are generated for both Android and Windows 

Phone variants. For Scramble application, the total generated lines of code for 

Android platform are around 1800 while for Windows Phone platform around 1700 

lines of code are generated. For an Instalapse application, the total generated lines of 

code for Android and Windows Phone platforms are around 1300 and 1150 
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respectively. The number of instrumented code lines generated for Scramble 

application is 576, whereas 420 instrumented code lines are generated for Instalapse 

application for both the platforms. 

 

Table 5.4: Mobile Application Class and State Machine Modeling Statistics 

Application Classes 

State Machine Statistics Class Diagram Statistics 

States 
Trigge

rs 

Lines 

of 

Action

s 

Attribute

s 

Metho

ds 

Associatio

ns 

Applied 

Stereotype

s 

Scramble 

Board 2 6 31 0 3 7 1 

Settings 1 5 11 0 5 4 0 

Hint 2 6 24 4 4 1 1 

History 2 4 6 0 4 2 1 

Score 4 6 17 2 5 2 1 

Scramble 3 6 11 0 6 3 2 

Instalapse 

Duration 2 6 18 3 5 1 1 

Record 5 12 55 1 10 9 1 

Instalapse 3 5 6 0 4 1 1 

Timelapse 1 3 4 1 3 1 1 

 

Table 5.5: Mobile Application Product-line Generated Code Statistics 

Applications 
Operating 

System 

No of Generated 

Classes & 

Enumerations 

Lines of 

Generated 

Business Logic 

Code 

No. of 

Generated 

Instrumented 

Lines 

Scramble 

Android  62 1815 576 

Windows 

Phone  

62 1699 576 

Instalapse 

Android  40 1278 420 

Windows 

Phone  

40 1145 420 

Table 5.6 presents the details of the modeled performance aspects for the 

application of the proposed performance modeling profile (PerMP) on the developed 

UML models for the under testing mobile application. As shown in Table 5.6, 15 

performance aspects are defined for the application of the PerMP stereotypes on the 

classes or state machines in Scramble while for Instalapse, PerMP stereotypes are 

applied through ten aspects. There are 34 Pointcuts defined for the various UML 

constructs in the developed Scramble UML models while 28 Pointcuts are defined in 

the ten aspects of the developed Instalapse UML models. For Scramble, the pointcuts 

contain 34 advices, and 28 advices are defined in the Instalapse application pointcuts.  
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Table 5.6: Mobile Application Performance Aspects Statistics 

Application 
Performance 

Aspects 
Pointcut Advice 

Total Applications of 

PerMP Stereotypes  

Scramble 15 34 34 124 

Instalapse 10 28 28 63 

Table 5.7 presents the details about the application of the PerMP stereotypes 

application on the different transitions in the Scramble and Instalapse application 

UML models. These PerMP stereotypes are applied automatically to the UML models 

through aspects. The ProcessingTime (PT), MemoryConsumed (MC), and 

EnergyConsumed (EC) stereotypes are applied mostly to both the mobile 

applications. For Scramble, the transitions of the Board, Score, Scramble, Settings, 

and Hint state machines contains more than ten applications of the PerMP 

stereotypes. Similarly, Record state machine transitions contain 19 applications of the 

PerMP stereotypes. To sum up, a total of 124 applications of the PerMP stereotypes 

are applied automatically on the Scramble UML models while for Instalapse UML 

models, there are 63 applications of the PerMP stereotypes automatically.  

Table 5.7: Mobile Applications PerMP Application Statistics 

Application Transitions 
Performance Modeling Profile Stereotypes 

Total 
PT MC EC NeP MPP DP NoP RP VCP GP CP 

Scramble 48 35 35 35 7 1 5 4 1 1 NA 124 

Instalapse 32 15 15 15 7 2 NA 2 2 5 63 

*ProcessingTime(PT), MemoryConsumed(MC),EnergyConsumed(EC), NetworkPerformance(NeP), 

MusicPlayerPerformance(MPP), DatabasePerformance(DP), NotificationPerformance(NoP), RingtonePerformance(RP), 

VolumeControllerPerformance(VCP), GalleryPerformance(GP), CameraPerformance(CP), NA (No Applicable) 

Table 5.8 presents the details of the instrumentation for the PerMP stereotypes 

applied to the case studies. The class methods are selected for the instrumentation 

based on the application of the PerMP stereotypes on the developed UML models 

(i.e., class diagram and state machines). A total of 49 methods are instrumented in 17 

classes to test the performance of the Scramble application with the highest number 

of instrumented methods in each of the Hint, Score, Scramble, and Settings classes. 

Similarly, for Instalapse application, a total of 35 methods are instrumented in 12 

classes with the maximum number of instrumented methods in Record and Duration 

classes. 

Table 5.9 presents the details of the generated abstract test cases from the woven 

UML models for both the case studies. The All Performance Transitions coverage 

criterion is used for the generation of abstract test cases from both the case studies. 

The Board class is one of the classes in the Scramble that has the highest number of 

generated abstract test cases while in the Instalapse, the maximum number of abstract 

test cases are generated for the Record class. For the Scramble application, 32 
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abstract test cases are generated while 21 abstract test cases are generated for the 

Instalapse application. 

Table 5.10 presents the details of the generated concrete test cases for the Android-

platform Scramble and Instalapse variants. For Scramble application, there are 32 

concrete test cases generated for 17 classes to measure the performance of 49 test 

methods, whereas a total of 21 concrete test cases are generated for 12 classes to 

measure the performance of 35 test methods in Instalapse application. 

Table 5.8: Mobile Application Android Code Instrumentation Statistics 

Application Classes Instrumented Methods Total 

Scramble 

Board Board, createWord, validateWord, validateTime, exit 5 

Character Character 1 

Feedback Feedback, sendFeedback 2 

Hint Hint, start, afterTime04s, getHintsLeft, whenChange 5 

History History, loadScore 2 

Player Player 1 

Score Score, incrementCorrectScoreCounter, getTotalScore, persistScore, 

shareScore 
5 

Scramble Scramble, applySettings, showHistory, play, completed 5 

Settings Settings, setMaxTime, setColorTheme, setBoardType, sendFeedback 5 

Sharing Sharings, share 2 

Theme Theme 1 

Word Generator generateWords, validateWord 2 

Word Word, validate 2 

TimerImpl start, stop, pause, resume 4 

StorageImpl store, retrieve 2 

SoundImpl Play 1 

PersistenceImpl insert, update, delete, select 4 

Total 49 

Instalapse 

Duration Duration, stopTimer, discardTime, getTotalTime, startTimer, 

afterTime01s 
6 

Instalapse Instalapse, makeVideo, selectVideo, exit 4 

Record Record, save, discard, share, start, select, stop, play 8 

Sharing Sharing, share 2 

Timelapse Timelapse, getLapse, setLapse 3 

Facebook Share FacebookShare 1 

Instagram Share InstagramShare 1 

Twitter Share TwitterShare 1 

StorageImpl store, retrieve 2 

PersistenceImpl insert, update, delete, select 4 

MediaPlayerImpl Play 1 

CameraImpl capture, record 2 

Total 35 
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Table 5.9: Mobile Application Generated Abstract Test Cases Statistics 

Scramble Application Instalapse Application 

Test Classes 
Generated Abstract Test 

Cases 

Test Classes Generated Abstract Test 

Cases 

Board 4 Duration 5 

Character 1 Instalapse 2 

Feedback 1 Record 8 

Hint 4 Sharing 1 

History 2 Timelapse 2 

Player 1 Facebook Share 1 

Score 4 Instagram 

Share 

1 

Scramble 3 Twitter Share 1 

Settings 4   

Sharing 1 

Theme 2 

Word 

Generator 

4 

Word 1 

Total:  32 Total: 21 

 

Table 5.10: Android Platform Concrete Test Cases Generation Statistics 

Application Test Classes Generated Concrete Test Cases 

Scramble 17 32 

Instalapse 12 21 

 

Table 5.11 presents the cumulative details of the performance test results for both 

the case studies. A test case is marked as Pass, if all the test methods in a test case 

meet the required performance values. The Scramble application is executed on two 

different Android OS versions in three devices. The performance test results for the 

Scramble case study show that 27 out of 32 test cases are evaluated to Pass for the 

Samsung Galaxy A7 device, whereas 18 and 14 test cases are passed by Samsung 

Grand Prime Plus and Samsung Grand Prime devices respectively. Similarly, three 

devices with two different Android versions are also used to test the performance of 

the Instalapse application. The performance test results show that 15 out of 21 test 

cases are validated to Pass by the Samsung Galaxy A7 device, whereas 8 and 10 test 

cases are passed by the Samsung Grand Prime and QTab V100 devices respectively. 
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To summarize, both the Scramble and Instalapse Android variants are performance 

efficient for the Samsung Galaxy A7 device having the processing power of Octa-core 

1.6 GHz and RAM of 3 GB. 

Table 5.11: Performance Test Results Statistics Cumulatively 

Application 
Android-platform Generated 

Concrete Test 

Cases 

Performance Measure Test 

Results 

Device OS Pass  Fail  

Scramble 

Samsung 

Galaxy A7 

Android 

Marshmallow 

32 27 (84%) 5 (16%) 

Samsung 

Grand Prime 

Plus 

Android 

Marshmallow 

32 18 (56%) 14 (44%) 

Samsung 

Grand Prime 

Android 

Lollipop 

32 14 (44%) 18 (56%) 

Instalapse 

Samsung 

Galaxy A7 

Android 

Marshmallow 

21 15 (72%) 6 (28%) 

Samsung 

Grand Prime 

Android 

Lollipop 

21 8 (38%) 13 (62%) 

QTab V100 Android 

Marshmallow 

21 10 (47%) 11 (53%) 

The results show that the product-line model-driven engineering approach is 

successful in generating multiple native application variants as per the requirement of 

the product-line, and the model-based performance testing strategy is successful in 

measuring the performance of the generated native application variants for both the 

case studies. Development and performance testing of these variants manually would 

have required a significant redundant effort. This is also the point of view of the 

development and testing teams from the industrial partner company. 

5.4 Evaluating the Usefulness of the Approach 
A questionnaire-based survey is used to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed 

‘product-line model-driven engineering approach’ for mobile applications presented in 

this thesis. The survey is described and reported according to the template provided by 

Wohlin et al. (Wohlin et al. 2012) and follows the reporting style used in papers 

presenting similar questionnaire-based surveys published in top journals of the domain 

(Hajri et al. 2018; Torchiano et al. 2013). 

5.4.1 Planning and Design  

The following sections describe the various aspects of planning and design for the 

questionnaire-based survey. 

5.4.1.1 Objectives and Motivation  

The survey is conceived and designed to get the viewpoint of software engineers about 

the usefulness of the proposed approach for developing and maintaining variants of 

mobile applications. Moreover, the survey aims to get feedback on the usefulness of 

the proposed approach for performance modeling and testing of mobile applications. 
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5.4.1.2 Goals  

The survey is planned with goals of understanding. 

 

 G1 usefulness of the proposed approach for product-line modeling.  

 G2 usefulness of the proposed approach for automated generation of native  

  application variants. 

 G3  usefulness of the performance modeling and testing approach. 

  

The above four goals are derived directly from the objectives of this thesis and serve 

as the basis of the research questions for the questionnaire-based survey. 

5.4.1.3 Research Questions 

To address the goals of the survey, three main research questions are formulated. The 

research question RQ1 is related to G1 and G2, and the research question RQ2 is 

related to G3.  

 

RQ1. To what extent the proposed approach facilitates the designers/developers for 

the development and generation of mobile application variants for multiple platforms. 

 

RQ1.1. To what extent the feature modeling is useful for the identification of 

features and their variations in mobile application.  

RQ1.2. In your opinion, is product-line engineering approach useful for mobile 

applications. 

RQ1.3. How the generated application-specific modeling profile benefits the 

mobile application modeling. How much effort is required for mobile application 

modeling using the approach? 

RQ1.4. Is the proposed approach useful in reducing the effort of maintaining 

multiple native application variants? 

 

RQ2. Does the proposed approach facilitate in testing of the generated application 

variants for multiple platforms? 

 

RQ2.1. How useful is the performance profile for modeling the performance 

constraints on a mobile application. 

RQ2.2. How much effort is required by the application testers to benefit from the 

proposed approach? 

 

5.4.1.4 Population and Sampling Strategy 

The target population of the survey is formed by the software engineers having a 

graduate degree in computer science and relevant industrial experience of software 

modeling, development, and testing. To get a target population, we contacted the 
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management of the industrial partner company for the availability of the mobile 

application development and testing teams. We did not get a positive response on the 

availability of the teams from the industrial partner company because of the current 

workload on the teams.  

As an alternative to this, we contacted the management at Quest Lab
31

, FAST-

National University. Quest Lab is a software quality engineering research and 

development laboratory having a reasonable number of software engineers who have 

either academic or practical experience of software modeling, development, and 

testing.  

To get a sample from the target population, we performed convenience sampling 

(Battaglia 2008) and selected the graduates (whether a researcher or an engineer) and 

PhD students. Moreover, we only include subjects that have adequate exposure to both 

the testing and development of mobile or software applications. 

We select a paper-based questionnaire survey for data collection based on the 

reasoning by Ardalan et al. (Ardalan et al. 2007) that are. 

(i). Extracted sample population is not too large  

(ii). Response is required from the complete sample on the day of survey. 

(iii). Questionnaire is accessible to all the subjects in the sample.   

An alternative is to use an online survey tool such as LimeSurvey
32

. However, as 

all the subjects included in the sample are easily accessible at the same location, we 

opt for paper-based questionnaire. 

5.4.1.5 Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire is designed to address the research questions of the study by posing 

a focused set of questions. The questionnaire is presented in Appendix-I. The 

questionnaire consists of four sections that include 13 multiple-choice questions and 

an open-ended question on the challenges to adaption of the proposed approach in 

industry. In total, the questionnaire poses 14 distinct questions. Each of the MCQ style 

question also has an optional remarks filed that the respondents can use to justify their 

choice. The open-ended question (as shown at the end of the questionnaire in Listing 

Appendix_I.1) is used to get feedback on why in the view of subjects, the approach 

may or may not face challenges in industry adaption. This open-ended question is 

optional for the subjects, whereas all the remaining questions are mandatory.  

Section I gathers demographic details about the respondent that are specified in 

questions Q1 to Q5 of the questionnaire (shown in Section I of Listing Appendix_I.1). 

The focus of the section I is to characterize the subjects based on their academic 

degrees, years of experience, role in host organization, team size, and modeling 

expertize to support a better analysis and understanding of the responses. For example, 

the response of a modeling and development expert is very valuable on evaluating the 

usefulness of the mobile application development and generation approach, whereas 
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32
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the response of a testing expert is very valuable on evaluating the usefulness of the 

mobile application performance testing approach.  

Section II contains questions about the mobile application development and 

generation approach to address the first main research question (RQ1). The questions 

Q6 to Q10 in the questionnaire (shown in Section II of Listing Appendix_I.1) 

represent this section. The respondents are asked about the usefulness of the various 

steps, such as, feature modeling (that refers to RQ1.1), modeling profile and 

methodology (that refers to RQ1.3), and their applications (that refers to RQ1.2 and 

RQ1.4) in the proposed mobile application development and generation approach. The 

response of the application developers is valuable for the complete assessment of the 

generation approach (RQ1), whereas the testers’ response benefits the assessment for 

the applicability of the approach, such as, mobile application product-line engineering 

(that refers to RQ1.2), and application variants maintenance effort (that refers to 

RQ1.4).  

Section III contains questions about the performance testing of the generated 

application variants to emphasize the second main research question (RQ2). The 

questions Q11 to Q13 in the questionnaire (shown in Section III of Listing 

Appendix_I.1) are included to address this section. This section helps in evaluating the 

usefulness of the various steps, such as, performance profile (that refers to RQ2.1), 

aspects modeling (that refers to RQ2.1), and performance test cases (that refers to 

RQ2.2) and their application in the proposed performance testing approach. The 

response of the application testers is valuable for the complete assessment of the 

testing approach (RQ2), whereas the developers’ response benefits the assessment for 

the applicability of the approach, such as, application testing effort (that refers to 

RQ2.2). 

An open-ended question is added in the questionnaire (shown in Section IV of 

Listing Appendix_I.1) to get comments from the respondents about the approach and 

the potential challenges in its industrial adaption. The respondent can remark on the 

strengths, weakness, limitations, and any other open-ended feedback about the 

application variants generation and performance testing approach.  

To improve the accuracy of the questionnaire and to test if there are no ambiguities 

in the questions, we piloted the questionnaire on two students enrolled in master’s 

degree with background in mobile application development and testing. The received 

responses are carefully evaluated and the two students are interviewed to discover 

their understanding of the questions. Based on their feedback and discussion with 

other senior researchers, the questions are further refined to ensure that each question 

precisely conveys the intent of the question and that there are no perceived ambiguities 

in the questionnaire.  

5.4.1.6 Survey Preparation and Execution 

We follow the steps outlined below to prepare and administer the survey. 

A. Trainings of participants in our approach  

To enable the respondents to use the proposed approach, multiple training sessions 

are conducted on feature modeling, UML modeling and aspect modeling. Scramble 
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case study is used during the training sessions to demonstrate various steps of the 

approach. In total, we held three training sessions spread over a 2-day period (4
th

 and 

5
th

 of June 2018). During the training sessions, the participants are introduced to the 

approach and examples of how to apply the approach are discussed. The MOPPET 

tool is demonstrated by applying it on the Scramble case study.  

B. Application development workshop 

An application development workshop is held after conclusion of the third training 

session on second day (5
th

 June, 2018). In the workshop, the participants are walked 

through applying the approach on the Instalapse case study. Once the participants 

completed the necessary modeling on the Instalapse case study, they are presented 

with the models developed by the domain expert. The tool is then provided to the 

participants, who then used it to generate and test mobile application variants for the 

Instalapse case study. A question-answer session is used to resolve any queries and 

questions that the participants have on applying the approach or on using the tool. 

Particular emphasis is placed on ensuring that all participants understood 

nomenclature being used in the approach and survey. A total of 15 graduates and PhD 

students attended the training sessions and the follow-up workshop. 

C. Execution of Survey 

The survey is conducted after the completion of the workshop on second day (5
th

 

June, 2018). The paper-based questionnaire is provided to the respondents. Out of 15 

participants who attended the training sessions and workshop, 13 are present on the 

day of the survey. The questionnaire is filled and received from 13 respondents. All 

respondents have prior exposure to developing software models and model-based 

testing. Respondents are allowed to asked clarification questions and question 

regarding the terminology used. They are however not allowed to discuss responses 

with each other or the staff administrating the survey. 

5.4.2 Results and Analysis 

After the questionnaire has been collected, the responses are analyzed. The nature of 

the survey is mainly descriptive and exploratory and therefore we qualitatively discuss 

the findings. The questions Q1-Q5 provide the demographic details of the respondents, 

Q6-Q10 are analyzed for the mobile application development and generation 

approach, and Q11-Q13 are analyzed for the performance testing of the generated 

application variants. The respective questions in the questionnaire can be found in 

Listing Appendix_I.1. 

5.4.2.1 Respondent demographics   

The demographics of the respondents are as follows: eleven of the respondents have a 

master’s degree in computer science or enrolled in master’s program, whereas two 

respondents are PhD students in computing disciplines. We group the experience of 

respondents in ranges of ‘1 to 3 years’, ‘3 to 5 years’ and ‘more than 5 years’ in the 

application modeling, development and testing as shown in Figure 5.10. All the 

respondents have exposure to both the development and testing of mobile applications. 

Out of the 13 respondents, five respondents ranked their exposure to design models as 

beginners; six respondents placed themselves in advance category, whereas two 
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respondents considered themselves as an expert in the application modeling as shown 

in Figure 5.10. To summarize, all participants have some exposure to application 

modeling and the majority considered themselves well-versed in application modeling. 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Respondents Experience and Expertise 

5.4.2.2 Mobile application development and generation approach (RQ1) 

The objective of the first main research question (RQ1) is to evaluate the usefulness of 

the proposed mobile application development and generation approach. To answer 

RQ1, we looked at the responses of Q6 to Q10 by 13 respondents. The corresponding 

answers of the respondents for the questions (Q6 to Q10) are shown in Figure 5.11. 

The questions (Q6 to Q10) are designed to get feedback about various steps of the 

proposed application variants generation approach. In the questionnaire, Q6 addresses 

the usefulness of the feature models and answers sub-research question RQ1.1. The 

question Q7 gets an opinion about the modeling profile, whereas Q8 evaluates the 

effort for the modeling methodology and answers sub-research question RQ1.3. The 

question Q9 generalizes the applicability of product-line engineering for mobile 

applications and answers sub-research question RQ1.2, whereas Q10 demands the 

feedback about the reduction in maintenance effort because of using the proposed 

approach and answers sub-research question RQ1.4. In the following, we qualitatively 

discuss and present the analysis about the answers and comments of the respondents 

for questions (Q6 to Q10). 

A. Feature modeling (RQ1.1) 

Most of the respondents felt that the provided generic feature model (FMG) is very 

helpful in the development of an application-specific feature model (FMA) as shown in 

Figure 5.11 for the answers regarding Q6. The inclusion of a large number of 

commonly found generic features in the mobile domain, such as, the selection of the 

desired operating system, software, and hardware features for the application feature 

model was considered quite helpful by the respondents. Ten of the respondents felt 

that the generic feature model is useful, while three felt that it is partially useful.  
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Some concern is raised by the respondents on maintainability of the generic feature 

model itself in their comments. One of the responses is ‘the new features would need 

to be added in the generic feature model with time to keep it complete’. However, 

another respondent felt that ‘keeping the feature model up-to-date with the 

introduction of new features would still be an acceptable overhead’. We have defined 

a mechanism in the proposed approach for the addition of new features in the generic 

feature model (see details in Section 3.3.1.4). While the generic feature model would 

need updates, the frequency of such updates is not expected to be very high, as new 

features are in general not too frequently introduced. 

 

 

Figure 5.11: Answers to the Questions for Mobile Apps Generation Approach 

B. Modeling profile (RQ1.3) 

The question (Q7) asked the respondent to provide their opinion on the benefits of 

the modeling profile in modeling the application. The respondents appreciated the 

profile for the modeling of mobile application and are overall of the view that it 

simplifies the annotation of application-specific concepts during the modeling. Figure 

5.11 shows for the answers of Q7 that twelve out of thirteen respondents answers in 

favor of the modeling profile.  

C. Effort for application modeling (RQ1.3) 

The responses to the Q8 (shown in Figure 5.11) differed in-line with the self-

evaluated familiarity with software design models. Almost all the respondents that 

placed themselves in the beginner category (5 out of 13), felt that the modeling effort 

involved is quite significant. On the other hand, the respondents who rated their 

familiarity with design models as advance or higher (8 out of 13) had the majority 

opinion that while there is a lot of effort involved in building the necessary models, it 

was still manageable.  
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One of the respondents commented that ‘while I can see the benefits of modeling 

the application in the maintenance phase, a significant amount of training would be 

required for the application developers to adopt this new approach’. Another expert 

respondent is of the view that ‘the effort involved in modeling the application means 

that the approach is only feasible for applications that are maintained on a long term 

basis and require supporting multiple platforms’. This is in line with the goal of the 

thesis to provide an approach to support developing of a family of native application 

variants. For applications that are not to be maintained long-term or are throwaway 

after a few weeks, the benefits of the approach may not be obvious. Other notable 

comments are ‘effort depends on the expertise of the designer during UML modeling’, 

and ‘the effort is high as we need to model and define each action / minor details’.  

In summary, the respondents that have greater exposure to UML models are more 

comfortable using the approach as compared to respondents with limited exposure. In 

our opinion, most of the involved modeling effort is a one-time modeling effort, so we 

feel that it is still worth the effort. 

D. Product-line engineering (RQ1.2) 

The respondents provide a positive feedback on applying the product-line 

engineering for mobile applications. Overall, the summary of their comments is that 

the product-line engineering is beneficial especially in the mobile domain where a 

large number of variants have to be developed and maintained. This requires some 

effort in building the models and the feature libraries, but solves the issue of 

developing and maintaining various configurations of the mobile application. Nine of 

the respondents found the approach useful, three found the approach marginally useful 

(as shown in the answers of Q9 in Figure 5.11), while one respondent did not select 

any option. 

E. Application maintenance (RQ1.4) 

The question Q10 focused on the generated mobile application variants’ 

maintenance. Most of the respondents (11 out of 13) have an opinion that a high 

amount of maintenance effort can be saved because of the modeling approach as one 

of the respondents commented that ‘Once the models are developed the application 

maintenance is quite easy’. Another respondent provided a more balanced view that 

‘for simple applications, maintenance is minimal. However, for large or rich UI-based, 

it won’t be easy’. This, in particular, relates to the approach being restricted to 

generation of business logic code only. Some respondents feel that there would be 

some scenarios during application maintenance where the changes would be made in 

the generated application variants rather than the application models. One future 

direction is to work with the respondents who have marked the maintenance effort 

saved as ‘low’, consider their scenarios, and device a strategy to reduce the overall 

effort of modeling. 

Overall, the respondents are of the opinion that the mobile application development 

and generation approach is useful, as it saves their repeated effort and time. The 

respondents felt that their familiarity with the approach would increase their 

confidence in applying the approach accurately. 
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5.4.2.3 Performance testing approach (RQ2) 

The objective of the second main research question (RQ2) is to evaluate the usefulness 

of the proposed mobile application performance testing approach. To answer RQ2, we 

looked at the responses of Q11 to Q13 by 13 respondents. The corresponding answers 

of the respondents for the questions (Q11 to Q13) are shown in Figure 5.12. The 

questions (Q11 to Q13) are designed to get feedback about various steps of the 

proposed application variants performance testing approach. In the questionnaire, Q11 

addresses the completeness of the performance profile, whereas Q12 evaluates the 

effort for the performance aspect modeling and answers a sub-research question 

RQ2.1. The question Q13 demands the feedback about the reduction in the 

performance test cases generation effort because of using the proposed approach and 

answers a sub-research question RQ2.2. In the following, we qualitatively discuss and 

present our analysis about the answers and comments of the respondents for questions 

(Q11 to Q13). 

A. Performance profile (RQ2.1) 

In response to Q11, the respondents have a strong opinion that the provided 

performance modeling profile is very helpful. One of the respondents commented that 

‘good to have something like this that focuses on performance modeling’. The profile 

not only contains most of the performance-measuring concepts for the mobile domain, 

but also their details (i.e., attributes, relationships, and constraints) that play a vital role 

during performance modeling. The respondents are in general supportive of the profile 

that can facilitate them knowing about the mobile application specific features, so that 

they can start working on the performance testing of these feature earlier than later. 

Figure 5.12 shows the answers for Q11 that nine of the thirteen respondents are 

strongly in favor of the profile, while three felt that the profile is partially useful as in 

their opinion, ‘not all performance characteristics are supported in the profile’, but 

recognized that the profile may be extended at the organization level. One expert 

respondent, however, felt that the profile was of limited benefit as ‘a lot of 

performance testing is based on instincts and accumulated experience’ of the testers 

and such profiles are not a replacement. 

B. Performance aspect modeling (RQ2.2) 

The question Q12 focused on the modeling of performance constraints as 

performance aspects. Almost all the testers considered that there is a significant effort 

involved in modeling the performance parameters as aspects. Nine out of thirteen 

respondents marked the performance aspect modeling effort as high shown in Figure 

5.12 for answers of Q12. One respondent stated that ‘It gives some level of separation, 

but requires effort for aspect modeling rather than focusing on testing’. Another 

respondent felt that ‘using aspects for performance modeling is an over-kill and testing 

should be achieved without involving yet another concept’. In follow-up discussions 

with these respondents regarding the high effort for aspect modeling, we found that 

they have no prior exposure to aspect-orientation and are unsure of its benefits. The 

training sessions also did not go into detail about the background of aspect-orientation. 
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Figure 5.12: Answers to the Questions for Mobile Apps Performance Testing 

C. Effort for performance test cases generation (RQ2.2) 

The question Q13 required the respondents to rate the overall effort saved in the 

performance test cases generation of a given set of (product-line) application variants 

across multiple platforms. Figure 5.12 shows the answers for Q13 that seven out of 

thirteen marked as high effort is saved, five out of thirteen marked the effort reduction 

is medium, whereas one respondent marked that effort reduction is low. The 

respondents have mixed opinion regarding the amount of performance test cases 

generation effort that is saved. Some respondents feel that the savings are significant 

while others felt that only moderate savings are made as the effort is transferred to 

modeling rather than testing. The prevalent opinion is the savings depend on the nature 

of the application being tested. For applications that are maintained for the long term, 

significant effort is saved. Throw-away applications may not benefit much from the 

approach. 

Overall, the respondents have an opinion that the performance testing approach is 

useful and helpful in measuring the performance of the various application variants as 

it also avoids their repeated effort to test the application. 

The study allowed the respondents to write comments under each question and 

overall remarks at the end of the questionnaire to state their opinion about the 

problems addressed by the proposed approach. As reported, the questionnaire is filled 

by an experienced group of respondents that are well exposed to application modeling 

(analyzed through demographic details of respondents in Figure 5.10). The answers to 

the questions and comments by the respondents indicate that the proposed approach is 

useful for mobile application variants generation and performance testing. The 

respondents deemed the product-line engineering of mobile applications quite 

beneficial as without it a large number of variants have to develop and maintained for 

each of the under development mobile application (extracted through results for RQ1 
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in Figure 5.11). The participants felt that provision of a generic feature model for the 

development of the application-specific feature model is a good starting point for the 

application designer. The respondents with a higher level of exposure to UML models 

tended to be comfortable using the approach. Whereas the application modeling is 

considered as challenging by the respondents that are not well versed in developing 

application models. All respondents appreciated the profile for the modeling of 

application-specific concepts during the UML modeling phase.  

The generated performance test cases are useful and helpful in measuring the 

performance of the various application variants (extracted through results for RQ2 in 

Figure 5.12). The performance modeling profile is a good starting point for the 

application testers. However, the respondents are not familiar with aspect-orientation 

and therefore are somewhat hesitant in using aspect modeling. Most of them still 

considered it to be a useful approach for automated performance testing of the mobile 

application. Further training sessions could improve the understanding of aspect-

orientation. 

5.5 Limitations 
One potential limitation of the presented approach is that it focuses on generating the 

“business logic” code only and do not generate the user interface. There are many 

techniques and tools available to develop a native graphical user interface for mobile 

applications. One of the prevailing technique for developing graphical user interface 

is drag-and-drop utility tools designed especially for the targeted mobile platforms, 

such as, Android Studio for Android platform, Microsoft Visual Studio for Windows 

Phone platform, and XCode for iOS platform. The native graphical user interface is 

tightly coupled with the mobile platform’s SDK (i.e., the operating system and its 

libraries) and the hardware of the mobile device. Similarly, there are tools available to 

test the performance of the native GUI for mobile applications, such as, Robotium, 

MonkeyRunner, Appium
33

, and eggplant Functional
34

, therefore, platform-specific 

GUI performance testing is pretty much facilitated by the testing tools.  Though 

managing multiple native graphical user interfaces is an overhead, therefore the scope 

of this work is limited to business logic generation and testing. This limits the 

application of the proposed approach on extensive graphical applications, e.g., games.  

On a lighter note, the modeling approach requires an understanding of the feature 

model while the testing approach requires an understanding of aspect-oriented 

modeling. However, both the approaches require an understanding of the UML 

models. Developing such models is not a trivial task. It can be argued that for 

applications that require a large number of variants and need to be supported over 

time, the effort of modeling is less than the effort of manually maintaining and testing 

different code versions. The development of application feature model FMA (derived 

from generic feature model FMG), UML models, and performance aspects are a one-

time effort that pays off throughout the lifetime of the application. This, however, 

requires further empirical investigation. In previous studies, model-driven 

development and testing have been shown to be efficient in terms of cost and 
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resources (Kapteijns et al. 2009; Heijstek and Chaudron 2009; Utting and Legeard 

2006). 

5.6 Threats to Validity 
In addition to the above-mentioned limitations of the proposed approach, threats to the 

validity of the results are discussed in the following. 

The proposed approach was successfully able to solve the industrial problem, i.e., 

the generation of native application variants and performance testing of these 

generated variants. One potential threat is the general applicability of the approach to 

other case studies. To reduce this threat, two mobile applications are selected from 

different domains: Scramble is a board game and Instalapse being a mobile-utility 

application. This allows us to demonstrate the proposed approach to two vastly 

different applications belonging to different domains. 

Another potential threat regarding the results of the case studies is the impact of the 

correctness of the generated code and performance test results. To reduce this threat, 

the variants are evaluated on the available set of test cases for two case studies to 

verify the business scenarios offered by the case studies.  

A potential threat regarding the selection of the population for the questionnaire-

based study that affects the analysis of the study to be applied in the industrial context. 

This population is selected because of the unavailability of the development and 

testing teams at the industrial partner company. To reduce this threat, we used 

convenience sampling to select students and engineers from a research lab that is 

actively involved in industry projects. The selected participants have significant 

exposure to application modeling, developing and testing. Adequate training sessions 

are conducted to introduce the approach to the participants. 

Another potential threat regarding the validity of the questionnaire being used in the 

study. The developed questionnaire is refined through a pilot study and any 

ambiguities in the questions are removed as per the prevalent state of art in the 

domain.  

5.7 Summary 
This chapter presents a practical evaluation of the proposed approach by applying it to 

the Instalapse case study. Moreover, the results of both the case studies are presented 

and discussed. The results show that the proposed approach is capable enough to solve 

the problem of generating application variants and performance testing of these 

variants. The chapter also presents a questionnaire-based survey to evaluate the 

usefulness of the proposed approach. 

For the proposed approach in both the case studies (Scramble and Instalapse), the 

mobile application generic feature model (FMG) contains most of the features and 

provides a good starting point. The application designer develops their application 

product-line feature models (FMA) using the generic feature model as a guideline, 

adding any missing feature and the functional features manually. Each application 

product-line FMA only contains features that are necessary for that particular 

application and its variants. For example, Scramble application does not require 
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Camera feature that is a core feature in Instalapse application, so it is included in 

Instalapse product-line FMA and excluded from the Scramble product-line FMA. The 

FMA configurations for both the applications depend on requirements for the variants 

to be generated and available hardware features in target mobile device. The 

developed UML models by the application designer for both the case studies 

(Scramble and Instalapse) are a good starting point for the application tester. The 

application tester develops the required performance aspects using the PerMP to apply 

the performance parameters on the application UML models. Besides the test cases 

selection criteria from the application tester, the test cases generation process for 

multiple mobile platforms is independent.  

To summarize, the work presented in this thesis is conducted in close collaboration 

with the industrial partner company. The partner company is facing the problem of 

developing and maintaining a large number of cross-platform variants as well as 

testing the performance for these variants. Therefore, the company approached the 

researchers for solving the problem. These challenges are not unique to our industrial 

partner but are rather common in the mobile application industry that faces similar 

challenges when supporting multiple platforms, devices, and feature-based variants. 

Therefore, the presented case studies in the thesis are representatives of the challenges 

faced by the industry that the approach is designed to solve. While developing the 

approach, the researchers had multiple sessions with the development and testing 

teams to understand their requirements. The solution was developed keeping the 

requirements of the general mobile application development industry. The solution 

was then provided to the industrial partner, which then utilized the developed tool to 

generate the Scramble and Instalapse feature-based application variants, and then tests 

the performance of the generated Scramble and Instalapse application variants. A 

survey is conducted to get the opinion and feedback from the about the usefulness of 

the proposed approach. The analysis of the survey summarizes that the product-line 

model-driven engineering approach is beneficial for development and performance 

testing of mobile applications variants.   
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Chapter 6  

 

Conclusion 

 

 
Supporting variability is a key challenge faced by the mobile application industry. 

Multiple variants of a mobile application are developed to support hardware devices, 

software platforms, and variations in functional requirements. Performance testing is 

essential for the success of a mobile application. Testing performance for all the 

variants developed across the various mobile platforms is also a significant challenge. 

The current industrial practice is to develop multiple native variants of an application 

separately for each of the mobile platforms, which is a very challenging task and 

poses significant overheads in terms of effort. Any potential change or bug fix leads 

to an update in the code that requires updation and verification of the all variants 

manually. 

There are approaches in the literature that have been proposed to address the 

problem of supporting variations but these are specific to a single mobile platform 

and are limited to a particular kind of variability, such as software, or hardware, or 

functional. The platform-specific approaches also restrict the generation of a mobile 

application for a specific-platform that cannot execute on other mobile platforms. 

This thesis addresses the industrial problem of supporting variability by providing 

a ‘product-line model-driven engineering’ approach for generating and performance 

testing of native mobile application variants for multiple platforms. It contains two 

parts. One is a ‘product-line model-driven engineering’ to support automated 

generation of mobile application native variants for multiple platforms, that covers 

three types of variations: variation due to operating systems and their versions, 

variations due to software and hardware capabilities of mobile devices, and variations 

based on the functional requirements of a mobile application. Second is a ‘model-
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based performance testing’ to test the performance of the generated application 

variants that covers two kinds of performance measures: core performance measures, 

and varying features performance measures for mobile applications. The performance 

testing strategy is built on the product-line model-driven engineering strategy as the 

generated application variants and the developed UML models are used in the testing 

approach. 

As part of the product-line model-driven engineering strategy (see details in 

Chapter 3), a generic mobile application feature model (FMG) is provided as a 

guideline for the identification of mobile domain features. Using the provided FMG, 

the designer builds an application-specific product-line feature model (FMA) that 

contains the required features, their dependencies, conflicts, and variations. For the 

model-driven engineering of the under-development mobile application product-line, 

a mobile application product-line UML modeling profile is generated from an FMA. 

The product-line modeling profile is used to model application-specific concepts in 

UML use-case, class, and state machine diagrams. The tool is developed in Java to 

automate the proposed product-line model-driven engineering strategy. The core 

functionality of the tool is the generation of feature-based native mobile application 

variants for multiple platforms using the application-specific feature model, the UML 

modeling profile, and the developed UML models specific to the under development 

application. In addition, the tool allows generating UML modeling profile and partial 

class diagram from the application-specific feature model to support designing of 

UML models. 

As part of the model-based performance testing strategy (see details in Chapter 4), 

a performance profile (PerMP) for mobile applications is provided to specify the 

mobile domain-specific performance measures. The PerMP is used to model the 

desired performance parameters for the mobile application product-line under 

development. This also includes the performance aspect to apply the PerMP on the 

UML models (that are developed as part of the modeling strategy). An EMFText is 

used for the definition of performance aspect. The modeled performance aspects are 

weaved on the developed UML models. For the under development mobile 

application product-line performance testing, the abstract (or platform-independent) 

test cases are generated from the woven UML state machines applied with 

performance measures. The All Performance Transitions and the Targeted 

Performance Transition coverage criteria are defined for the test cases generation. 

For each of the desired mobile platforms, the abstract test cases are transformed into 

concrete test cases. The transformed test cases contain the mobile platform-specific 

details, such as, platform-specific language, API references, test driver, and others. 

The concrete test cases are executed on the instrumented application variants for 

multiple platforms. The execution of the concrete test cases on the variants generates 

performance logs (or execution traces). These logs contain the performance values for 

the modeled performance parameters on the application. These logs are used to 

validate the performance of the generated application variants.  The developed tool is 

extended to implement the model-based performance testing strategy. The extension 

includes the weaving of performance aspects, the generation of abstract test cases, the 

generation of concrete test cases, and the analysis of performance logs. To support 
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these extensions, the tool also implements the instrumentation of the generated native 

application variants, the generation of test oracle, and the extraction of the test oracle. 

The proposed approach is successfully applied to generate and test native variants 

for two industrial case studies: Scramble and Instalapse being developed by our 

industrial partner (see details in Chapter 5). The variants are successfully generated 

for Android and Windows Phone platforms and are different in terms of their 

functionality. The performance of the generated Android-platform native variants for 

both the case studies is validated for two different Android-platform versions 

installed on three different devices. The results of applying the approach to real case 

studies show that automated generation and performance testing of native mobile 

application variants is promising, has a potential to significantly reduce the 

development and testing effort, and can replace the manual practice of developing 

and testing native variants. A survey is conducted to get the opinion and feedback 

from the practitioners about the usefulness of the proposed approach. 

To summarize, following are the key contributions of the thesis: 

 A comprehensive study of the existing literature related to the product-line 

engineering, model-driven engineering, and performance testing of mobile 

applications. 

 Proposing a novel ‘product-line model-driven engineering’ approach for 

mobile applications, that successfully generates business logic of native mobile 

application variants for Android and Windows Phone platforms. For this, we: 

o Propose a product-line engineering of mobile applications that consists 

of a generic feature model (FMG), application feature model (FMA), 

and feature model configurations.  

o Provide a designing strategy for model-driven engineering of the under 

development mobile application product-line that consists of an 

application-specific UML modeling profile, and UML use-cases, class 

diagram, and state machines. 

 Proposing a novel ‘model-based performance testing’ strategy for mobile 

applications, that successfully tests the performance of the generated native 

application variants. For this, we: 

o Propose a performance modeling profile (PerMP) for mobile domain-

specific performance parameters, which allows the modeling of mobile 

application-specific performance. 

o Provide an aspect-oriented strategy for modeling performance aspects 

to apply the PerMP on the developed UML models for the under-

development mobile application product-line. 

o Propose a performance test cases generation strategy that firstly 

generates mobile platform-independent test cases from UML state 

machines, and then transforms these to platform-specific test cases for 

the desired mobile platforms. 
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 Development of a MOPPET tool that automates the proposed approach for the 

generation and performance testing of feature-based native mobile application 

variants. 

 Application of the proposed ‘product-line model-driven engineering’ and 

‘model-based performance testing’ approach to two industrial case studies, i.e., 

Scramble and Instalapse. The approach successfully generates feature-based 

native application variants and tests the performance of these variants for both 

the case studies. The results show that the approach is applicable to industrial 

mobile applications and have the potential to significantly reduce the 

development and testing efforts. 

 A questionnaire-based survey is conducted to get the opinion and feedback 

about the ‘usefulness of the developed mobile application generation and 

performance testing approach’. The analysis of the survey summarizes that the 

proposed approach addresses the challenges of generating and performance 

testing of mobile application variants. 
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Chapter 7  

 

Recommendations for Future Work 

 

 
Recommendations for future work are as follows: 

 

 A possible future work will be investigating ways of automating the generation 

of application GUI. The native mobile application GUI’s are tightly coupled 

with the underlying device and operating systems. Additionally, there is a 

significant aesthetics part involved in the development of application GUI that 

is not easily automatable. A number of proposed user interface modeling 

languages, such as, IFML, UMLi (Da Silva and Paton 2000), or model-based 

user interface modeling techniques (Cimino and Marcelloni 2012; Botturi et al. 

2013; Sabraoui, Koutbi, and Khriss 2012) for mobile application user interface 

modeling and code generation may be leveraged. This will also allow 

generating the Controller class automatically for the interaction between the 

user interface layer and business logic layer.  

 

 Another possible future direction will be the use of an action language (for 

example, ALF
35

) for defining algorithmic details during UML state machine 

transition modeling rather than Java programming language. An action 

language is a high-level declarative language, independent of programming 

language syntax. It is easier to define algorithmic details in action language and 

later on transform them into the relevant platform-specific programming 

language. However, this could potentially introduce another learning barrier to 

application development. The application designers will need to learn action 

language as well, in addition to UML. 

                                                           
35

 http://www.omg.org/spec/ALF/1.0.1/PDF/ 
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 A possible direction is to devise a strategy to handle altering behavior for a 

feature depending on the configuration. 

 

 A possible future work will be the development of performance parameters-

specific fault model. Then, tailoring of the proposed work based on the 

developed fault model to capture the performance faults is an interesting area 

yet to be explored. 

 

 A possible direction can be a large-scale experimental evaluation of the 

approach in different industry organizations. The experiment can be focused to 

discuss how much effort can be saved in application generation and 

maintenance over long term for applications of different sizes and complexities. 
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Appendix-I 
 

The questions used in the questionnaire-based survey are as follows. 

Listing Appendix_I.1: Questionnaire for the study 

 

Section I: Demographic Details 

1. Please select your last completed academic degree? 

 Bachelors 

 Masters 

 PhD 

 Other (Please specify): _________________________ 

 

2. How long have you been involved in mobile application development? 

Specify the range that best describes the duration. 

 Less than 1 year 

 1-3 years 

 3-5 years 

 More than 5 years 

 

3. What is your (current) role in the company? 

 Developer 

 Tester 

 Both 

 Other (please specify): _____________________ 

 

4. What is the size of the team you are currently working in? 

 1-2 

 3-5 

 5-8 

 More than 8 
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5. How familiar are you with modeling applications using UML? Select 

the option that best describes your level of expertise. 

 Beginner 

 Advance 

 Expert 

Section II: Mobile Application Variants Development and Generation 

6. What is your opinion that generic feature model helpful in developing 

an application feature model? Did you find the generic feature model 

useful in developing the application specific feature model? 

 Absolutely useful 

 Partially useful 

 Not useful 

Comments: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

7. Was the application modeling profile useful in modeling the mobile 

application? 

 Absolutely useful 

 Partially useful 

 Not useful 

Comments: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

8. Characterize the amount of effort required to model mobile application 

using UML use-case, class, and state machines? 

 High amount of effort  

 Medium amount of effort 

 Low amount of effort 

Comments: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 
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9. Did you find the product-line engineering of mobile applications for 

the generation of various mobile application variants useful? 

 Very Useful 

 Marginally useful 

 Not Useful 

Comments: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

10. How would you characterize the amount of maintenance effort saved 

for maintaining multiple application variants because of the automated 

application generation from UML models? 

 High amount of effort 

 Medium amount of effort 

 Low amount of effort 

Comments: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

Section III: Mobile Application Variants Performance Testing 

11. Does the proposed performance profile contain the features required 

for performance modeling of mobile applications?  

 Almost all features are included 

 More than half of the features are included 

 Only some features are included 

Comments: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

12. What option best describes the complexity of modeling the 

performance aspects using EMFText? 

 Easy 

 Moderate difficulty 

 Difficult 

Comments: 

_________________________________________________________ 
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13. How would you characterize the amount of testing effort saved for 

multiple application variants because of the automated test case 

generation from UML models? 

 High 

 Medium 

 Low 

Comments: 

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________ 

Section IV: Feedback on the usefulness and adaption of the Approach in 

Industry 

Do you think the approach is useful for the industry? What issues do you 

foresee for /against wider adaption of the approach in industry? 

Remarks: 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 


